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ABSTRACT

This analjtical study of active flutter suppression systems for military

aircraft was directed toward the accomplishment of two broad objectives:

1. Establish flutter modcs, configurations, and. flight conditions

where active flutter control can show an advantage.

2. Formulate design guidelines and criteria to implement and test

active flutter suppression systens.

To accomplish these broad objectives the study effort was divided into

the three separate investigations listed below:

1. Wing/store flutter control study - to assess the practicality of

extension of flutter boundaries for several store combinations.

2. All-movable horizontal tail flutter control study - to investigate

both the potential payoff in future aircraft and the unique pro-

blems aind difficulties when one of the participants in the flutter

mechanism is used as the flutter control force produceI.

3. Wing flutter control study - to parametrically evaluate the

potential iav;off in future aircraft by active flutter control of

flutter critical primary lifting surfaces.

The studies showed that active flutter suppression systems are feasible

and practical for any flutter mode which can be classified az mild or mode-

rate flutter. Nearly all wing/store flutter cases are in this category.

The advanced aircraft wing and horizontal tail configuratiors can be actively

controlled if the aeroelastic system is first "tamed" by balanc'e weidht. It

was found that the flutter control system could work successfully despite

realistic hardware limitations and system nonlinearities in a turbulent en.-

vironment. It uas also determined that a fighter aircraft flight control

system and the flutter control system can share components and coexist with

minimal interference.

L
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1
qF.

1

%ut Complex frequeacy response function of displacelkent,
qi/ rate, or acceleration in response to excitation

F coordinate qFi

R Real aerodynamic coefficient matrix in (R+iI) flutter
equations

R Perfect gas constant

R Effective gain of transfer function y(2)
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R Radius vector from the origin in the corplex plane

S Laplace variable used as iw

s Nondimornsional time =: V-- t
D

t Time

T. Time const•nts in transfer f-uncý.ionrs

V Aircraft forward velocity

V Fli,.tter onset velocity

X. Control .y.%tem variables F
Y09 Y1 Y Bessel functions of the first and second kind

y(s) Transfer function representation of the Wagner function
Z ý,eros of cori trol system chara,ýteristic equation

a Primary surface streanvwise -. agl- of attack attribtatableto twist (also used for ',ctal aircraft angle of attack)

8 Control surface flexible deflection angle
r . 4to- of specific hents

Control surface actuator deflection angle

SDamping coefficient = g/2

6 Angle of radius vector in the complex plane

ANormalized elgenvalues in (B+il) flutter solution

SMass ratio - aerodynamic to structure

P Air density

o Nondimensional time = V T
b

a Normalized iner-tia derivatives in (R+il) flutter
0 solution

T Time

Ti Ti•me constants in transfer functions

(S) Luplace transform of the Wagner function ¢(t) JJ
-BI5S -BsmWagner function = t -Anfe fuAc2te I

gs) Wagner function = 1 -A e-C 1t -A e-C 2tI 1 2
Participation coefficients (weighting function) for
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1. INTRODUCTION

I. P. Bakgrxrud

Considerable progress has been made in the past several years in apply-

ing active control principlks for the reduction of the responses of "rigid

body" and "lou frequency" structural modes of large flexdble ai-craft in

atmospheric turbulence. Emphasis has been given to this approach when in-

creased structural. load.ý and fatigue rates we;re experienced by aircraft

flying through turbulent air.

In the mid-19 60's, the Air Force initiated several programs to study,

design, and flight test an active system that would reduce fatigue damage

rates, improve airplane handling qualities, and reduce peak loads. One of

these programs developed a stability augmentation system to improve dutch

roll damping, red.ce structural loads, and improve the controllability of the

B-52 aircraft in turbulence. A further extension of these concepts known

as LAMS (!ioad Alleviation and Mode Stabilization-Reference 1) demonstrated

by flight tests on the B--52, an active system that alleviated gust loads and

controlled the response of some elastic structural modes. Gcncrallyj tests

indicated that fatigue damage rates were improved while retaining or improv-

trg t!be handling and ride qualities of the aircraft. Another program, Ref-

erences 2 and 3, in this technical area provided a modal suppression system

for the IB-70 supersonic aircraft. The ILAF system (Identically Located

Accelerometer and Force) employed on the XB-70 was designe,! to damp the

structural motion induced by turbulence and improve the ride qualities at

the pilot station. Flight tests on the XB-70 were exploratory but indicated

that a flexible-mode stabilization system is operationally feasible.

This study is a logical extension of these concepts. It evaluates the

feasibility of active flutter suppression 9ystems for military aircraft.

The active flutter control concept employs the features of an automatic

feedback control system, possibly in conjunction with more conventional

passive methods, to preclude flutter. The flutter onset velocity is delayed .

with this concept by cycling an aerodynamic force producing element, such

as an aileron, in a manner which stabilizes the flutter mechanism. The

command to the force producing element is generated by the compensated sig-

nal of a sensor, either mechanical or electrical, which detects deformation

of the primary surface.



11.2 Study Objectives

This analytical study of active flutter suppression systems for military

aircraft was directed toward the accomplishment of two broad objectives:
1. Establish flutter m~des, configurations, and flight conditions

where active flutter control can show an advantage.

2. Formulate design guidelines and criteria to implement and test

active flutter suppression systems.

Three basic types of flutter mechanisms were examined: wing/store, hori-

zontal tail, and bare wing. The study vehicles were restricted to super-

sonic fighter aircraft with moderate aspect ratio surfaces. Conventional

all-aluminum as well as advanced composite materia1 . structures were analyzed.

Factors such as deformation sensor type and location, compensation design,

-, hardware performance requirements, and flight safety were considered in the

synthesis of the active flutter control schemes.

½ IF• 2!



1 2. STUDY CONFIGURATIONS

These studies examine the feasibility of actively suppressing three

familiar types of aircraft flutter: 1) wing/store flutter; 2) norizontal

tail flutter; 3) bare wing flutter. The configurations analyzed are pre-

sented in the following sections.

2.1 Wing/Store Study Configurations

The F-h aircraft was selected for examining the feasibility of active

wing/store flutter control since it carries a large number of different

store types exhibiting a wide variation of dynsnic properties and flutter

mechanisms. Instances of mild wing/store flutter have been documented dur-

ing flight testing and several stores are currently subject to flutter velo-

city placards. The specific stores examined in this study are: 370 gallon

external fuel tanks - 90%, 62%, and 31% full configurations; MK-8h FO, a

2000 lb laser-guided (smart) bomb; and the MK-82, a 500 pound general purpose

bomb. The mass and inertial characteristics of these stores are listed in

Table 1. Because of the wide variation in these properties, the general

trends determined for these stores should be representative of most wing/

store flutter mechanisms encounLered on other low-to-moderate aspect ratio

fighters with supersonic capability.

2.-.1 F-4 Wing Description - The F-h wing is constructea 2ntirely of

aluminum. Since the wing was strength designed there has been no attempt

to weight optimize the wing structure with regard to aeroelastic constraints.

A description of the F-4 wing-pylon structural models used in these studies

is given in Appendix I. A two-view sketch of the F-h aircraft with a 370

gallon tank at buttline (BM) 132.5- is shown in Figure 1. The stores under

consideration in this study are all carried at the 13L 132.5 location. The

sketch indicates that the F-h lateral control surfaces (aileron and spoiler)

are situated at precisely the same spanwise location as the stores. These

surfaces are, thus, ideally locatedto suppress a wing/store flutter insta-

bility since they can counteract store moments where they are passed into

the wing. The leading edge flap is not suitable for active flutter control

since it has only two positions (full off-full on) and cannot be cycled at

frequencies exceeding 1 Hz.

The flight envelope of the F-h is given in Figure 2 for the no stores

and fall stores (60,000 pound gross weight) configurations. Indicated in

the envelope is the 550 KEAS flutter placard currently in effect for an F-h

3
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with these stores.

2.1.2 370 Gaellon Fuel Tank - The 370 gallon external tanks are carried

during heavy store carry missions which require the use of the afterburner

during take-off to shorten ground-roll. The external fuel supply is generally

used before the fuselage/internal-wing supply, and the external tanks are jet-

tisoned whe- empty. The geometry of the 370 gallon-three compartment-externali

fuel tanks carried as a single store at the BL 132.5 store stations is described

in Figure 3. The external tanks are attached to the wing with special tank

pylons. Weight information, geometry, and a tabulation of flight and ground

tested configurations are given in the figure. The tank fuel loadings: 90%,

62%, and 31% full; are exemined in this study.

The 90% configuration was selected for analysis because it "is a flight

verified minimum flutter velocity case. The 62% and 31% cases are examined also

to get a complete picture of how changing inertia and mass characteristics

affect the ability to control flutter. The pitch inertia values given in

Table i nave been adjusted to account for fuel sLosn effects.

2.1.3 MK-84 EO - The MK-84 EO Laser Guided Bomb is used against fixed

point targets which are illuminated by a laser beam. The bomb can alter its

trajectory with movable steering fins to follow the laser beam. The MK-84 EO,

which is carried as a single store by the Miscellaneous Armament Unit (MAU-12)

pylon at BL 132.5, is shown in Figure 4, The nose-mountred laser sensing/guid-

ance unit is not shown- The store characteristics given in the figure corres-

pond to the maximum weight, minimum pitch inertia, and most forward c.g. nor-

mally encountered in p'oduction versions of the 4(z•-84. This particular

combination of bomb properties results in a minimum of flutter onset velocity.

2.1.4 MK.-82 - Up to six MK-82, 500 pound bombs can be carried under each

wing. The bombs are carried as shown in Figure 5 with the Multiple Ejector

Pack (MER) which is in turn attached to the MAU-12 pylon. The rack attaches 'Go

the pylon in the forward shifted position. This maintains the aircraft e.g.

within specified limits. Tiie bombs can be released one at a time or in a "ripple

mode". The numbers in the figure indicate the order of bomb release. Belease

alt.rnates from ;ing to wing - i.e., bomb 1/righL wing then bomb 1/left wing,

etc-. The speci-i c configuration analyzed was with bombs; 5 and 6 only (innoard

MER shoulder) on the left hand wing. This configuration occurs on the le.t wing

nea'- r the end of the release sequence whenever a full MK-82 load is carried.

This load condition correspond.; to the inboard bombs - 3 an( 4 - on the righý

hand wing. A symmetric loading condition was assumud for the flutter analysis. 4

7
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FIGURE 4 MK-84 EO GUIDED BOMB MOUNTED ON MAU-12 PYLON AT BL 132.50
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This configuration, again, is the most flutter critical.

2.2 Advanced Aircraft Configuration

The advanced fibnter aircraft shown in Figure 6 has been chosen

as the study vehicle for both the horizontal tail and wing flutter

control study efforts. This aircraft anticipates significant improvements

in both structure and propulsion. It is also expected that it would have

fly-by-wire flight control systems which would be available as a base for

cooperative use by flutter control systems.

The basic vehicle design criteria includes a design load factor of 5.0 g

(ultimate load factor of 7.5 g) and a dynamic pressure limit which is almost

double the maximum dynamic pressure experienced by some fighter aircraft.

Composite material will be used for both the wing and the empermnage. Aero-

dynamic controls will include leading edge slats, trailing edge flaps,

spoilers, and differential all-movable horizontal tail. The aerodrnamic

characteristics for the wing and horizontal tail of this aircraft design

are given in Table 2.

2.2.1 Advanced Aircraft horizontal Tail - It has been the common ex-

perience with contemporary fighter type aircraft tha.t the design of all-

movable horizontal tails is constrained by flutter considerations. Horizon- I
tal tails designed to satisfy strength and aerodynamic requirements are

usually unable to satisfy the flutter requirements without additional modi-,

fication. Flutter modifications in the past have always been nassive and

have employed various combinations of:

1) balance weights

2) pitch restraint

3) torque box stiffening

The weight penalties for passive flutter control of all-movable

horizontal tails are significant as shown in Figure 7. This figure, which

is based on contemporary aircraft, illustrates that additional weight for

flutter will be required in future aircraft even with the use of the highly V
efficient composite materials.

The total potential reduction in aircraft weight is greater than shown

in Figure 7 because of the pronuunced sensitivity of ovc.rull aircraft weight

to small changes in empennage weight. For some advanced airc'raft designs

-. _9, -
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TABLE 2 ADVANCED AIRCRAFT CHARACTERISTICS

Horizontal

Item Wing Tail

Area ft2  489.2 120.0

Aspect Ratio 4.0 2.01

Taper Ratio 0.233 0.323

Leading Edge Sweep - deg 62.5 50.0

Thickness Ratio - Root % 6.0 3.8

Thickness Ratio - Tip -% 4,0 2.5

Airfoil 64A00X 64A00X

Incidence deg 1.0 0

Span ft 44.24 15.53

Span/2 in 265.4 93.18

Mean Aero. Chord in 150.0 100.8

Root Chord - in 215.3 140.2

Tip Chord - in 50.2 45.3

Dihedral -deg 0 10

13
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currently being considered, as much as 15 to 20 rounds of overall weight re-

duction is possible, in the early design stages, for each pound saved in the

empennage.
The Computerized Otimization Procedure for Stabilators (mOPS), des-

cribed in Reference h, has been used to generate the detailed aeroelastic

description for the advanced horizontal tail. The overall aerodyýnamic char-

acteristics for this control surface, given in Table 2, -'ere used by the

COPS program to generate the aeroelastic model shown in Figure 8. The model

is a torque box structure idealized by eight discrete rigid chord str. ruim

sections with three mass points per section. The structural materi '1 chosun

for this surface is boron/epoxy composite. The composite layup for the

feasible strength design torque box is specified with 70% of the fibers at

0 degrees with respect to the elastic axis, 20% at +45 degrees and 10% at

90 degrees. The total weight for this feasible strength design is 259.h45

lbs. The detailed analytical model is given in Appendix Hi.

2.2.2 Advanced Aircraft Wing - In the past, strength requirements have

genern 1v di ntntni the c +,_,ral des-ign of fighn'ter aircrauft WlIY&' F1 U L

requirements have been inherently satisfied on such aircraft as tae F-1' I

cause the conventional rib-spar wing structure necessary for static eCr

loads has provided enough torsional stiffness to preclude flutter within the

flight envelope.

Flutter critical designs are likely, however, for fighters aru inte>--

ceptors planned for 1975 or later. New contemporary fighter aircraft cou.

already be classified as transition aircraft in which both strength and

flutter played important roles in the wing structural design. The trend

toward flutter critical designs results from the following design trends:

a) The use of materials with high structural efficiency and low

structural stiffness

2) low wing load factor designs

3) thin wing designs

The wing stiffness levels which are reduced by each of these trends can

create a flutter critical design. Passive flutter control for these advanced

aircraft may require so much unnecessary nonstructural weight that active

flutter control may become attractive, especially if control surfaces can be

t
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used for both flutter control and flight control.

Selected modules of the COPS computer program have been used to generate

the baseline feasible strength design with no consideration for the aero-

elastic constraints. The overall aerodynamic characteristics for this wing,

given in Table 2, were used by the COPS program to generate the aeroelastic i

model shown in Figure 9. The model, which considers only the exposed area

of the wing, consists of eight discrete rigid chord streamwise sections with

three mass points per section. Vie structur-l material chosen for this wing

is boron/epoxy composite with 70% of the composite fibers at 0 degrees with

respect to the elastic axis, 20% at +45 degrees and 10% at 90 degrees. Two

weight distributions were calculated. The first weight distribution is for a

clean wing with no aerodynanic control surfaces on either the leading or

trailing edges. Total weight of this clean version is 918.34 lbs. The second

weight distribution is for the wing with both leading and trailing edge con-

trol surfaces in each streamwise section. The torque box is the same for

both weight versions. Total weight for the second version is 1265.53 lbs.

The detailed analytical model is given in Appendix III.
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3. TECHNICAL APPROACH

3.1 General Description of Study

3.1.1 Scope - This analytical study of active flutter suppression

systems was directed toward the accomplishment of two broad objectives.

These objectives are:

o To establi9h the potential flutter modes, configurations, and flight

conditions where active flutter suppression can show an advantage.

o To for-nulate design guidelines and criteria to implement and test

acti e flutter suppression systems.

To accomplish these broad objectives the stady effort was divided into three

separate areas of investigationi, wing/store flutter control, all-movable

horizontal tail flutter control, and wing flutter control.

The wing/score flutter control study assessed the practicality of ex-

tension of flutter boundaries for several store combinations by active con-

trol. 'The vehicle for this study effort was the F-4 Phantom aircraft shown

in Figure 1.
Th IUL±~ta tilfutter Co, -d ¾ rm n

tial payoff for active control in future aircraft and the unique problems

and difficulties encountered when one of the participants in the flutter mode

is used as the flutter control force producer. An example of participative

control is the pitch actuator- being used as the control force producer to

suppress pitch-bending flutter. The vehicle for this study effort vas the

advanced aircraft of Figre 6.

The wing flutter control study paranetrically evaluated the potential

pay off in futurt aircraft by active control of flutter critical primary

lifting surfaces. The vehicle for this study effort was also the advanced

aircraft shown in Figure 6.

3.1.2 Plan of Attack - This discussion presents the general approach

wVieh was followed in all three fluttcr control study efforts. The plan

followed is illustrated by the conceptual flow chart of Figure 10. The step

n'xmbers in the following paragraphs refer to block num-rbers in the figure.

Step 1 - A flutter analysis was performed for the candidate configur-

ation to determine a base for subseqrent comparisons. For the

wing/store studies a flutter analysis was performed for all

store combinations being considered.

Step 2 - A choice was made of' an active flutter suppression scheme. The

19
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type and location of the force producer or producers were .)eci-

fted. Tle type and location of the sernso±' or sensors were

specified.

otep 3 - Linear poxametric studies were made using appropriate computer

programs such as the frequency domain computer program des-

cribed in Section '.5.1. Compensation to control flutter was

generated by conventional control system design techniques.

Compensation networks found suitable for one store configura-

tion or flight condition were then tested on other cases to

determine the sensitivity of the design.

Step 4 - Linear time domain studies were made for the most promising
design of ste-o 3 using appropriate computer programs such as

the time domain computer program described in Section 3.5,2.

The control system requirements on rate, displacement, and
power were determined for flight both with and without atmos-

pherI c turbulence.

Step 5 - The effects of system nonlinearities were determined for the
rost promi.sing design of step 4 using the time domain computer
program.

Step 6- A reliability and redundancy study was conducted for the mDst

promising candidate system. A significant amoutic of data from
the F-h SFCS (Survivable Flight Control System, Reference 5)

program was used to give credibiltty to the reliability and
weight assessment effort.

Step 7 - The po,;slbility of weight saving by use of a non-dedicated
flutter control system was investigated. The Multi-Loop

Control Systems computer progren (MATLOC) described in Appen-

dix IV was used to evaluate the compatibility of the flutter

control system with other flight ccntrol systems.

Step 8 -- The minimum weight passive flutter solutions were determined

for the caneidate configurations in the wing and tail flutter

study programs. Parametric analyses and engineering judgement,

using appropriate computing tools, such as COPS (Computerized
Optimization Procedure for Stabilators), described in Reference

4 were used in this assessment.

Step 9 - The minimum veight passive flutter solutions were compared to

21as



the minimum weight active flutter solurions to determine the

potential. weight pýayoff of active flutter control for the wing

and tail flutter stud: programs. In the ease of the wing/store

studyv, expa'ded flight envelope is the potential payoff.

3.-.3 !esi_*n Gunideline - Certain design constraints and performance
objectives were considered as guidelines throughout these studies. These

considerations were used to ensure a realistic evaluation of competitive

active flutter suppiession schemes. Because of the exploratory nature of

these studies, however, a failure of any system to rigorously satisfy these

design guidelines was not an automatic cause for elimination.

3.1.3.1 Relative Stability - For speeds up to the aircraft limit speed,

the design goals for relative stability were the following:

1) Gain margins of +6 diB

2) Phase margins of +60 degrees

3)' Effective structural damping coefficient of g = 0.03 (C = 0.015) on

time history traces.

In addition, the flutter control systems were required to be- ýtable for all

elastic modes other than the flutter mode being controlled.

3.1.3.2 Turbulence and Maneuver Environment - The flutter control sys-

tems were expected to withstand the following gusts and maneuver loads:

i) Random gust with ras of 13 ft/sec.

2) Discrete gust of the form (1 - cos wt) for 30 ft/sec pealk amplitude.

3) Limit load factor maneuvers.

3.1.3.3 Reliability - Control surface actuators were sized top c':n-

tinuous control in the specified turbulence and maneuver environmrents. The

design objective was to use a minimuin number of redundant control system

ccmponent:n to ensure system reliability, with a failure rate of less than

one catastrophic failure (loss of aircraft) per million flight hour's.

3.2 Solution Techniques

3.2.1 The Active Flutter Control Concept- Flutter is a self--excited

Smechanism whereby energy is absorbed by the lifting surface from the air-

stream. Ahe critical flutter mode is characterized by a unique flutter fre-

quency of oscillation in which the motion consists of both bending and tor-

i slUp (twist) components. The oscillation is essentially simple harmonic.

L'he bending and the iLorsion motions are not in phase with each other; in

fact the torsior. :rot oz lags cosi.derably behind the bendiing motion at
- .2 •! 22
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flutter. If either the bending or torsion motion is suppressed this classi-

cal coupled bending--torsion flutter will not occur. The flutter may also be

controlled by changing the phasing of the two motions to change the energy

flow so that the nec work is done on the airstream instead of on the wing.

The flutter onset spee6 may, a•lso be increased by delaying the -oalescence

of participating modes with increasing airspeed.

Let us exanine in nore detail one cycle of motion when flutter is oc-

curring. For this p-rpose consider only a single discrete wing streamwise

section and plot its displacement versus time as shown in Figure ii. The

lift, vector is in phace with the torsion motion. The small lag angle due

to lift buil--'ip delays is not necessary for this development aid has been

eliminated for clarity. Bending leads torsion 90 degrees so that positive

work is be.in.-g done on the wing. 'The lift vector is in the direction of the

deflection change. The work 4S thus positive during each quarter cycle.

For a rea1-ýorld wing the net work will be the summation over the entire

wing surface. Generally during each cycle of oscillation lift forces attri-

bu e to to.sic vii..,..ill Ao . pSitiv.. work on the wing during a portion of the

cycle and negative work during the remainder of the cycle. The motion will

just maintain itself when such net positive work is balanced by darming or

diss.'.pative forces in the system. The motion will diverge (flutter will

occvr) when the -'-' ance of work on the wing is positive.

Ideal fiutter control of this example wing section is described in

Figure 12. No flutter will occur if either type of motion is suppressed or

if the phasing is such that the net work is zero or negative. Aerodynamic

control surfaces offer a convenient means for generating flutter control

forces. Figure 13 shows a trailing edge control surface producing a stabil-

izing moment which tends to oppose the torsion motion. This surface could

be either existing or specifically dedicated for active flutter control.

An alternate, and more enlighte' :g, description of the flutter motion

is shown in Figure 14. Consider the work done by the lift vector during one

cycle of motion.
t 2T, 2-n

W W

Work/Cycle =JPOWER)dt =fL(-n)dt

0 0

The vower input to the system is positive for -Lh cos o > 0 or when cos a < 0.

23
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Total Suppression of Angle )f Twist - a 0

h Leads cz by 1800

+ INo Flutter

Work WVOrk Net Work 0

Work Work=0

Tozal Suppression of Bending Motion - h = 0
No Flutter

FIGURE 12 EXAMPLE, OF IDEAL FLUTTER CONTROL
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The maximum power occurs when cos a = -1 or a - 1800 as shown.

In the light of the preceding discussion, teveral choices for flutter

control feedback signals appear promising. Both individual and blended feed-

back signals are considered in these studies to competitively evaluate these

various possibilities. The individual feedback signals tested include all

of the variations of torsion motion such as,

+ KAa, 4,-Aa +K-A

and bending motion such as,

+KAh, +KAh, -A

The blended feedback signals tested include the following combinations,

+-KA + KB)

r

+ KA + iKEA B

where KA and KB are arbitrary constants.

3.2.2 Flutter Control Schemes - In general there are three separate

operations which must be performed by any practical flutter control system.

These are,

1) Sensing

2) Feedback compensation

3) Control force production

Sensing may be done by transducers which produce ci t her an electrical signal

or a physical displacement. Feedback compensation may also be accomplished

by either electrical or mechanical components. The production of' forces and

moments to control flutter may be done in many different ways, such as by

electro-hydraulic or mechanical actuation of control surfaces, reaction jets,

or Jet flaps.

3.2.2.1 Electrical Feedback - This general concept for flutter control

is illustrated in Figure 15. Sensing and compensation are both performed

by electr'cal components. Control force production is by a hydraulically
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I actuated control surface. The basic scheme shown in this figure has been
applied in one form or another to each of the study configurations.

The reference signal for the control loop of Figure 15 is a command for

the airframe response to be zero. A sensor, which gives an electrical out-

put signal, is used to measure the airframe response at the location of the
V sensor. The total airframe response signal includes compoaents for all

aeroelastic modes in the bandwidth of the sensor, These signals are fed

back through electronic compensation networks and hydraulic actuators to

command the rotation of the control surface. The control surface prcduces

aerodynamic forces which can potentially modify the airframe response to

ensure the stability of the system. If the airframe response is continuously

nullified, the flutter instability can be precluded. The high pass filter,

shown in the figure, has been introduced to filter out the static and low

frequency response signals associated with the normal aircraft maneuvering

and rigid body short period mode so that only the higher frequency flutter

modes are suppressed. The control system design procedure here is to create

the propcr forces in both amplitude and phase to control thib airfri-ue res-

ponse motion which varies with airspeed, altitude, and other flight para-
| meters.

3.2.2.2 Structural Feedback - Active flutter control can also be

achieved through structural feedback. A conceptual sketch of a particular

structural feedback scheme is shown in Figure 16. The scheme uses a struc-

tural link to sense wing twist at one end and to actuate a control surface

at the other end. Mechanical compensators such as springs, masses, and/or

dampers can be incorporated in the link to achieve the phasing of aileron

deflection to wing twist angle required for active stability.

The wing twist angle sensing concept is similar to that employed by a

torque wrench. The outside shaft (Shaft A) represents the wing torsional

stiffness elements while the internal shaft (Shaft B) is fixed to the fuse-

lage with the outer shaft free to rotate about it. Thus, under aerodynamic

moments Shaft A twists relative to Shaft B and the wing twist angle, a, is

sensed. The arm connected to Shaft B is used to actuate the control surface

as shown in the figures. The connection shown results in an aileron angle

which, without further compensation, is 1800 out of phase with the wing twist

angle. In-phase forcing can be achieved by means of a "top to top" connec-

tion. The control surface could be an aileron shared with the lateral control
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system or it could be an auxiliary surface specifically for active flatter

control. An auxiliary surface could be incorporated in the wing or on

the store pylon.

3.2.2.3 Load Suppression for Wing/Store Flutter Control - There Is one

feature commor to all wing/external stores flutter mechanisms. The crux of

that feature s illustrated in Figure 17. The store loads, P ane Q, are

transmitted into the wing and adversely affect the wing flutter speed. If

these store loads were nullified, the wing/store configuration would be

effectively decoupled and the wing would revert to the bare wing flutter

mechanism and speed.

Even with a wide variety of stores, we can suppress or nullify the vi-

bratory store loads transmitted into the wing. This might be accomplished,

for example, by replacing the passive load transmitting members by active

members, i.e., support-actuators as shown in the figi2re. These suppurt-

actuators would suppress the vibratory load components PV and QV and pass

the steady load components P and Q s These "steady load components" also

include the quasi-s-tcady or low frequency mi-oneu=r loads. The- s- 0u-P-Pre- =Ss Gion-I

system might consist of:

o Load cells to sense P and Q

o High pass filters to filter out the steady (low frequency) load

signals leaving only the vibratory load signals

o Support-actuators driven by the vibratory load signals to nullify

the vibratory loads r andQV"

This is a promising scheme also if only the vibratory pitching moment trans-

mitted to the wing, PVa - QVb, is suppressed.

3.3 Hardware Considerations

There aae many practical considerations which enter into the design and!
development of a successful active flutter control system for a high perfor-

mance type aircraft. Some of the more important of these are listed below:

o The requirement for the system to operate with changing flight

condition parameters such as velocity, altitude, and maneuver loads.

o The requirement for acceptable interactions among stability aug-

mentation systems, gust alleviation systens, and flutter control

systems iL control loops are shared.

o The requirement for reliable hardware which is able to satisfy the

demands of the flutter control system.
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AND A DIRECT FLUTTER ELIMINATION APPROACH
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o rue requirement for continuous control of flutter when deep in the

flutter region since, particularly in the case of explosive flutter,

once flutter motion builds up it is doubtful that any active system

can control it.

3.3.1 Variable Flight Conditions - The requirement to operate over

variable flight conditions is one of the major design considerations in the

development of a successful active flutter control system. A high perfor-

mance aircraft experiences elastic deformations as a result of turbulence and

maneuver loads which occur during flight. A flutter control system must be

able to prevent the unstable buildup of these deformations even when the

aircraft is in a flutter critical region of the flight envelope. This re--

quirement to control a potentially unstable dynamic system in a turbulent

environment is distinctly more demanding than the normal requirements for

control of stable dynamic systems. The successful control of flutter re-

quires the use of sensors, compensation networks, and force producers in

such a way that the resulting design is relatively insensitive to the vari-

: OF able flight condition parameters such as velocity, altitude, Mach No., andi

disturbance level. In the particular case of wing/stcre flutter control the j
active system must also be able to accoimmodate variable dynamic configura-

tions as the store loading changes.

3.3.2 Control System Integration - Another significant design consider-

ation ts the possibility of the integi- U; of flutter control systems with

other systems for flight control, stability augmentation, and gust and load

alleviation. Integration of an active flutter control system with other

flight control systems Js desirable from a weight saving standpoint. It is

especially desirable in fighter aircraft since both the number and location

of' feasible control surfaces is limited. Two possible arrangements are:

mechanical7- linked series servo integration, and complete electronic inte-

gration.

A mechanically linked series servo arrantgement is used in contemporary

aircraft. This system adds the pilot's mechanical in-uts to electronic in-

puts from the automatic feedback control system such as those for stability

augnentation and flutter control.- The resultant combined signal drives the

control valve of a hydraulic ,ower actuator.

Complete electronic integration combines the separate signals from the

primary flight control systems and the flutter control system electronically
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to command integrated fly-by-wire electro-hydraulic power actuators. This

type of control system integration is likely in future aircraft.

3,3.3 Hardware Capabilities - Significant difficulties in the implemen-

tation of active flutter control occur in the area of hardware. The control

system components whether mechanical, electrical, or hydraulic are, in

generel, sensitive to the frequency of operation. They must be designed for

the specific application since the design guidelines and criteria for one

range of frequencies, such as for rigid aircraft control, are not appropriate

for other frequency ranges, such as for flutter.

It is relatively easy to fabricate sensors and electronic components

into very precise, highly redundant units which will reliably perform over

a wide range of frequencies. It is a significantly more difficult design

problem to satisfy the force producer frequency requirements.

The force producer rate limit is another critical design constraint and

affects the system gain and available power for fluttea control. The force

producer, whether mechanical, electrical,or hydraulic, must be designed for

high rates. .

3.3.4 Continuous Control - Continuous control of fluttr is required
A

when deep in the unstable flutter region in order to preclude the buildup of

flutter forces and motions to an uncontrollable level. The danger of loss

of control is very real for explosive flutter such as pitch-bending flutter

of a stabilator or bending-torsion flutter of a wing. The energy extracted

from the airstream when a well developed flutter mode is occurring is enough

to overpower any practical hydraulic actuator or other force producer.

Loss of continuous control is possible because of' excessive deflection

or iate demands on the control system in an environment of severe turbulence

or excessive maneuver. This may demand the use of dedicated flutter control

force producers on some aircraft. In an integrated control loop, where a

control surface is shared by two systems, limits on deflection may have to

be imposed on each of the systems. These limits could be imposed electroni- A

cally for the case of a completely integrated system. The limits could be

mc-chanica1 for a series servo arrangement.

The requirement for continuous control demands the use of redundant con-

trol system elements. The F- fly-by-wire (SFCS, Reference 5) program is

developing redundant hydraulic actuators, servo valves,and electronics to

ensure continuous control.
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3.4 Analytical Considerations

A complete model of both the control system and the aeroelastic air-

frame is necessary for the design of a system for the active control of

flutter. Traditional control dynamics and structural dynamics alalyses sel-

dom include such an integrated model. The practical design of the control

system requires these coordinated studies it, both the frequency and the time

domains, and each of these domains is preferred for certain aspects of the

total analytical Job.

3.4.1 Frepuency Domain Analyses - The frequency domain is appropriate

for use in determining dynamic stability. In addition, using power spectral

density techniques, the frequency domain can be used to evaluate the environ-

mental response (deflections, loads, stresses, etc.). Frequency domain

analyses allow for:

o The assessment of aeroelastic airframe/control system dynamic

stability, including both the low frequency effects and flutter.

o The generation of data which is useful for gaining insight into the

j dynamic stability problem including modal data such as mode shape.

frequency, and damping, as well as the identification of the mechanism
causing the instability.

o The use of frequency dependent unsteady aerodynamic representations.

o The use of the many tools of classical con';rol theory for the design

of the control system.

o The generation of data in a format suitable for PSD gust response

and ride quality analyses.

In addition, the frequency i :sponse approach is readily and efficiently

adaptable to computers. Results can be obtained quickly and cheaply using

frequency domain techniques.

3.4.2 Time Domain Analyses - Time domain analyses were 'used in the study

for certain aspects of active flutter control not readily treated by the

frequency domain analyses. The time domain was used for:

o The evaluation of the rate, displacement, and power demands of the

control system.

o The evaluation of the total and complete effect of nonlinearities

on both stability and response.

o The assessment of the required power to avoid control system satur-

ation during flight through severe tirbulence.
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3.4.3 Aerodynamic Thepa - The principal area of the aeroelastic

analyses in which a choice of approaches is required is in the representation

of the unsteady aerodynamics, where some of the analytical tools are defi-

cient. Computer programs are not available to accurately assess the unsteady

aerodynamics on control surfaces for the high subsonic and transonic region.

The approach used in these studies was to rely heavily on strip theory

aerodynamic derivatives modified for finite aspect ratio and compressibility

based on wind tunnel data. This procedure is justified for several reasons:

o Believable flutter trends are obtained from strip theory for wings

and tails with moderate aspect ratios.

" Curve fit difficulties and inaccuracies quite often compromise the

prormised accuracy of the more sophisticated lifting surface theories. Ii
"o The many parametric variations required make primary use of liftinc

surface theory economically prohibitive because of excessive computa-

tion time per case.

"o The strip Theory derivatives for control surfaces ere consistent with

the strip theory -lcr-vativez for r-i- ----- sr aces and can be speci-

fied to match measured hinge moment data.

"o The data from strip theory may be used in terms of velocity and fre-

quency as separate values rather than being tied to reduced frequency

k as required by lifting surface theory, thus ellowing an approach

to flutter analysis that is similar to flight flutter testing.

3•9.4 Control System Design Procedures - The classical frequency domain

design procedures are suitable tools for the study of active flutter control.

These conventional approaches to the control system desigr were chosen in

preference to the Optimal Control Theory (OCT) procedures for the following

reasons:

o The gains for each of the state variables which are determined by

the OCT must be implemented by practical hardware. This implementa-

tion usually requires the subsequent use of an analog computer.

o Compensation network design must still be performed after the OCT

has determined the optimum state variable gains.

o OCT is formulated in the time domain and thus is inherently
veri expensive to use for the high frequency systems characteristic
of flutter.
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3.5 Principal Analytical Tools

Recently developed computer programs for integrated control/stractural

dynamics analyses in both the frequency domain and the time domain have been

used in these studies. Both programs are designed to evaluate the dynamic

stabi]ity of a general aeroelastic system considered as an integral part of

a multi-loop feedback control system. Detailed descriptions of these pro-

grams are given in Appendix IV; the highlights are covered in the subsequent

paragraphs.

3.5.1 Active Control of Flutter (ACF) Computer Program - Frequency

Domain - This computer programn is designed specifically for general applica-

tion to the study of active flutter control. It represents an effort at the

integration of the technologies of control dynamics and stractural dynamics

into a single computerized package. The dynamic stability of the combined

general aeroelastic system is evaluated both passively and as an integral

part of the active multi-loop feedback control system. Freedom of choice is

allowed in the assignment of control system components. Sensor types and

locations may also be specified in an arbitrary fashion.

The current idealization for this computer program is described by the

two loop control system block diagram shown in Figure 18. Both control

system blocks and aeroelastic airframe blocks are shown in the figure.
3.5.1.1 Control System 'locks - The transfer function blocks other than

blocks 5, 9, and 10 are desigied to represent the control system. These con-

trol system blocks will accep: a linear representation of the control system

and sensor components. Dimensions in the program allow for a fourth order

ratio of transforms in each block. These transforms are of the form

aoS0 + al$I + a2$2 + a3S3 + a4S4

b0S0 + b1SI + b2S2 + b3S3 + b4 S

Control system nonlinearities such as dead band, free play, saturation,

and backlash may be specified for these control blocks by the Describing

Function Technique of control theory.

3.5.1.2 Aeroelastic Airframe Blocks - Transfer function blocks 5, 9,

and 10 are designed to represent the aeroelastic airframe. These blocks

contain calculated frequency response functions obtained by simultaneous

solution of the forced aeroelastic equations of motion.
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Aeroelastic Equations of Motion

The aeroelastic equations, for both rigid axrd flexible motion, are ex-

pressed in generalized coordinates to fit the symibolic linear equation,

Mq + C q+ Kq q

[ -Q [(A + A C-1 (k)) q + (B + B C-1 (k)) + I
C CV V2

where C-1 (k) is an equivalent time domain representation for the Theodorsen

function of reduced frequency k. This formulation, as well as an alternate

formulation based on the classical aerodynamic derivatives (R + i I), is

described in Appendix IV.

These equations of motion are transformed to the frequency domain by

the harmonic motion constraint,

I J0 e I =SJO

The Thecdorsen function is expressed as

C(k) = F(k) + i G(k)

where

J (J + Y) + Y (Y- J)
F(k) 1

(J1 + Y0 )2 + (Y1 - JO)2

JoJ +YoY1
10 1 01 YOy

G(k) - 2
(J 1 + Y 0 ) + (YI1 - J 0)

and J0, J1l Y0 Y.. are the J and Y Bessel Fumctions of the first and second

kind. The equations of motion then become,

W . 2 [M+ ~~ + [K + Q(A + AcC(k)1 + iW + -q (B + B C(k))) {q}

q +
1qF 3q F F,

where the column matrices added on the right are used for the forcing func-

tion degrees of freedom. The forcing functions may or may not involve
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aerodynamics as the iser chooses. When the program is used for a linear study

superposition applies, a-d more than one forcing function may be evaluated.

Fruency Response Functions

The complex equations of motion are solved simultaneously for a speci-

fied airspeed (V) and frequency (w) to obtain the response of each generalized

coordinate to the forcing function. The complex frequency response functions

are sensed by sensors located at arbitrary points on this aeroelastic system.

The sensor output response functions are calculated by the general symbolic

equation,

(,,out) = 3 n + + 2
S/ 1

n is the response type

n = 0 gives deflection response

n = 1 gives rate response

n = 2 gives acceleration response

The participation coefficients *i specify the relative amounts for each

generalized coordinate in the general response equation. For the elastic

degrees of freedom the participation coefficients are the modal data at the

location where the response is being calculated.

These sensor signals represent the airframe dynamics in blocks 5, 9,

and 10 of the two-loop aircraft control system shown in Figure 18. Ihis

idealization is easily modified to apply to more complicated systems, if

necessary, by minor changes in the main FORTRAN calling program. The current

idealization is based on the premise that unused generality in a computer

prograan is costly in terms of both turn-around-time and money.

3.5.1.3 Control Loop Calculations - Frequency response transfer func-

tion data is calculated for control loops 1 and 2 of Figure 18 for each

specified V and w.

F r loop I the forward transfer function is evaluated as,

G (3) = K (1) (2) (3) (4)I 1 .

where (1) etc. are symbolic references to block numbers in the figure. The

feedback transfer function is evaluated as,

H (S) K2 (6) [K5 (5) + K 9
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Then, the closed-loop transfer function for loop 1 is evaluated as,

CG 1 G (S)

The denominator of this expression is the characteristic equation for control

loop 1. Te stability oT the loop may be assessed by examination of this

characteristic equation. Certain other data such as bandwidth, peak res-

ponse, and rise time may also be determined.

Similar calculations are performed for loop 2. The forward transfer

function for loop 2 is,

G (s) =-K ( C)

2 3

The feedback transfer function is,

}{2 (S)= K4 (10) (11) (12)

The closed-loop transfer function is then,

c_ = G2 (S)

2 1+G 2 (S) H2 (S)

3.5.1.4 Stability Assessment - Dynamic stability is assessed for both

the passive aeroelastic system, represented by the left hand side of the

equations of motion, and the closed-loop feedback control system.

Passive Dynamic Stability

The stability of the aeroelastic equations of motion, for a typical

nine degree-of-freedom representation of the F-4 with external stores, is

shown in Figures 1.9 and 20. These figures are generated by the computer

program. They allow stability to be assessed at a glance with no manual

effort. The procedure is thus ideal for a computer graphics application.

Stability is sensed by the Mikhailov stability criterion of Reference 6

which states that the characteristic equation of the equations of motion has

only roots with negative real parts (i.e., stable) if, and only if, the

Mikhailov response diagram (the plot of the characteristic equation in the

complex plane for 0 < w < -) passes through exactly n multiples of n degrees

in the positive sense (counter-clockwise), where n is the number of the

complex roots in the characteristic equation. An equivalent criterion for
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the assessment cf passive stability is described by Landahl in Reference 7.

The upper half of Figure 19 shows the variation of the phase angle of the

characteristic equation in degrees versus the excitation frequency in Hertz

when the velocity is 200 KEAS (Knots Equivalent Airspeed). Traces are shown

for the 7 lowest vibration modes. The traces are continually increasing and

each trace sweeps out a 180 degree phase change in the positive sense indi-

cating a stable system. The equivalent structural damping in each mode for

this case is g = 0.04. A stable system is also indicated for a velocity of

550 KMAS as shown by Figure 19.

At a velocity of 600 KEAS an instability is indicated by a barely

detectable reversal in the direction of the trace in the neighborhood of 8

Hertz as shown in the upper half of Figure 20. Figure 20 also shows the un-

stable system when deep in the flutter region at 700 MBAS. The phase rever-

sa.l is easily recognized at 700 KEAS. Flutter has occurred at a velocity
between 550 and 600 KEAS. A vernier of velocity increments can be used to
establish the velocity of flutter occurrence within a smaller range.

For conventional flutter analyses, the structural damping can be speci-

fied as g = 0.0 to obtain data corresponding to the crossings of traditional

V-g studies.

Closed-Loop Stability

The stability of the closed-loop system is determined by a modified form

of the Nyquist criterion of Reference 8. The characteristic equation for the

closed-loop system is plotted in the complex plane so that the origin re-

places the -1 point of the classical criterion. The Nyquist stability

criterion determines the existence of zeros in the right haIf plane of the

closed-loop characteristic equation 1 + G(S) H(S) = 0, by tracing out the

trajectory of 1 + G(S) H(S) as S encircles the entire right half plane. For

each pole in the right lalf plane, the Nyquist trajectory will encircle the

origin in the CCW (counter-.clockwise) direction. For each zero, the encir-

clement will be in the CW (clockwise) direction. To ensure a stable closed-

loop system, which requires that there are no zeros of the characteristic

equation in the right half plane, the net number of encirclements, if any,

must be both CCW and equal to the number of open-loop poles in the right

half plane. Anl example of a stable multiple degree of freedom system with

two poles in the right half plane is shcwn in Figure 21. As the frequency

varies from 0+ to +- and from -w to 0-, there are two net COW encirclements.
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The varlatioLi from +- to -• around the infinitely large sera--circle is repre-

sented by the single point at 1.0, and since there are no poles at the origin

0 and 0 are the same point, The two net CCW encirclements are equal to

the number of roles in the right half plane, therefore the nunber c' s

in the right half plane is zero, arid the system -is stable.

Modified NWyquist plots are shown in Figure 22 for the cha.-awteristic

equation of the closed-loop system of an example ease wrn a sensm picks

up only the angle-of--twist acceleration of the unstable flutter mode. The

open-loop gain for the inner loop of Figure 18 is K1 = 250., block 7 has

form (S/I+S), block 1 has the form (1/l+.iS), block 5 senses the aceleralnon

of the unstable flutter mode, K1 = 0.0,and all. other blocks are unity. The

system is stable at 200 KEAS but a control system instability at approxima,.

8.3 Hz is indicated for a velocity of 500 KEAS. Note that this instability,

which is indicated by the clockwise encirclement of the origin, occu:-s at a

lower speed than the passive flutter velocity of' 575 KEAS. The cont ol rys-

tern has been driven unstable by the relatively high open-loop gain and the

runmnl I Af- vn pff4-c. of rhnnr I pg in +hn e'nvn 1 0 nr. T1he I4 SIMI a -

lar at 550 KrE' where clockwise encirclement of the origin is still in.i Ž_d.

Passive flutter has occurred for the speed of 60C KEEAS as indicated • hc

change in the direction of closure for the trajectory. The phase change of

the Nyquist trajectory is clockwise (Cw) below flutter onset and counter-

c2ockwise (CCW) above flutter onset. The flutter roots are in the denominator

of the expression for the characteristic equation so that when flutter oc-

curs, there are 'two poles (one for both positive and negative frequencies)

in the complex right half plane. For the velocities of 600 and 700 KEAS in

Figure 22 the number of net encirclements of the origin is zero. The closed-

loop system is unstable since the namber of zeros in the right hall plane is

Z = N4 = 0+2 = 2.

3.5.2 Active Control of Flutter Computer Progran - Time Domain - This

c mputer program is designed for general application to the study of act've

flutter control in the time domain. The program, which is written usk..g the

McDox.nell MIMAC simulation language (a modification of the AFFDL MIMIC system)

is intended to complement the frequency domain program.

The MIMAC system is a digital equivalent to an analog computer. The

input language enables a vser to prepare program statements describing a

physical system, star-ting from either a block diagrau or' a differential equa-F

Q tion representation of that system.
h47
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The current idealization for this computer program is described by the

control system block diagram shown in Figure 23. The model consists of two

gains, nine control system transfer function blocks, and an aeroelastic air-

frame block.

3.5.2.1 Control System Blocks - The control system blor-:s can accept

a second order ratio of transforms for each block of the form

aiO + ail S + a12 S

bio + bil S + b S2

The solution technique requires a formulation (standard form) with the high-

est derivative of each variable expressed in terms of lower derivatives of

the same variable and other known variables. Because of this solution

technique, the co(fficients bi2 may not be equal to zero. If, for example,

a block is to be unity it must be expressed as

8i5 S

b12 S

where a12 = b 12 1.0

Similar logic applies for other transfer functions.

3.5.2.2 Aeroelastic Airframe Blocks

Aeroelastic Equations of Motion

The specific 1IMAC program used in these studies expresses the aero-

elastic equationp to fit the symbolic equations

M q + C q + K q + Q A q + Bq 4-1 qV V 2

+ Q A [q(0) 4(s) + f d o(e - a) du]

B • [q'(0) 00) + S Is ( 0-) do]
0 do

- +(2l q. F-) q 2

F 22
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'17his time domain program is designed to match the frequency domain program

as closely as possible. The convolution integral, based on the Wagner Pune-

tion, is used to represent the unsteady indicial aerodynamics in the time I

domain program. The Theodorsen function represents the equivalent unsteady

effect in the frequency domain program. Other than this difference there is

a one-to-one correspondence between the two programs. The final form of the

equations of motion, as programmed, are developed in Appendix IV.

Aeroelastic Transfer Function

The transfer function block for the aeroelastic airframe allows for the

feedback of a linear combination of the generalized coordinates and their

derivatives obtained by a solution of the forced aeroelastic equations of

f•tion. This linear combination transforms the generalized coordinates back

into physical coordinates. The numerator of control system block 6 is used

to indicate the order of the response being sensed; acceleration, rate, or du-

flection.

3.5.2.3 Control Loop Calculations
C d- -'p Ti -4istry

The primary purpose of this time based computer program is to evaluate

those aspects of thc! study of active flutter control for which the frequency

domain data is questionable or deficient. The program may be used to verify

the relative effectiveness, in terms of damping, of active flutter control

systems designed in the frequency domain. The time history printouts also

give the displacement and rate requirements for the control system for vari-

ous types and amplitudes of excitation. In general, the data required is the

same as that for the frequency domain program described in Section 3.5.1.

Current dimensioning allows for the evaluation of up to 10 generalized coor-

dinates.

Nonlinear Effects

The MIMAC format allows the user to progran nonlinear or time-variant
problemo. The existing MIMAC program library includes special purpose fune-

tion generators for effects such as dead space, free play and saturation.

Svitching type function•s such as relays, flip-flops, and quantizers are also

available for use. The functions available in the MIMAC library are supple-

mented by the FORTRAN library and any specific function programmed ir FORTRAN

by the user.

51
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Passive Dynamic Stability

The MIMAC program may be used to evaluate the passive stability of the

aeroelastic equations of motion. To do this the control system is decoupled

from the aeroelastic airframe by deleting all terms which involve the control

surface rigid actuator deflection. The resulting equations may then be forced

with whatever forcing function the user desires.
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4, FLUITER CONTROL STUDIES

4.1 Wing/Store Flutter Control

The design of an active flutter suppression system consists of the

following steps:

i. Analytical description of the flutter mechanism (from passive flutter

studies)

2. Selection of deformation sensor location and type
3. Selection of the suppression schemne
4. Definition of system hardware requirements

This section describes each of these areas. Passive solution techniques,

involving mass additions to the wing or stores and pylon stiffening, are

also discussed so that the desirability of employing an active flutter

suppression system can be properly evaluated. The target flutter onset

speed for these wing/store studies was assumed to be 730 knots at sea level

(corresponding to the maximuam dynamic pressure capability of the F-h

aircraft with stores). Reference 9 discusses the problems associated with

a wide gamut of passive wing/store flutter fixes, includinZ pylon stiffness

adjustments and mass additions to the wing.

14.1.1 Passive Flutter itudies
4.1.1.1 Baseline Design - The analytical models for the wing/store

configurations considered in this study are described in Appendix I. Each

model consists of a truncated set of wing/store modes: the firi;t nine

normal modes plus an aileron rotation mode. These data are used in F--i

flutter analyses for external stores. Modified strip theory aerodynamics

with experimental coefficients were used in the analysis. The Indicial Lift

flutter program, described in Appendix IV, was used to determine passive

flutter velocities and mechanisms. The program was also used to generate

the aerodynwuic matrices needed for the subsequently run active stability

programs.
F-4 wind .unnel test data, shown in Figure 24, from Referencu 10

was used to obtain val-ues for the lift curve slope (CL ) and the location

of the center of pressure (CP). Two aerodynamic conditions were chosen

for this study:

o M = 0.9 CL 4 = 4.6/radian CP = 25%

M = 1.2 CL 4 =.08/radian CP = 37%
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I The Mach 0.9 CP was assumed at the 25% chord rather than the 33% chord shown

in the figure to ensure minimum flutter velocities. The two Mach Number

conditions were selected to bracket the region of the F-4 flight envelope

in which wing/store flutter normally occurs. All ef the baseline passive

flutter studi .s were run at sea level air density. The eight section wing

shown in Figure 25 was used as the aerodynamic model. The control points

indicated in the figure were used to compute the wing twist and vertical

displacement at each section. Displacement data interpolated irom the

adjoining sections was used for the two sections, 4 and 7, which lack

control points.

The classical V-g and frequency coalescense plot for the 90% full

370 gallon tank wing/store study configuration, using M =0.9 data, is given

in Figure 26. The primary instability occurs at 603 knots resulting from

the coalescense of the 2nd and 3rd vibration modes at 8.33 Hz. The unstable

mode, the 3rd, as iidicata-d by the V-g plot, is the tank pitch - 1st wing

tor:.ion mode at zero airspeed. At velocities near flutter, however, the

taiUabie riode as derinea Uy the eigenvector may have significantly different

charuteriLh2s. (For example, the 62% full-370 gallon tank case flutters

in the third mode, also, but its characteristics at flutter onset most closely

resemble those of the second Gtill-air mode.) Flutter of the 90% full-370

gallon tank configuration haiL actually been detected during flight test.

The flutter occurrence, reportt i in hýference 11, was recorded during a 616

knots eqyivalent airspeed (KEl.S) fligrt at 5,000 feet while fuel in the 370

gallon external tank was being used. Figure 27 is a plot of the external

tank theoretical flutter onset velocity as a function of fuel loading.

-uperimposed on the plot is the tF.st flight J min ndicating flutter onset

at 91% fuel load and terminaticn at 81%.

A complete summary of flutter onset data for all of the wing/store

cases under stuty is given in Table 3 for subuonic and superso-.ic aerodynamic

data. The columns labeled g/V give the change .n effective structural

damping coefficient during a 100 knot. velýcity in• rement cerntered at the

flutter onset velocity. This parameter is a measure of the severity of

flutter. The larger the value the more exp osive the flutter. The table

shows that in every instance, supIersonic aerodynwnics increases the flutter

speed. Only in one instance, the 31% full 370 gallon tank case, is the

"I"5
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flutter mechanism changed during the transition from subsonic to supersonic

aerodynamic coefficients. All of the other mechanisms involve coalescence

of the 2nd and 3rd still-air modes. The 31% full-370 gallon tank configura-

tion was eliminated from further study at this stage because the flutter onset

velocity exceeds 730 knots.

Offhand, the flutter analysis appears to be unnecessarily complicated

by including nine vibration modes when the mechanism is a coalescense of

modes 2 and 3. The usual rule-of-thumb is to include all of the lower modes

up to one more than the highest mode participating in the flutter mechanism.

Thus, an analysis which included only the first four modes should have given

reasonably accurate flutter predictions. Thne higher modes, thoutgh unneces-

sary in the flutter analysis, are important in the active stability analysis

because their inclusion permiLs a realistic simulation of a wing motion sensor.

Such a sensor is required by a flutter control system to generate the

signal which, when cripensated, commands the aileron motion that suppresses

flutter. Any wing mounted sensor picks up a cumulative displacement resulting

from the summation of the displacements due to each vibration mode. Modes

near the flutter mode frequency make significant contributions to the total

displacement and, thus, may have a profound effect on the relative phase

and amplitude of the wing motion at the sensor location. Hence, any implied

mode filtering through the elimination of the lower non-flutter vibration

modes could cause completely erroneous conclusions concerning the active

stability of the system.

4.l.l.2 Passive Flutter Fixes - Mass additions were tried at various

store locations in an effort to raise all of the wing/store flutter speeds

to 730 knots, Wing mass ballasts and pylon stifiening were ulso considered.

Store Mass Additions

Store mass ballasts are practical only if they can be located within

the existing envelope. Altering the external store geometry to achieve a

favorable mass distribution would affect store carriage capability and

drop characteristics possibly resulting in a redesign of pylonc cnd/or

racks. Hopefulay, the ballast weights could be located within the store

envelope without displa.-ing payload. Such a payload reduction would degrade

the store's performance either as a bomb, fuel tank, or ECM (Eiectronic

Counter-Measures) pod.

6oU0..



370 Gallon Tank - 90% Full - The 20 foot length dimension of the 370

gallon tank allows large translations of the c.g. through store mass addition.

For these passive studies mass was added 50 inches aft of trie nominal c.g.

at the store centerline. 'Tis places the balance weight in the aft compartment

of the fuel tank. Figure 28 shows the effect of adding mass at this location.

About 500 lbs per storŽ or 1000 lbs per aircraft are required to raise the

flutter speed to 730 knots. Mass additions forward of the e.g. also improved

the flutter velocity, though not as effectively as the aft mass conditions.

370 Gall-on Tank -62% Full - The flutter velocity of the 370 gallon

tanli - 62% full, case slioved no clear-cut trends with mass additions 50 inches

aft of the e.g. a- the store centerline. Figure 29 shows the erratic bc-

havior of this store's flutter velocity when mass is added. 'Te flutter

velocity is actually degraded for wide renges ol .ass additions. The flutter

speed cannot be increased to 730 knots for the 50 inch aft mass addition

scheme for less than a 1000 lb addition. Weight additions forward of the

e.g. drastically lower the flutter onset velocity of this store. The addi-

U±±un u 5U is 50 inches rorward of the e.g. lowers the oncot velocity to

155 knots (8.32 Hz).

KC-84 EO - Two passive schemes were tried for the tlIK-84 EO:

1. Mass oddition at the store e.g. with no pitch or yaw inertia change.

2. Mass addition at the store centerline 30 inches aft of the nominal

C.g.

30 ir.ch aft dimension for the second scheue was choL i since this placed

- mass balance weight within the existing 14K-84 EO cashng while still

pe itt:ing a sizeable aft shift in the store e.g.

The first scheme, pure mass addition, was ineffectual - no flutter vel-

ocity inc-'eas. :,.n for weights exceeding 300 pounds.

The second scheme, however, did have a favorable effect on the flutter

onset velocity. Figure 30 shows tne variatior, of the two lowest flutter

modes with weight addition according to scheme two. The figu re shows that

apprcximately 200 lbs per side or 400 lbs per airplane are required to

raise t'he flutter onset speed to 730 knots. It is interesting to note that

this weight addition _clieme raises the third mode flutter spee( out lowers

that of the fourth mode. The result is that the cross-over at 300 pounds

added weight deteamines the maximum flutter onset speed (840 kunts) possible

* ;with This scheme.

16
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M-82 (Bombs 3. 4) - Two passive solutions were tried for this case:

1. Concentrated mass addition at each individual store e.g.

2. Concentrated mass addition 15 inches aft of the individual store

e.g. centerline.

Figure 31 shows the flutter velocity as a function of store mass addition.

The flutter velocity is limited to less than 650 knots for practical mass

additions. (Since the store weighs only 520 lbs, it ha-'91y makes sense to

add more than 300 lbs to the btore.)

It is interesting to note the diminishing improvement of flutter

velocity with store mass addition exceeding J50 lbs for the case when the

mass is added 15 inches aft of the e.g. The situation here, similar to

the MK-84 case, again involves transition from one flutter mechanism to

another. In this instance the primary flutter mode changes from a rack

vertical bending-wing bending interaction to a pylon pitch -- wing ben ug!

interaction.

Pylon Stiffness Variation

The elimination of wing/store flutter through pylun stlffness adjust-

ment is a thankless task because of the narrow range of stiffness availab'l.

tc the designer. The stiffness is bracketed on the high side by pylon

physical dimensions and backup structure anid on ;he low side by the divergence

speed. Normally this stiffness range is insufficient to eliminate flutter,

particularly, as is the case in these studies, when multiple stores with

fundamentally different flutter mechanisms axe carried by the same pylon.

Mass Addition to Wing

No F-4 wing mass additions were tested as passive flutter fixes. Wing

mass additions really are not practical unless a- single distribution of

balance weights solvcs the flutter problem for all store carriages. In view

of the store balance weight results this seems highly unlikely. Two of the

store configurations, the MK-82 and MK-8k, have large store motions which wing

mass ballast cannot affect0  The tank flutter modes resemble each other

but the wing twist at 62% full is 1800 out of phase with that at 90% full.

'Thus, it is highly probable that a wing ballast optimized for the 90%

configuration will actually worsen the 62% situation.

It is interesting to note that the large mass ballasts examined for the

store mass ballabt trials had an almost negligible impact on the "bare

wing" flutter velocity at 28 Hz. Even with 1000 lb store mass ballasts

65
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the flutter onset velocity of this mode varied by only +I0 knots from the

unballasted l1h0 knot value.

h.l.2 Active Flutter Studies

h.l.2.l Sensor Selection - There are three variables which must be

specified to determine the optimum sensors:

1. Sensor location

2. Displacement coordinate measured by the sensor

3. Number of integrations of sensor output

Sensor location is the primary determinant of the phase margins that can

be achieved by a flutter control system, The upper Nyquist plot in Figure 32

was obtained with the 370 gallon tank 90% full data at 800 knots with anJ

uncompensated wing twist angle feedback (two integrations of an angular

accelerometer). The wing twist was measured just upstream of the aileron

at BL 132.5. The lower plot is for the same configuration but with a sensor

which detects pitch of the store pylon relative to the wing. The unstable

(cou•nter-clockwise) loop in the lower plot is significantly larger. The

iarger loop protlab[ butt's± phase iuagias aid lower fecdbnch gain requirement,

to achieve active stability. The maximum possible phase miargins can be deter-

m..ned from Lu,comiensated Nyquist plots by constructing the angle, with its

Vertex at the '1 real axis point, which is tangenit to the sides of the unstable

loop. This anigle (50 degrees in the lower plot of the figure) is equal to

twice the maximun: balanced phase margins possible for the selected sensor

location. Tha size of this angle is affected by sensor location because the

senbor detects a ciumulative suira.ation of all modes - stable and unstable.

,LThe complex value of this summation will var'y with sensor location. In

order to function as an active flutter control sensor, the pickup should

measure the unstable mode response to the maximum exclusion of the stable

modes. Any sizeable stable mode resp-onses will only "muddy the water" and

make the job of the flutter suppression system more difficult.

Wing response acceleration at the sensor location car. be represented

mathematically as:

az Wu E 0 -6
11i 6 -i=l

wnera: o is the wing twist acceleration

w is the frequency parameter I
N is the number of wing/store still-air modes

0 1is the participation coefficient for each still-air mode at the

sensoz location 67
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*i is the generalized coord nat response of each still-air mode to
6 a unit angular deflection eI the :ontrol surface

6 is the control surface defle, tion.

Note that the weighted sum

N qi

determines the phase of a sinýce this sum contains the only c.omplex quantities

in the equations. The participation coefficients, 0. are 5he single ampli-

tude displacements of the "ith" still-air mod(: at the sensor location. The

response vtctor, consisting of all the qi/6 terns, is the collection of all

complex generalized coordinates at airspeed. These qi/6 terms vary with

frenuency buh are independent of sensor location. At the flutter frequency

the largest generalized coordinate defines which still-air mode is most

characteristic of the flutter mode. Thus, if q3 /6 is the largest generalized

coordinate at the flutter freqirency, a sensor which undergoes large deflections

in the 3rd still-air mode but has m.inimal deformaLiu, in tho other modes

should be selected for the flutter control system. A typical example of how

this wcurks is given in Figure 33. The individual modal response vector

components are plotted for two 3TO gallon tank configurations, 90% and 62%

full. The uwstable mode of the 90% configuration primarily resembles the 3rd

still-air mode while that of the 62% configuration is a 2nd mode. The 0.

values shown below the plots are the still-air mode participation coefficients

measuring pylon pitch relative to the wing. The pylon location is satis-

factory for the 90% tank configuration since the 3rd mode is emphasized.

This location is bad for the 62% configuration siiijve the 3rd mode (stable)

is emphasized almost 10 times more than the 2nd mode (unstable). Figure 33

illustrates two interesting points:

1. Sensor location affects phase and gain characteristics of the sensed

motion

2. Different mass loadings of the same store result in different

flutter mechanisms.

The first point can be explained with the weighted summation given above

where the O.'s, though real, affect the L.ruxcr in which the qi/6's are

summed aind, thus, difrering locations alter tie instantaneous value of

69
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In the frequency domain (Nyquist plot) this translates into a difference in

phase aid gain at all frequencies. Hence, the appearance of the Nyquist plot

in terms of the angular size and orientation of the resonant loops is

altered by changing the sensor location. This, in turn, affects the maximum

possible Aiase margins and the compensation required for active stability.

The second point-different mass loadings of the same store result in different

flutter mechanisms-is obvious froia the magnitudes of the generalized coord-

inates and participation coefficients shoani in the figure. The change in

fuel loading has resulted in what amoints to a new store requiring its
4-

unique compensation to achieve active stability. Any change in store/pylon

mass would thus be expected to change the compensation requirements0  Similar

reasoning would also apply to pylon stiffnesj changes.

The question of what acceleration quantity to measure with the sensor

is again a function of the unstable mode characteristics. If, for examiple,

the unstable mode has large i.ing bending with little store pitch, wing

bending acceleration is the better coordinate to measure.

The number of accelerometer 1nitnt..t integrations affccts the ph:•e• dria

gain characteristics of the sensed coolrdilate: No integration - accelera-

tion; one integration - velocity; two integrations - displacement. Each

integration adds a 11S tern in the feedback and thus cuts the gain at 20 dB

per frequency decade and adds 90 degrees of phase lag. Thus, the effect of

each integration is to shrink the Nyquist p..ot size and pivot the entire plot I
90 degrees clockwise about the +1 real axis point. The rotation of the plot

may or may not lessen the phase compensation angle necessary to achieve

stability. The integrations act as low pass filters ana eliminate high fre-

quency non-flutter resonances which could result in control system insta-

bilities. For the wing/store cases considered in these studies it was nrces-

sary to use two integrations (displacement feedback) to eliminate a trovble-

some resonance of" the secondary actuator at 36 Hz.

Table 4 suwmarizes the included phase angle and gain amplituc.e of the KB
unstable loop at several sensor locations for the wing/store configuraticos

under study. The gain amplitude shown in the table is the magnitude of the

vector drain from the +1 real axis point to the farthest ettremity of the

unstable loop. There is a good probability that each wing/store configuratiLn

could be stabilized individually without phase compensation if there was

free choice of sensor location and feedback gain. However, none of these
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separately optimized sensor locations would be identical. This would force

the completely impractical situation of locating many multiply-redundant

sensors (to a,;hieve necessary reliability) on the wing and pylon with a

switching mechanism to allow connection with the proper sensor depending on

store carriage. Probably the biggest disadvantage of many sensor locations

without phase compensation versus one sensor locatiorn with phase compen-
sation is the inability of the multiple location concept to respond to

inaccuracies between the wing/store model and the actual flight hardware.

If the system in flight requires a 30 degree phase lag compensation rather

than a 100 degree prediction, the single sensor with phase compensation

adjustment capability could make the adjustment and survive while the multiple

location scheme without phase adjustment capability could not. Based on

these considerations alone the relative pylon pitch angle sensor signal

appears the best choice. It was not chosen for the subsequent control

system designs, however, because of the practical difficulties of implemen-

tation and logistical support when compared with permanently installed wing

mounted systems. The next best choice without this difficulty is the wing

tip mounted twist angle sensor. This sensor was therefore used in designing

the compensations for all the wing/store configurations under study.

4.1.2.2 Generalized Procedure for Design of Electronic Compensation -

The compensation design procedure can begin once the sensor type and location

have been specified. All through the sensor selection studies the flutter

control system was considered only as an airframe experiencing airloads,

forced by an aileron deflection which was commanded by the feedback

signal originating with the motion sensor. At this stage it is necessary to

incorporate transfer functions in the control loop to approximate the

aileron actuation hardware. Two elements in the F-h hydraulic system, the

power actuator and servo actuator, translate an aileron command into an aileron

deflection. These elements are less effective for high frequency commands

thani for low frequency commands and may also suffer output distortion at their

respective mechanical resonances. Thus, the output of these aileron

actuation elements may deviate considerably in phase and gain from the input

command. . structural feedback flutter control system simulation requires no

transfer functions for aileron actuation hardware since this scheme employs

a rigid link rather than hydraulics to actuate the aileron. Similarly, the

response characteristics of an accelerometer must be accounted for. An
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active flutter suppression sys.tem must also incorporate a high pass filter in

the feedback loop to decouple the system from pilot induced wing deformations.

When the pilot deflects the aileron the -ing twists and bends with the redis-
tribution of air loads. Without a high pass filter for decoupling, the system

would attempt to negate the wing deformation with a command equal to but 180

degrees out of phase with the pilot's command. The flutter control system

would, thus, be continuously resisting the pilot in his attempts to maneuver

the aircraft. Fortunately, pilot commands are generally at such a low fre-

quency that they can be filtered out of the feedback signal without

compromising control of flutter modes whose frequencies exceed 5.0 Hertz.

The final control system with the added elements and a compensation block in

the feedback loop is shown in Figure 34.

The transfer functions for the secondary actuator and accelerometer were

chosen to simulate actual hardware.

1
Secondary Actuator -(36 Hm reponnrce) s(•g

+ .226 + (22S 2

Accelerometer 1 2
(80 Hz resonance) 1  2+(506- S+- 2

502:- (502)

The form of these transfer functions is recognizable as that of a parallel

, spring and damper forcing a mass. Figure 35 shows gain and phase character-

* istics of such transfer functions with variable damping (C) and normalized

frequency. Fortunately the resonant frequency of either element is far enough

, removed from the flutter frequencies (less than 11.0 Hz in all cases) that

the resonances can be attenuated (with low pass filters) without interfering

with control of the flutter mode. The other elements in the control loop (power

actuator, high pass filter, and compensation) can be selected to give the

desired bode plot shape shown in Fi6ure 36 without the secondary actuator or

auceleroL,eter transfer functions. Maximum gain is selected to occur at the

flutter frequency. The gain is constant for several Hertz on each side of the

flutter frequency to permit active control even when the flutter frequency

is only known approximately. A notch filter may be necessary to suppress

feedback of resonatins non-flutter nmodes which occur near the flutter frequency.

A high pass filter with a 20 dB/decade buildup provides minimal interference
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with pilot control inputs. The low frequency shoulder of the "flutter control

plateau" mecurs at the high pass filter break frequency. The sharp drop-offt

at the high frequency shoulder is caused by the notch filter and the succes-

sive effects of the power actuator and high frequency lag breaks. This gain

drop-off eliminates potential high frgquency resonance problems.

Some compromisec are in order to simplify problems associated with

flying different store configurations with the sane active control system.

As few control system elements as possible should require adjustment. from one I
store configuration to another. To provide this cnmonaiity it was decided

to use the same accelerometers, secondary actuators, power actuators, and

1. h pass filters for all wing/store configurations. Compensation elements

can be adjusted to provide the required phase compensation. The selected

hil" pabs filter and power actuator transfer functions are given below:

High Pass Filter .0265S

(6Z I;tak + .02T5S

Power Actuator -

(10 Hz break) 1 + .0163

The break frequencies for these elements were selected to locate the "flutter

control plateau" to cover the ravage of expected flutter frequencies. The

power actuator break frequency at 10 Hz represents a sign-ificant improvement

over the existing F-4 actuator which gives a flat response to 1.6 liz. The

power actuator break frequency determines the high frequency shoulder of the

"flutter contrnl plateau". This was a compromise value selected to minimize

the effects of a resonating 1)].5 Hz mode which occurred for several of the wing/

*. store configurations. Ideally this break should have been located beyond the

maximum flutter frequency of 10.6 liz.

Some phase compensation can be obtained by means of a high frequency

(break freouency higher than flutter frequency) lag term of the form:
1 The 20 dB/decade gain roll off beyond the break frequency also helps

1+T 3
to preclude control system instabilities. Additional phase compensation is

achieved by incor. ating a pure phase lag network of the fourm:

1 T TS
I + T2 S

T2



SI Thi s type of n,ýtwork has been used extensively in operational analog

simualations to verity control system phase margins. It is ideal for this use

because large phase angles are pcssibLe with rio gain change. It may there-

fore be inserted in a control looo without affecting the basic characteris-

tics of th- loop. The phase angle achieved is twice the angle of either

numerator or denominator, as seen by the expressions

1 - a,2 S A L- J
= 1.0 /- 201 - T2 S A L

The network is also suitable for use in flutter control systems. The ii.Le.-

pretation of the Nyquist plots is the same for systems with this network r

for systerms with any of the more conventional compensation networks. The

opea-loop zero of the pha.e lag network is of no consequence in the

Nyquist stability criterion since only the open-loop poles in the ri-hT hall

plane must be known. And we still have the situation where the flutter

ruots are the only upen-loop poles in the right haix plane. 'fne e.iectronic

rea.lization of this network is described in Section 5.3.-3.

The complete generalized cormpensation used in these studies Si; gLvun

below with a sunmary of the finction of each eler-nt.

HIGH PASS PHASiE LAG NOTCH HIGH FREQ.
FILTEE NETWR0RK FI LT El LAU

1 - +2 D
_ T 1 1- T__TOS W • + 2 ,N 1 + S i S

_ )'2
I+T W+,S D'2) S+S

High Pass Filter - decouples flutter control loop frcm the pilot's

flight control loop

Phase Lag Network - gives required phase control with no gain

reduction

Notch Filter - gain stabilizes non-flutter modes which occur at

frequencies near the flutter frequency

High Frequency Lag - gain stabilizes modes well separated fron the

flutter mode.

The algebraic sign on K, the feedback gain, is to ensure that the

system requires phase lag for stability. If the Nyquist plot, for example,
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r,squires 30 degrees lead for stability, compensation can be achieved by

chaging -,.he sign cr. the feedbach gain arid applying 150 degrees of phase lag.

PIgures 37 through 39 show gain ard phase plots for first order denominator

tern»-, first order nuLerator tcrims, an! a typical notch filter. These

three figures e;an be iused to determine gain and phase characceristics of all

the compensation terms.

It was mentioned earlier, in Section t;.1.2.1. that compeusation eler-ents

coQ..d not bt: bsed to ex-)and the unstable 2cc;p in the sense that the enclosing

angle is increa.sed. It was stated that sensor location, almost excJ.usively,

deter.nines the size of the enclosing mngle and her:.ce the achievable control

,ystem phase rvnrgins. Týt would appear from Figure 29 that such secon5 order

transfer functions with very rapidly changing phase characteristics could be

used to expand the unstable loop angul.arly by centeaing the transfer function

at the flutter frequency. It would then be possible to, for example, add

40 degrees phase lag at 1./2 Hz less than the flutter frequency and add 40 de-

grees phase lead at 1/2 Hz greamur than the filutter frequency. This iOLUJ I
effectively increase the enclosing angle by 80 degrees. The adverse gain

characterisýi2. of a notch filter can be eliminated by inverting the transfer

fulnction so that the numerator has a high damping aid the denominator a low

{damping. This results in a gain "peak" rather than a "notch". Unfortunately

the inversion of the damping coefficients results in phase lead at frequencies

be-low the center frequency and phase lag at higher frequencies. Thas, the

included ang.le of the unstable loop (increasing frequency in the counter-

clockwise direction) is actual>y reduced, Even if such an element were

practical it would be very difficult to implement since it requLres a very

precise knowledge of the flutter frequency. A slight inaccuracy in predicting

ij.s frequency rx-csults in an undesired phase compensation which could cause

the recurrence of the instability the system was designed to control.

The stabilizing compensation is specified by first obtaining a N,1yquist

plot incorporating everything in the control loop except the compensation

elements; accelerometer, power actuator, secondary actuator, high pass

filter, and, of course, the aeroelastic equations of motion in the frequency

domain. The Nyquist plot shape, size, and orientation for a given configura-

tion vary with airspeed, damping, and altitude; so these parameters must

be fixed before any compensation is attempted.
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Conditions of Airspeed, Structural Damping, and Altitude

To gnsure that the flutter control system can effectively maintain

flutter control over the desired flight regime the compensation should be

designed for the most conservative conditions of velocity and structural

damping. The altitude should be selected as a design condition governed by

where the syscen. is exptccted to operate. For most of thesc wing/store studies

the altitude was set at sea level. Sea level air density is a reasonable

choice since most of the anticipated benefits of active flutter control are

restricted to low-level, high-speed attack missions. As will be discussed

in the following section no one feedback gain setting caa ensure wing/store

stability within the entire F-h flight envelope with the required gain and

phase margins. Stability margins against flutter decrease with increasing

ve.ocity (discounting the transonic Mach effect on aerodynamics) anid decreas-

ing structural damping. Therefore, conditionb were conservatively set at the

max Q condition for the F-h, approximately 800 knots, (730 knots with a

margin) and minilmiw damping, g = 0.0 for the compensation determination runsuu.... ...... .. o. (ACE) e f cs f
1-, A . Flutter computer program. 'Ihe effects of

freestream velocity and strui.tural damping will be di9c.ssed in the subse-

quent section in more detail.

Determination of Stability Margins

With velocity, damping, and altitude specified the phase angle uddition

required for stability is the angle between the negative zeal axis and the

line drawn through the +1 real axis point bisecting the unstable loop of the

Nyquist plot. The required phase lag is obtained after accounting for

the phase contributions of the notch filter, if necessary, by setting the

time constants in the pure lag and high frequency lag terms. Once the

system has been phase compensated the feedback gain is increased or

decreased to provide balanced gain margins. The compensation design proce-

dure is illustrated in Figures 40 and hl. Figure h0 shows the Nyquist plot

for the iuncompensated NK-8L ELO configuration for 800 knots, g = 0.0, sea

level conditions. Since 800 knots is greater than the passive flutter speed,

a counter-clockwise encirclement of the origin is required for stability.

65 degrees of phase lag arc required to align the principal axis of the
unstable loop with the negative real axis for maximum phase stability.

Yigure hi shows the compensated Nyquist plot with a feedback gain of 1.81.

The single counter-clockwise (CCW) encirclement of the origin indicates
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stability since there is only one passive flutter mode at this speed. The

phase margins may be detem.rined by constructing a circular arc of unit

radius centered on the +1 point until it intersects the plot as in Figure

Ll. The subtended angle between the corresponding ray and the negative

real axis determines the phase margin. In this figurt there are two such
angles, a positive (upper) ptase margin of 55 degrees and a neg e

(lorer) phase margin of 39 degrees. 'he absolute sum of these is the

phase margin range, in this case 55 + ) 94 degrees. If the cumulative

adverse summation of the control loop Lment phase uncertainties exceeds

either of the phase margins an instab4 ... ty can result.
Gain margins, similar to phase margins, are either the maximum decrease

or increase in feedback gain which still retains a single CCW encirclement

of the origin. Generally, gain margins are expressed in decibels, this is

20 times the log to the base 10 of the maximum or minimumz stable gain divided

by the compensation gain. Thus, gain margins of +6dB indicate that stability

can be maintained even though the feedback gain is halved or doubled.
4.1.,2.3 Active Control of Flutter Schemes- The flutter uoitL-rvi -- • o...... e

considered in these wing/store studies can be Itumped into two broad cate-

gories acco. king to how the cow-,ensating forces are generated:

"o Control surface deflection

"o Store support pylon movement

All of the suppression schemes, with the exception of structural feedback,

have control loops of the form sho,n in Figure 34. The structural feedback

concept does not includ& blocks for the secondary actuator, power actuator,

integrator, or accelerometer. The aileron hydraulic actuators are eliminateu

because the aileron is deflected directly through a rigid member connctir.g

a wing point with the aileron. The integrator and accelerometer are not

required since motion sensing is accomplished mechanically. All of the sup-

pression schemes require a high pass filter in the feedback loop to filter

out structural responses resulting from pilot latersl control commands.

Control with Electronic Compensation for Particular Systems

Compensations were designed for each of the wing/store configurations

using the previously discussed procedure. The particular compensations are

listed below;
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MK..40:~ :: 1 ) 1 - 02875S)

90% Full: -5.34 (1 2875S") Y -

2 +11 2 .242s,,(1.22.5) -+ 2(.3•"(J.22-5) S + S
62% Full. 5.46 (1 + 036) (1* = 4•(22

I +"036 27~ (!22.5) + 2(.7)(122.5) S +S2

ýa8ýEO 181 (-1 ti - .0032S
•-hEO .8 1+ x.0}47-s I1 + .00323"

1 1 - .124s. no02 + 2(.1)(200) S + S2

MK-82 (3,4): 15.21 ( (Y+"14-• 1002 + 2(.7)(00) S+ s

As stated before the compensations were selected to yield approximately

balanced phase margins at the design condition: 800 knots, g = 3.0, and

sea level density. For some of the configurations phase margins were

adjusted slightly toward the positive o• negative side to achieve reasonable

gain margins. The compensations, as expected, are different for every case.

Before and after compensation Nyquist plots are given in Figures 42 through 44

for the 90% tank, 62% tank, and MK-82 cases, respectively. Figures 40 ard

41 discussed in the previous section, present the KK-84 EO Nyquist plots at

the design condition.

Effect of Velocity and Structural Damping on Stability Margins - L.gures

45 and 46 summarize the gain and phase margins versus aircraft velocity for

the cases studied using the listed compensations. Suosonic aerodynamics

employing the CL, and CP of Section 4.1.1.1 were used in obtaining the plots.

Structural damping values of g = 0.0, 0.02, and 0.04 are shown. The stable

gain variation shown on the plots translates into gain margins greater than

+6 dB for zero structural damping for each of the stores at velocities up

to the maximum sea level velocity of the P-4 with stores (730 knots). This

is a significant improvement over the indicated flutter onset velocities.

Phase margins of +60 deLrees or greater a.re shown for zero structu~ral damping

for each of the stores except the 370 gallon tank. For that particular store

the inclusion of structural damping, g = 0,02, creates phase margins of approxi-

mately +45 degrees when 90% full and more than 4-60 degrees when 62% full.

The general characteristic evident from the figures is an improvement in

stability margins with decrtasing velocity and/or increasing structural

damping. The data given in the stability plots is dependent on the value of

feedback gain. Generally, a gain decrease will improve phase margins while

gain Increases will degradv phase margins. The 62% full, 370 gallon tank

case dRmonstraLes this behavior. Byquist plots for this store at 750 knots
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are given in Figure I17 for feedback gains of 5.46 and 2.73. Halving the gain

increases the phase margins from +21 and -28 degrees to +50 and -24 degrees.

The increased phase margin, however, is obtaineud at the expense of the mini-

mum stable gain value. Flutter for the halved gain occurs at a gain de-

crease margin of -4.8 dB rather than -10.5 dB. Thus, it makes sense to

improve the phase margin by gain decreases only if the accompanying gain

margin degradation is acceptable.

Figure 48 shoiws the effects of an increasing velocity on the Nyquist

plots for the compensated 90% full 370 gallon tank configuration. As the

freestretn velocity increases the Nyquist plot enlarges until the unstable

loop is infinitely large at precisely the flutter onset speed. Thereafter

the plot decreases in size with increasing velocities. Notice how the

unstable loop changes phase by 180 degrees and changes direction (CW to CCW)

as the flutter onset velocity ,at slightly more than 600 knotsis passed.

At sub-flutter velocities an increasing Nyquist plot size indicates an

increasing tendency toward control system instability (lower margin with

respect to gain increase). Beyond flutter onset a diminishing Nyquist plot

size (with any system parameters) indicates decreasing flutter control

capability. Both the gain and phase margins decrease with velocity. Hence
the shape of the stability plots, Figurt s 45 and 46. Notice that the ever

diminishing gain margins with increasing velocity imply that there is some

velocity beyond which the gain margins are zero. This velocity is the

absolute limit velocity for active flutter control with the particular scheme

under consideration.

The addition of structural damping is always stabilizing-decreasing

the loop sizes at sub-flutter velocities antd increasing the loop sizes at.

post-flutter velocities. Figure 49 and 50 show the 90% full tunk for the

various damping values at a sub-flutter and post-flutter velocity, respec-

tively.

Effect of Supersonic Aerodynamics - The stability data given in Figures

45 and 46 was obtained with subsonic lift curve slope and center of pressure

experimental data. Since it is questionable whether subsonic, M =0.9,
data applies at velocities exceeding 661 knots all of the wing/store cases
were rerun with compensations unchanged but with supersonic aerodynamics.

The supersonic data, CL• = 4.08/radian and CP = 37%, is shown in Figure 24

for M = 1.2 flow conditions. Phase and gain margin plots for the wing/store
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configurations with feedback compensation and supersonic aerodynamics are

snown in Figures 51 and 52. (The cases with subsonic aerodynamics are

superimposed for comparison.) These analyses were performed with structu.'ral

damping set equal to zero. The 62% full 370 gallon tank case is the only

configuration which no longer flutters at 800 knots. The ph-se margins

obtained wits supersonic aerodynamics were slightly larger than the

ccrresponding subsonic phase margins. 'Me very slight degradation in stable

gain range experienced by the 90% full 370 gallon tank and MK-8O EQ cases

can be eliminated by fine-tLning the feedback gain.

Effect of Altitude Variation - Decreasing air density degrades stability

margins. The effect can be traced to the aerodynamic damping which decreases

with increasing altitude for a constant equivalent airspeed. Thus, similar

to the effect of decreasing the structural damping, increasing altitude

will decrease gain margins at sub-flutter velocities and will decrease both

gain and phase margins at post-flutter velocities.

The MK-84 EQ wing/store configuration is a good example of what occurs

with increasing altitudes at sub-flutter velocities. With this configuration

flutter occurs within the F-4 flight envelope only at altitudes below approxi-

mately 6000 feet. Figure 53 is a plot of MK-84 EO gain margins superimposed

on the F-4 flight envelope. Gain margins of +6 dE are possible only below

2,500 feet. Control is lost (zero gain margins) at about 30,000 feet.

If the gain in the previously designed compensation,

1.814(SA (i- .0032S

1.8S1 (1 4 .01-447S J + .0032S)

is adjusted for V = 730 knots, the maximum s-h sea level velocity with stores,

rather than 800 knots, the gain is reduced from -.81 to 1,56. The plot to

match that in the previous figure for the revised gain is gi. -n in Figure

.%. The maximum +6 dB control limit altitude has been increased t- 6000 feet

and the maximum control altitude has been increased to about h0,O00 feet by

the gain reduction. The flutter control system can give satisfactory per-

formance for this particular store throughout the F-4 envelope by reducing

the feedback gain at high altitudes,

The 90% full-370 gallon tank case demonstrates the effects of increasing

altitude on phase margins during operation at a post-flutter velocity.

This particular wing/store combination flutters within the F-4 envelope
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right up to the maximum altitude of 45,000 feet. The previously developed

feedback compensation for this case is listed below:

-5.34 1 1 - .02875S .0265s
1 + .01768S 1 + .02875F 1 + .02-65S

Figure 55 shows the variation of phase angle range (twice the phase margin

for balanced phase angles) with velocity and altitude for zero structural

damping and subsonic aerodynamics. The plot indicates a substantial degra-

dation of phase margins with increasing altitude. Even if the feedback

compensation could be varied with altitude, phase margins at zero damping

are limited to +20 degrees at altitudes exceeding 10,000 feet. The

inclusion of structural danping improves these phase margins slightly.

Control with Common omensation Elements - The previously reported

stability studies assumed complete freedom in the selectior of comperizatinr.

elements. If the difference in compensation elements could be liwitl'd to the

r pure lag ternm and feedback gain, only two adjustments would be necessary

when store carriage wa•. uý:itv. TLhe Lotc L i ±" a hi. frhquency lag

would remain fixed regardless of store carriahe. .Trial runs were made on the

ACF program with the 90% and 62% tank cases. Identical notch filters and

high frequency lags were used in the compensations. Stability was again

achieved with margins identical to those presented previously. With a broader

notch filter similar results could be obtained for the other two stores:

MK-84 EQ and MK-82.

Wing/Store Flutter Control by Store Moment Cancellation

One means of negating store pitch moments transmitted into the wing is

to actuate the aileron to create a wing aerodynamic moment which is always,

equal and opposite to the store t-itching moment. This effectively eliminates

the store pitch, degree of freedom from the flitter equations and the flutter

speed would revert to that of a bare wing with a point mass lamped at the

store attachment point.

A static aerodynamic analysis of the model sketched in Figure 56 was

used to derive an expression for the aileron deflection angle, 6, which

would eliminate all aerodynamic pitch moments at the store attachment point.

The pitch torque due to store action was expressed as the product of the

pylon pitch spring conmtant, KV and the relative store pitch angle 0.
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I

h Pylon Pitch Spring, K~

Aileron
Freestreamn Wing Section
Velocity at Store Station

FIGURE 56 WING/ STORE MODEL FOR STORE MOMENT CANCELLATION SCHEME
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Several simplifying assumptions were made in the analysis which could affect

the magnitude of B required to nullify the store pitch torque. These assump-

tions include omitting effects due to the following:

1. All aerodynamic damping terms

2. All wing structural and aerodynamic inertia terms

3. Aileron flexure due to airloads

4. Contributions to the wing twist angle from non-flutter modes

With these assumptions the required B was found to be a linear function of

a and 0. The coefficients of a and 0 are the gains which should be applied

to the feedback signals, a and 0, to eliminate the effects of store pitch

torque. These coefficients are functions of the wing geometry, KO, dynamic

pressure, and the wing aerodynamic derivatives. Since the coefficients in

this analysis are indeltendent of the store properties, it would be expected

that the flutter of different stores carried by identical pylons could be

stabilized by feeding back a and 0 with unaltered gain settings.

This scheme was applied to the 370 gallon tank - 90% and 62% full

cases. Thie 90% case was stable at 800 knots, but it was stable already with

either a pure 0 or a feedback. The 62% case, however, required additional

compensation amounting to more than 90 degrees cf phase lag. Thus, the

62% full case was stabilizeable for a specific ratio of a gain to 0 gain,

but the gain ratio was different from that required for the 90% full case.

This indicates that store characteristics do affect the compensation rneces-

sary for flutter stabilization. Apparently a static analysis cannot ade-

quately describe the dynamic situation.

Active Flutter Control Thro'h Structural Feedback

Section 3.2.2.2 discussed conceptually how a structurel feedback scheme

could be implemented. Structural feedback uses a rigid link to sense wing

twist at one end and to actuate a control surface at the other end.

Mechanical compensators such as springs, masses, and/or dampers can be

incorporated in the link tD achieve the phasing of aileron deflection to

wing twist angle required for active stability.
in order to demonstrate the feasibility of suppressing flutter through

, structura. feedback a test case was run with the ACE Program using MK-8b

LO wing/store data. Compensation of the mechanically sensed wing twist

was aczomplished by incorporating a mechanical compensation module i.ito the

wing-aileron link arm. The mechanical compensations which were considiered
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for this demonstration study are presented in Figure 57. The parallel

spring and damper forcing a mass (#4) was selected as the most promising

compensation configuration because of the large phase lags which are possible

and the favorable gain amplification at the resonant frequency. If the

resonant frequency coincides with the flutter frequency about 90 degrees of

phase lag can be obtained at a high gain. The gain peak serves to decouple

the flutter frequency from its surrounding frequencies. A host of other

possible structural compensation modules are discussed on pages 10.7 through

10.15 of the Shock and Vibration handbook, Refertrnce 12.

The damper used in the selected compensation module (parallel spring

and damper forcing a mass) is similar to that currently in use with the F-h

rudder. Mass and spring constant values were chosen to match the flutter

frequency and the phase lag required for active stability. The mass weight

was 91.5 pounds and the spring constant was 1036 lb/in. Nyquist plots of the

resultant wing/store feedback control equetions at 750 knots are given in

r'igure 58 ror the uncompensated and compensaLtd cuoirul luupb. TLIe efects

of the compensation elements on the free-vibration characteristics of the

aileron were not included in this first-cut analysis. The single counter-

clockwise encirclement of the origin in the lower plot of Figure 58 indicates

tha"', active stability has been achieved. Unfortunately insufficient phase

lag was added by the mechanical compensation resulting in only a 20 degree

phase margin in lead. This points out the limited phase compensation capa-

bility of the mechanical compensator - about 110 degrees maximum in lag.

This example required about 1350 in lag, which exp)ains the restricted phase

margin.

Gain and phase versus frequency for the example mechanical compensation

V are given in Figure 59. The broken lines show the improvement possible when

the damper coefficient is halved. The phase lag at the flutter frequency is

improved by 10 degrees and the gain is doubled.
The feedback gain of a structural feedback scheme can be altered by

adjusting the length of ti aileron actuator arm relative to the wing twist

sensing arn. (See Figure 16 - length d2 and dl, respectively.) If the

twist arm length is fixed, decreasibg the aileron arm length will increase

the vileron deflection anugle per unit of wing twist.
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The potential advantages of a structural feedback flutter suppression

scheme over an electronic compensation - hydraulic actuation scheme result

from the elimination of all hydraulic and electronic components. This drasti-

cally lowers cost and improves reliability. Since structural feedback is

not dependent on hydraulic actuators it does not suffer performance limita-

tions at high frequencies.

The shortcomings of structural feedback, however, are serious when

compared with electronic compensation-hydraulic actuation schemes, Structural

feedback lacks:

1. Versatility in handling different stores

2. Phase characteristics which vary gradually with frequency

3. Total decoupling of low frequencies or non-flutter modes

A store configuration change necessitates switching heavy weights

and springs while an electronic compensation may be adjusted through a
potentiometer setting. The desirability of achieving a gain "peak" at

the flatter frequency forces small equivalent damping for structural feed-

back compensation. This in turn causes largo phase angle changes irn theF

vicinity of the flutter frequency as shown in Figure 59. Large phase mar-

gins are thus required to accommodate flutter frequency uncertainty. The
gain "peaking" at the flutter frequency does not decouple low frequencies
from the flutter control loop nearly as effectively as the high pass filter

in am electronic compensation which passes zero signal at zero frequency.

Greater interferences with pilot control would thus result with a structural

compensation scheme. Finally, the presence of resonating non-flutter modes

would require the difficult (if not impossible) task of generating the

mechanical analog of an electronic notch filter.

The structural feedback concept has been tested analytically for a wing/

store configuration. It is equally suitable, however, for bare wing flutter 9
control. For that application the control system components could be designed
specificailly and permanently for a single well-defincd ecntrol requirement.

Flutter Control Through Sensor Output Combinations

As discussed in Section 3.2, two out-of-phase wing motions can be

added together in such a manner that when the sum is used as a feedback signal -

active stability occurs. It is possible, for example, to control flutter by

using a feedback signal of the form +B (a+A;) where a and ý are the wing

twist angle and rate, and A and B are constants. However, additional1a
112 ,



electronic networks, such as high pass filters, notch filters, and high

frequency lags, are still required for a practical control system design.

The variable signs on the feedbacK gain constants B and A are necessary

to account for the different phase requirements of different stores for

stability. The four possible combinations of sign. are illustrated in

Figure 60.
Figure 61 illustrates the design procedure. The uncompensated Nyquist

plots with displacement and velocity feedback are determined individually.

A vector is constructed on each of the plots from the +1 point on the real

axis to the flutter frequency point (Step 1). The constant A is equall to

the negative of the imaginary part of the displacement feedback vector divided

by the imaginary part of the v2locity feedback vector, A = - j-. This
ensures that the weighted vector sum (a+Aa for plot type 1, see Figure 60)

lies along the real axis, since the imaginary parts of the two vectors have

been equateo (step ?). ine constant B is increases until an encirclement

of the origin is achieved with the desired gain margins (Step 3). A

Nyquist plot for the 370 gallon tank 90% full case compensated in this manner
is shown in Figure 62.

Load Suppression with Active Pylons

This potentially promising scheme for wing/store flutter control,

described conceptually in Section 3.2.2.3, has been investigated. Passive

flutter analyses were conducted with the subsonic aerodynamic data, for the

370 gallon tank-90% full configuration. These runs were made to demonstrate

that decoupling the wing/store system can cause the wing to revert to the

bare wing flutter mechanism and speed. The results, shown in Figure 63,
indicate that for total suppression of the tank pitch inertia the wing
does, indeed, revert to approximately its bare wing flutter velocity. For

partial suppression of the tank inertia, however, the bare wing flutter
velocity is not achieved.

Additional studies were made to determine the hardware requirements for

total suppression of the pitching moDment for the 370 gallon tank - 90%

full. Support-actuators were assumed to act as shown in Figure 17. The

total hydraulic fluid flow rate required for four such actuators per aircraft

is shown in Figure 6h as a function of the amplitude and frequency of the
store pitching motion being controlled. It is seen that only very small

k amplitude - low frequency motion can be achieved even using the total hy-

draulic flow rate capacity of an operational F-4 (100 gals/min). Store iinertial
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loads in the frequency range of flutter would thus be passed into the wing

and the promised benefits of load suppression would not be realized.

4.1.2.4 Time Domain Studies - Time domain studies wei conducted using

the compensated control loops listed in Section 4.1.2.3. Such time domain

studies are useful not only in verifying the stability predictions of the

frequency domain analysis but also they yield the following new information:

o Actuator hardwrare requirements for active stability

o The effects of hardware limitations on system performance.

The previous frequency domain studies have prestumed unlimited aileron

rate and displacement capabilities. Once the feedback gain was determined

it was assumed that the aileron power actuator and secondary actuator could

deliver the commanded deflection at the flutter frequency. Practically,

however, both the aileron displacement and velocity (displacemert-frequency

product) are restricted, The first question, then, is "are the Qileron rate

and displacement capabilities higher than the maximum values commanded?" If

so, there is no problem. If not. then the question becormes, "Ce- ractive

stability be maintained even though the aileron actuators are rate and/or

displacement limited during some portion of their deflection cycle?" In

addition to rate or displacement saturation, the effect of other non-linear

phenomena on active control can be evaluated, such as:

"o Aileron-Spol Flutter Control

"o Actuator Dead Space

"o Aileron Free Play

Time domain studies, thus, considerably enhance tho realism of the simulation.

Linear Studies

As discussed in Section 3.5.2 and Appendix IV, a special computer

program was developed for simulating the flutter control loop equations in

the time domain. Aerodynamic data generated by an Indicial Lift progrM

was used- in thu prograns. The time domair 2tudieB were limited to four wing/

store modes: the first three vibration modes and an aileroii rotation mode.

Recall that the basic flatter mechanism involved the interaction of the

2nd and 3rd modes. The number of modes was limited for two reasons:

I. To avoid excessive computer time usage

2. To avoid integration errors arising from the presence of high

frequency modes,

lag



Excitation of the time domain equations was achieved by means of a gust

force of the form:

(10000/2) (1 - cos ((27r)(WF) t))pounds

This gust ±orce represents the equivalent force excitation at the flutter

frequency, w., experienced by a miniwmim weight F- 4 flying through a thunder-

storm at Mach 1.0, sea level conditions. The 10,000 pound amplitude was

obtained. by integrating under a power spectral density curve for a 13.38

ft/sec (rms velocity) thunderstorn over the half power bandwidth of the

flutter mode frequency (8.0 to 8.7 Hz for the 90% full 370 gallon tank).

The PSD plot for this thunderstorm, presented in Reference 13, is typical in

that its energy content is constant for low frequencies and falls off rapidly

after about 1 Hz. Discrete Gusts derived for the same thunderstorm at sub-

flutter frequencies as well as aircraft maneuver loads produced rather mild

system responses when compared with the flutter frequency gust as reported

in Reference 14. rinus, only the flutter frequency gust results are reported

here.

Verification of System Stability - The stability of the aeroelastic

active control loop equations can be verified by obtaining a printout of

mode response as a function of time from the time domain computer prcgram.

Stýability is indicated by a response whose amplitude diminishes with time

after the initial transient response. Such time history printouts were

obtained for each of the four ceiqpensated wing/store configurations at 700

knots, g = 0.02, sea level conditions. The 10,000 pound gust loading at the

flutter frequency was used to excite the structure. All responses were

found to be stable. Additional runs were also made to check the gain

margins previously derived from the frequency domAin studies. That is,

feedback gain was set at its predicted maximun and minimum stable values.

The gain margins for each store were verified in this manner.

Aileron Bates and Diaplacements with No Limits - Aileron rate and dis-

placement as a fanction of time is an output of the time domain computer

program. Thus, if it is assumed that the aileron response is not restricted

in rate or displacement, maximum values can be read from the time history

plots. Figures 65 through 68 are time history plots for each of the wing

store configurations. The data shown includes response of each vibration
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mode, actuator displacement and rate, and aileron rate. Again the 10,000

pound 1-cosine gust at the flutter frequency is used for excitation. In

each case the maximum flexible aileron rate is in phase with but slightly A
less than the maximum actuator rate. This results because the flexible aileron

gives" under airloads and so is not as effective as a rigid aileron. All

of the configurations are stable at the 700 knots, g = 0.02, sea level condi-

tion as evidenced by the converging flutter moae (3rd mode) response. Control

system instabilities are also non-existent since all traces possess converging

characteristics. Figure 69 sumnarizes maxim=. aileron actuator rates and the

equivalent damping of the flutter mode obtained from the previously shown

figures. Recall the feedback g.in used in compensating each wing/store:

90% - 370 gallon tank - 5.3h

60% - 370 gallon tank - 5.h6
MNK..8I EO - 1.8.
MK-82 (3,4) - 15.21

The figare shows that the •tore with max-rism'feedback gain, the MK-82 (3,4),

also has the maximum aileron actuator rate. This makes sense because the

power actuator is asked to respond to a higher feedback displacement command.

Rate is the product of displacement and frequency. Hence an amplified displace-

ment signal results in a higher aileron rate requirement. The rates shown

in the figure, however, indicate that the maximum rate required for one store

relative to another is not just equal to the ratio of feedback gains. Otner

factors such as the relative explosiveness of the flutter mode also camae into

play - the more violent the flutter mode, the higher the aileron rate and

displacement requirements. Rates decrease drastically for all configurations

if the system is designed to +6 dB gain margins at g = 0.02 rather than

g = 0.0. Increasing structural damnping increa5es the maximunm gain margins

for a constant gain settl~ig. Thus, a smaller gain is requirec to obtain the

6 dB margin.

For a given store the maximum aileron rate is proportional to the

feedback gain. The aileron rate also varies linearly with the rms gust

velocity, provided that the gust velocity is small when compared to the

aircraft, velocity. When these two facts are knova a plot showing aileron

rate as a function of feedback gain anid rms gust velocity can be constructed

based on one gain-gust velocity design condition. This has been verified by

test runs with the time domain program. Suoh a plot is shown in Figure 70
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for the 90% full-370 gallon tank case at 700 knots, g = .02, sea level con-

ditions. The plot indicates a maximum aileron rate limit for the F-4 at

700 knots of about 100 deg/sec. Thus for the normal gain setting, 5.34,

the flutter system can cope with about a 7 ft/sec (rms) gor-t without rate

limiting.

Nonlinear Studies

Stability with Rate Limits - Deflection limit cases were run with the

90%-370 gallon tank case for pure aileron and aileron-spoiler control surface
systems. The 700 knots, g = 0.02, sea level, 13 ft/sec gust conditions

were used in these time domain studies.

Aileron Control Surfaces - Results from runs with rate limits of 100 deg/

sec and 60 deg/sec are shown in Figures 71 and 72, respectively. Active

control is maintained in each case even though the. actuators are rate saturated

over a significant portion of each oscillation cycle. The crucial factor is

that there is a net dissipation of airstream energy over each cycle. These

results show that this is possible even though the aileron displacement rate

does not exactly conform to the command signal. There is, however, some

degradation in how t'ast the excitaLiux, is dampe. d out as byi,• - v the

effective damping coefficients:

No Limits , - g = 0.033

100 deg/sec limit - g = 0.032

60 deg/sec limit - g = 0.023

Aileron-Spoiler Control Surfaces - These studies were conducted to

give a realistic simulation of the actual F-4 aircraft. The spoiler deflec-

tion w' as multiplied by a factor of 1-1/2 to match the F-h gearing -

5 degrees dowrn aileron on left wing causes a simultaneous 7.5 degrees up
spoiler command on the right wing. These runs were conducted before the

final control loop design was specified. The studies used a compensation

based on actual unimprojed F-4 actuator hardware;

L1

Aileron Actuator - 1 + .IS

1Spoiler Actuator: 1+ .06S
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This system was found to be unstable for aileron authority limits of

3 degrees and 60 deg/sec. For the F-h aircraft at sea level density condi-

tions the aileron deflection and deflection rates are limited to about 10

degrees and 75 deg/sec, respectively. The system was found to be stable

for aileron limits of 10 degrees and 110 deg/sec combined with spoiler

limits of 15 degrees and 150 deg/sec.

Dea 2 Sce Evaluation - Dead space, as defined in these studies, is

the result of hydraulic actuator contaol valve spools designed with overlap

so as to eliminate leasage flow for zero signal command. The F-h aileron

actuator control valve is designed for zero overlap so that a finite

response occurs for any non-zero command signal. Time domain runs have been

made, however, with the F-h wing/store data to determine levels of limit

cycle motion resulting from rather large values of dead space.

The modeling of the actuator in the time domain program is described in

Figure 73. The original formulation for the actuator transfer function in

the Laplace notation was not suitable for this purpose since variables

dcsczibi ug the re:al hardware components were nou p.ebeut. The m.r. physical

icop shown in Figure 73 gives Ohe same transfer function and also allows

for the: effici.2nt evaluation ot k'oth dead space and fluid flow limits. The
S-.C; gallon tarn 90% full. Runs were made for dead space

sp -o 10% of the full valve travel. The resultant limit cycle motion

am'plitudes sazwn in Figure '04 for all of the system coordinates are very small.

'The tuuplitude aW the wing tip in the fl.utter mode is less than 0.3 in. and

the aileron deflection less than 0.1 deg. for dead space as large as 10% of

full voA j'e travel.

Freeý_ý - Free play introd4-ces lags in the response. The phenomena

atriss because of "it•op" in the 2-orce producer system outboard of the power

actuator control! valve. The pher.•mena can be explained in terms of the simple

"crnnslaifon atuetatioI .devkce 3ketched in Figure 75. A positive input command

at block A does not reslAt in a tranEslation of bar B until the It1slop" distance,

d, is exmea-dded. iofar the situation looks deceptively similar to dead space.

A% m.is. eced-ezap. LtuStfr cotmiand:i, however, the phenomena is different. When

,31odA A reverse: tOrection it must first cover a disteance of 2d before trans-

Lauion of bu' B is knitiated in the negative direction. Sketch (b) in the

fit.wrc shows ,- time history of block A input translation versus bar B output

]31
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FIGURE 73 ACTUATOR MODEL FOR DEAD SPACE STUDIES
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translation. It is seen that the net effect of free play is a constant time

lag, 1l of the output amounting to the time it takes before an actuation

command results in an output in either direction. The maximum displacement

is also reduced somewhat as shown in the figure. Sketch (c) is a time

history dre*'ing of the dead space phenomena showing how its effect is

different from free play.

A test case for the 90% full 370 gallon tank configuration with what

amounted to a 3 degree lag free play effect was run on the time domain

program. Stability was maintained with no significant performance degrada-

tion. The free play of the F-h aileron has been undetectable in ground

vibration tests and is much less than the military specification requirement

of 1/30 of a degree.

4.1.3 Comparison of Passivw-Active Control Schemes - No single flutter

control scheme will stabilize flutter for several different wing/store

configurations. If the store mass proejie , r ,the p.S ,Ve fix or

active compensation will also vary. Active flutter suppression has been

shown to offer the following advantages:

1. Ease of adjustment when stores are changed

2. Lower weight penalty

3. No redesign of the aircraft wing or store structure

Mass ballast fixes require that heavy weights be switched when the store

carriage is altered. This involves either switching heavy wing masses

on the order of 1000 pounds per aircraft or redesigning stores with new,

and increased, mass characteristics. Au active flutter control system,

on the other hand, involves making two adjustments (when notch filter and

high frequency lag are fixed); feedback gain, and lag phase angle. Such

a system would add about 200 lb to the aircraft weight. This weight estimate

is developed in Section 5.5.

The active flutter suppression scheme which utilizes a generalized

electroni compensation network is the most easily adaptable to store

carriage changes. The scheme will work with adequate stability margir.s

for the full velocity range of the F-4 at sca level. If the compensation

is fixed during flight, the flutter control system performance will be limited

to altitudes belcw about 10,000 feet.
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i
4.2 Advanced Aircraft Horizontal Tail Flutter Control

The main purposes of these horizontal tail flutter control studies were

to investigate both the potential payoff of active flutter control in future

aircraft and to determine if active control is possible uhen the control

force producer motion is an integral part of the flutter mech-nism. The

vehicle for this effort is the advanced aircraft of Figure 6. The description

of the horizontal tail mass, inertia, stiffness, and vibration properties

is given in Appendix II.

4.2.1 Passive Flutter Studies - Since it was desired to evaluate

active flutter control using the pitch actuator, a search was made to establish

a candidate horizontal tail configuration with a well defined pitch-bendinf

flutter mechanism. Studies were simultaneously performed to determine the

optimum passive flutter solution.

4.2.1.1 Optimum Passive Flutter Solution - Studies were performed to

determine the minimum weight passive flutter fixes resulting from:

1) Stiffness changes

2) Balance weight additions

3) Combined stiffness changes and balance weight additions

4) Pitch restraint variations for each case.

The COPS (Computerized Optimization Procedure for Stabilators) program,

described in Reference 4, was our first attempt at automation of the steps

in stabilator design. This program development considers all significant

design constraints, including the aeroelastic constraint of flutter, at

each step of the design process. One of the approximations built into

the program is a torsional stiffness increase proportional to the fourth

power of the local chord (C ). This stiffness distribution, which has been

partially verified through usage on similar stabilators, is, however, not a

universally applicable optimum distribution.

A miniuium modification wa&, made to the COPS program to allow individual

stiffness changes at each station along the elastic axis. The modified

program was then run, in the batch processing mode, to obtain several velues

of the change in flutter dynamic pressure (AQ) for associated stiffness

levels (GJ) and weight increments (AW) at each elastic axis station. It

was determined fran these runs that the highest efficiency (AQ/AW) results

from initial stiffness increases in Section 7 of Figure 8. The rext most

efficient section, is the tip section. Sections inboard of 7 are progressively

less efficie3nt.
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A CJ stiffness distribution, based on these COPS sensitivity studies,

is shown in Figure 76. A weight increase of 20.7 lbs is required for the

indicated Stiffness Sensitivity Design level to achieve a speed of 575 knots.

The basic COPS program, using the C distribution, predicts a weight increase

of 29 lbs for the same improvement in flutter velocity. The Stiffness

Sensitivity Design is lighter by 8 lbs primarily because the inboard stations

are not stiffened unnecessarily. The GJ levels are obtained by adding layers

of boron/epoxy composite material with fibers oriented at +L45 degrees with

respect to the elastic axis. The bending stiffness (EI), resulting from

GJ increases, is shown in Figure 77.

Parametric flutter studies, based on the stiffness and weight data

generated by COPS, were performed using an Indicial Lift computer program..

Tlhe classical aerodynamic derivatives were modified for CLa = 3.48/radian
and center of pressure at 25% chord.

The results for separate variations of stiffness levels and balance

weight additions using an Indicial Lift program are shown in Figure 78.

rhS .data . -...•"--lar to pleviuu resurts from the 0J.V3 program shcurn in

Reference 4. The results indicate that the balance weight solution branch

gives the minimum weight passive flutter solution (. 30 lbs). The target

flutter velocity is 760 KEAS. The basic COPS program had previously been

applied to a stabilator with the sane geometrical characteristics. Those

runs dezermined that the balance weight located in the leading edge of the

outboard section 8, as used in these more sophisticated studies, leads to

the minimum weight passive flutter solution.

The effect of combined stiffness and balance weight as a function of the

pitch rotational restraint is shown in Figure 79. The most important effect

shown in this figure is the rapid increase in flutter velocity with pitch

restraint for the Candidate Design. For the nominal pitch frequency of

20 Hz the flutter velocity for this case is 587 KEAS at a frequency of 12.5 Hz.

4.2.1.2 Candidate Design for Active Flutter Control - The Candidate

Design was chdsen for further study of active control because the pitch

restraint dramaticdlly affects flutter and because of the relatively low

flutter frequency. A significant characteristic of this configuration is

that for a pitch frequency of 20 Hz there is only one flutter mode, and for

a pitch frequency of 30 Hz the surface is completely flutter-free.
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The slope of the flutter mode crossings on the V-g plots are compared

in Figure 8o for each of she tail configurations with the pitch frequerncy

of 20 Hz. Slopes for the advanced wing (covered later) end wing/store study

configurations are also shown in the figure for comparison. The slope

for the Car lidate Design lies between those for the advanced wing and the

370 gallon tank - 90% full wing/store cases. The implication here is that

a greater improvement in flutter is nossible for the Candidate Design than

for the other tail configurations.

The Candidate Design was chosen as the most promising candidate for

active flutter control based on the following reasons:

1) flutter is a function of pitch restraint

2) frequency of flutter is relatively low

3) V-g crossing is relatively shallow

4) there is only one basic flutter mechanism.

4.2.2 Active Flutter Studies

4.2.2.1 Frequency Domain Studies - Ac:tive flutter control studies were

conducted for the Cndidate Desisn and also for most of the other designs

which were tested in the search for the Candidate Design. The studies used

the same data that was used in the Indicial Lift passive flutter analyses,

described in Section 4.2.1.

The results of these active control test runs are summarized in Table 5.

The most significant aspect of these results is that the Candidate Design is

controllable with exceptionally large stability margins for the nominal

pitch frequency of 20 Hz whether the bandwidth of the hydraulic actuator is

extended flat to the flutter frequency or not. When the pitch frequency is

reduced to 10 Iz., however, the compliance of the system caiuses only about 30%

of the commanded stabilator deflection to be achieved, and flutter control

is not possible. The case with 10 lbs ballast at the leading edge of Section 8

is controllable to about 650 KEAS with phase margins of +45 degrees or greater.

The Strength Design and the Stiffness Sensitivity Design both show little

promise of control. They are good examples of very small rapidly disappearing

Nyquist loops which are characteristic of explosive flutter mechanisms.

The common control. loop for each of these test runs included 6 degrees of

freedom; the four lowest normal elastic modes, the stabilator rotation mode,

and the pitch actuator deflection. A high pass filter which has unity gain
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&bnve 10 Hz (40159/l1 + .0159S) and a first order lag expression for the

power actuator of the form (1/1 + TS) were the only control system components.

The open-loop gain was set at 5.0 to guarantee good visibility with the computer

generated Nyquist plots.

Consideration was given to both the location and type o: sensor. The

most leasible feedback signal was determined to be either the horizontal

tail pitch angle or the pitch angle rate. Pitch angle feedback was chosen

for the test runs of Table 5. It was obtaiined by double integration of the

output of an angular accelerometer located at the hinge line near the hori-

zontal tail root chord.

Nyquist plots are shown in Figure 81 for the Candidate Design for

power actuator frequency response bandwidths of 15 Hz, 10 Hz, and 5 Hz.

There is no significant differeDce between these cases except a somewhat

reduced effective mechanical gain for the smaller bandwidth case and a small

phase difference, among the cases, for balanced flutter control phase margins.

About 45 degrees of phase lead is required to center the loop on the negative

real axis for the 15 Hz bandwidth case. It takes about 75 degrees lead

for the 10 Hz case and about 90 degrees for the 5 Hz case. This would seem

to favor the 15 Hz case since the large phase lead angles are difficult

to obtain. If we change the sign of the feedback, however, the 5 Hz cas,

will require 90 aegrees phase lag while the 15 Hz will require 135 degrees

lag. From this viewpoint the 5 Hz case is preferable. The control system

gain can be as large as desired for each of these cases since there is no

potential control system instability to avoid. The open-loop gain, instead,

will only be constrained by the rate requirements for the hydraulic actuator

in a turbulent environment.

Additional stuidies involving compensation and pitch rate feedback were

made for the Candidate Design with the actuator break frequency at 5 Hz

and the pitch frequency at 20 HzL. A Nyquist plot for this case, after

compensation, is shown in Figure 82. The indicated control system gain

gives 6 d3 margins against flutter for g = 0.0 at 750 KEAS and g = 0.02 at

800 KEAS. The phase margins are large for this configuration. Pitch rate

was chosen as the feedback signal for the r u of Figure 82 since the test

run for this case had indicated the need for 90 degrees phase lead with

pitch angle feedback. This case easily satisfies design goals for active
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flatter control systems of +6 dB gain margin and +60 degrees phase margin.

This case was thus chosen for further evaluation in the time domain.

4.2.2.2 Time Domain Studies - Runs were made using the time domain

program, described in Section 3.5.2 and Appendix IV, for both velocities of

750 and 80n KEAS with g = 0.02 structural damping in each of the aeroelastic

modes. The response of the system at 750 KEAS to a 5000 lbs (1 - cos wt)

discrete gust at the flutter frequency of 11.3 iHz is shown in Figure 83.

This gust force level is equivalent to the energy content in the bandwidth

of the flutter mode for a typical random gust with 13 ft/sec rms. The motion

is suppressed to near zero in about 0.5 seconds. The maximum unlimited

actuator rates shown for this control are 60 deg/sec at 750 KEAS and

80 deg/sec at 800 KEAS. These rates are reasonable requirements for the

short periods of demand for control surfaces of this size. As indicated

in the nonlinear studies which were performed for the F-4 wing/store

flutter control cases it is realistically expected that continuous control

in this type of turbulent environment would be possible with rate limits

as small as 30 to 40 deg/sec.
: )42.3Co£2-aison7 Of SUlUtiO116

4.2.3.1 Weisht for Optimum Passive Flutter Control - The minimum

weight passive flutter solution uses a non-structural balance weight at the

ieading edge of the outermost section as shown in Figure 78. A balance

weight of about 30 lbs per side added to the Strength Design will satisfy the

required flutter velocity of 760 KEAS if the pitch rotation frequency is

Lfe noninal value of 20 Hz. 'hfe passive solution would only require 20 lbs

per side, as shown in Figure 79, J.f the pitch frequency were to be as high

as 26 Hz. 1f.he F-4 slotted leading edge stabilat-or rotation frequency is

about. 23 Hz. A survey of several other practical horizontal tail designs

irdica:Les a likely value for pitch f'requency s;omewhere between 20 and 25 Hz.

Thus. 1'0 to 6f Ilb- per aircraft should be sufficient to satisfy the flutter

requirements for this-; pa:trticC.lsx horiz(otal tail, saarting with a baseline I

Strength Design.

If structtral stiffress increases were to be chosen as; an alternative IA

passive flutter sci0 uti4c0a the ezpn-cred we~ight addition would be significantly

gr;2ater. Even with the most advantageous use of composite material, as

attempt.ed in thes;e ,studies for the Stif"fness Sensi..ttiviLy Design the total

"weig:, Eddition per aircraft would be in the neighborhood of 100 lbs or more.
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I.:
4.2.3.2 Weight for Active Flutter Control - An eva2urtion of the weight

required for active f].utter control of this horizontal tail should, in all

-'airness, consider only those components which w.l'2, not o.•e. be

present in the aircraft. For example, the advanced aircraft bt'ing aonsidered

in these fezsibility studies, camn be confidently expected to fua-. sll-time,

highly-redundant, fly-by-wire flight control systc,,s ;;hich .:ould be available

for cooperative use by active flutt'er control system.,

If we assume a. triply-redund-4nt horizontal tail flifrtez control system,,

the additional weight items listed below would be reqkidxed,
Wei ght /Air.aft

Sensors 6 x 2 lbs eacb 1.2

Computers and Voters 6 x 3

Cockpit Displays 1 x 5 5

Wiring and Installation 1 x 10 10
15 lb r

This weight is an estimate of the bare minimizi weiriht which would be required

for active control of a controllel~l surface such as the Candidate Design.

It wa[b detcrmined in tlin. stuXies, h,-wever, that a 20 lb balance

weight per Fide was requireC' v, ,.rrivc at toe Candidate Desiga from the

Strength Design. Coqjaw r:. with thi• 8c' :wn total penalty for active control,

it was found that o:niy 60 Yb.u pt-r aircre.'t was required for the optimum

passive flutter solution usim:g oalacnce weights. The active solution weight

of 85 lbs is very com.etit.Le, however, when compared Uo the passive

stiffness solution whith required more than 100 lbs per aircraft.

L.3 Advanced Aircraft Wing Flutter Control

The main purpose of these advanced aircraft wing studies is to demon-

strate the feasibility of active suppression of bare wing flutter. Both

leading and trailing edge control surfaces acting singly or in combination

are available for active flutter suppression. Parameters such as sensor
location and type, control surface size, .and control surface location are .

varied to obtain the maximum stability margins.

I
I'O
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4.3.1 Passive Flutter Studies

4.3.1.1 Baseline Design - The description of wing mass, inertia, and

stiffness properties is given in Appendix III. The wing has weight additions

for 15% chord leading edge flaps and 35% chord ailerons running along the

entire wing span. These weight additions in each section re-ult from control

surface hydraulic lines, actuators, and local structural beef-up. Both

leading and trailing edge control surfaces in any combination of wing sections

are available for active flutter suppression. T•To-dimensional strip theory

aerodynamics with experimental aerodynamic coefficients on the eight section

wing were used to model aerodynamic characteribtics. The aerodynamic coef-

ficients, CL 3.98/radian and Cj, = 2.3./radiar, were obtained from sub-

sonic data. The center cf pressure waE set at the quarter chord.

Classical V-g and V-w plots generated by an Indicial Lift computer program

are shown in Figure 8h. Flutter occurs in two critical modes. Mode 3 is

the unstable mode in the primary flutter mechanism occurring at 540 knots,

mode 4 is tlk unstable mode in the secondary flutter mechanism at 740 knots.

An aileron witn a rotation mode frequency of 60 H4 was located in Section 7

with its hin6eline at the 65% chord. The aileroi, rotation mode docs not

participate in either of the two basic flutter mechanisms.

The baseline design exhibited the following characteristics:

1. Flutter of the bare wing is significantly more explosive than the

F-4 wing/store configurations.

2. To achieve active stability beyond 7.0 knots two unstable modes

must be simultaneously controlled.

On the average the g/V at flutter onset for tht bare wing configurations was

about tairee times that for the 90% full-70 gallon tank configuration, the

minimum stability margin wing/store case. Figure 80 shows the g/V values

for the wing/store, horizontal tail, and bare wing configurations. In

order to control two flutter modes simultaneously, separate control surfaces

must be actuated, each with its dist nct feedback compensation. Multiple

mode suppression, thus, doubles the number of components - hydraulic and

electronic required by an active flutter coutrol system. For these feasi-

bility studies it was judgcd inadvisable to attempt multiple mode control

before the practiculity of single mode control wa,. thoroughly establ-ished.

The onset velocity for the second fluLter mode theii becues the upper velociLy

1-51
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limit for active flutter control. The maximun velocity was found to be

considerably lower because of liuitc I stability margins.

4.3.1.2 Optimum Passive Flutter Solutions - Passive flutter studies

were conducted to determine the balance weight additions and wing stiffness

increases required to raise the flutter speed of the advances aircraft

wing. No combined balance weight -- stiffness increase cases were examined.

Table 6 summarizes the balance weight studies. The advanced aircraft

wing can be stabilized through 740 knots (the maximum practical active

control velocity) by the addition of about 200 pounds at the leading edge

of Section 7 (Configuration 3). "Chord to the fourth" stiffness increases

were used to determine a "stiffness fix". The stiffness increases needed

to reach a flutter speed of 740 knots added about 67 lbs to the half-wing

weight. This fix involved small increases in the EI and Gd values for the

three most outboard wing sections.

hý3.2 Activc Flutter- tudi.es
4.3.2.1 Trailing Edge Control -- Initial frequency domain studies were

ran with an aileron (60 Hz frequency) in Section 7. The feedback signal

was the angle of twist in Section 7. This sy-tem corresponds to either a

doubly integrated - erfect angular accelerometer or a fitructuxal ieedback

concept. These yielded the result that flutter could not be controlled

beyond about 600 knots (onset at 540 knots) at sea level. This occurred

because of a very rapid collapse of the unstable (CCW) loop on the Nyquist

plot with airspeed. Beyond 600 knots the unstable loop vanishes, precluding

flutter control through feedback compensation. Nyquist plots at several

velocities are shown in Figures 85 through 87 for a feedback control loop

consisting of only an uncompensated feedback gain.

The system can be stabilized at 500 and 550 knots by decreasing the

feedback gain. The system is unstable at 600 knots and ceanot be stabilized

by changing either the gain or phase of the feedback signal because of the

higher mode encirclement of the origin. Control of flutter is lost for this

case between 550 and 600 knots. Notice the very restricted size of the

unstablý loop at 600 knots. Even if a notch filter or high frequency lag

were used to elimi. ,te high frequency modes and a 30 degree lead compensa-

tion were added, the maximum phase margins would be on the order of +5

degrees. Additional runs were made with pure feedback for perfect sensors

153K
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located in Sections 4, 5, 6, and 8, and wtta an uaileron in Section 7. The

attuatlon for each of these cases t. similar to that for the Sectlon T

feedback sensor.

The incorporation of structural damping into tne advanced aircraft

wing analysts, as with the wing/store configurations, delayed flutter onset

(about 10 &nots) and improved stability margins. Figures 88 and 89 show

Nyquist plots for the advanced aircridft wing using structural damping coef-

ficients of g - 0.00 and g = 0.02 with identical control loops. The addition

of 0.02 structura2 damping increases phase margins by about 50% at 560 knots

(sea level). 'Te addition of dempinS, however, does not improve the maximum

velocity for which active fluitter control is possible. The unstable loop

cf the Nyquist plot still disappears near 600 knots regardless of damping

level.

Tbe rapid disappearance of the wistable loop with increasing velocity

might be explained by either or both of the reasons below:

1. The proximity of the two lowest flutter onset velocities (540 knots -

3rd mode and 740 knots - 4th mode).

2. The explosive nature of the flutter requires more energy dissipa-

tion capability to cont.rol the flutter than is possible with a

35% chord aileron in Section 7.

Flutter Mode Eliminaticn Stu~v

'The first explanation was checked out by setting up a four mode study

- first three elastic modes plus a 60 Hz, Section 7, aileron mode. This

eliminates the second flutter mechanism resulting from the interaction of

modes 3 and 4. A high pass filter and a power actuator of the forms:

high Pass Filter -. In at 10 Hz
1 + ,01595'

1

Power Actuator - breaks down at 15 Hz

were also incorporat.ed in the control locr. for these limited mode studies.

These elements were added to the control loop to emphasize the 13.7 Hz

flutter frequency. Figures 90 thrc'ugh 93 show the Nyquist plots for this

limited mode study witu no structural damping and a gradually increasing

flow velocity. Again the rapid collapse of the instable mode is evident,

even though the second flutter mechanism has been eliminated. Control

capability Is still lost ~c&ar 606 knots.
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Aileron Sizing and Locatlon Studies

Both the location and size of the aileron were vaiied in an effort to

achieve flutter control beyond 600 knots. Ailerons with 35% chord depths

were tried indi.vidually in Sections 8, h, and 2. There was no improvement

in the maximum stable velocity with active control.. Frequency dorenin

studies were also conducted starting with an aileron in Section 7 a;nly and

then progressively enlargilng the control surface by first adding a Section 8

aileron and then adding inboard sections until the aileron ran the Lull
wing semi-LIpan. The wing twist at Se.tion 7 was used as the feedback signal

for all of these aileron configurations. No improvement of flutter suppression

capability was achieved by enlarging the spanwise aileron dimension. The

full semi-span results were actually worse than the results with the

a±Leron in Section 7 only. A [Large span aileron has the problem of

generatisg compensating aerodynaiic forces and moments based on the sensed

motion of a single section, say wing twist in Section 7. T11he wing motion

at Section h may be out of phase with that in Section 7, especially if
sizable cuntiibfWus fori t6e4 hightr mudes are j)resenL. Thus, thUe bu!t

aerodynwmic force and zuoment compensation at Section 7 may worsen the situa-

tion in Section 4.

Aileron Anrodynarmi c Force Enl.argement

In order to evaluate increased aileron effectiveness at a single

sect ion a frequency domain run was made using aileron aerodynamic

coefficients wnich were 1O times larger than their previous "valuet:, The

aS.rf-Al center of pressure was maintained at the quarter chord. The ten-
fold increase in aileron coefficients is ecuivalent to clarging th,-

aileron aerodynamic forces 10 times vlth rr,,pect to ttu inertia forcea.

The results of this runu, given in Fxgi.rx .)4 in Nyquist plot felon, show

significant improvemente, over thc Nyquiit. plok shown in Figure 95 for nrmal

aileron coeffioli.nti. It 3o0Uid 'be nitod that 'he scale in Figure 94 is

10 times larg.• ti.an that in FiTurz ¼5, The enlazgcd coefficLent

run ahows a htg improveoent over the tormeJ. coefficient, run. The Nyqtu! at

plot in Figu1 t 91 cei be compensated above (SO knots with the addition of
phase e6c . a notch fil.ter at .boui 16 Viz, ana a feedback ga½n deceease.

The most viwjnificant imprrn-ement as indIcated 'by the enlarged C04 loop

.s the maximr phase margin range which has beer. increased frzc 10 a10 .ees

to about 120 degrt_-,. Thus, ty increasing the conitrol surface effectiveness,

flutter Suppression can be achieved f--r velocities greater that. 600 knots.
1-) 5
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F --a''.' ..-.--. ',..,,--I Aileron effectiveness can be improved in the chordwise sense by two

methods: leading and trailing edge control surfaces in the same wing secion

or an all-movable tip both cf which change the relation of lift to moment

from the above results.

4.3.2.?. Leading Edge Control - ACF program runs were ma-de with a 15%

chord leading edge flap incorporated in Section 7 of the baseline advanced

aircraft wing. lift-curve slope (CL ) of 2¶/radian was used in the

analysis rather than the previously used 3.98/radian since the currently

available two-dimensional strip theory aerodynaics program with leading

and trailing edge control surface capability has no CL input option.
Using the leading edge control surface program required that the ACP program

be used in a form which accepted classical R + iI aerodynamics rather than

the aerodynamic matrices generated at velocity by the Indicial Lift Program.

This version of the ACF Program is described in Appendix IV, Section IV,2.

Frequency domain studies of both leading and trailing edge control surfaces

. acting separately were conducted with CL = 2n aerodynamics. Both control

* surface frequencies were specifted at 60 Hz. The flutter onset speed or

the advanced aircraft wing configuration was lowered to 390 knots at 15.54

Hz because of the increased 0 Lc. The new CLC did not affect the flutter

mechanism: modes 2 and 3 interacting explosively. Using a control loop

consisting of the wing equations and an uneompensated Section 7 twist feed-

back, only about a 60 knot flutter speed improvement was possible with

either control surface. Leading edge control appears subject to the same

stability margin restrictions as trailing edge control in suppressing the

explosive flutter of a bare wing.

h,3.2.3 All-Movable Wing Tip Control - This analysts used a wing

identical to the baseline advanced aircraft wing for the first five sections

in stiffness and inertia characteristics. The sixth wing section was

different from the corresponding baseline section because 37 lbs. were

added to the torque box to model the wing 'tip control actuator. The weight

of the actuator cutrrently in use on the F-h sLabilator is 37 pounds. The

inertia properties cf Sections 7 and 8 were those generated by the COPS

program for these sections with no leading or trailing edge control surfaces.

Appendix III sumsarizes the inertia and stiffness data as generated by the

COPS projrama for a wing with/without control surfaces. In order to maxi-

c size the flutter control capability of the wing tip, the two outboard

W J 168
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sections were treated as a rigid (infinitely stiff) extension of Section 6

for the first six wing modes. An uncoupled pure tip mode consisting of

Sections 7 end 8 rotating together about the elastic axis (EA) with no EA
translation completed the f mode analysis. A high tip mode frc , nrv,

30 Hz, was specified to avoid creating a new flutter mode through inter-

action uith the lower wing modes. The consequences of assuming Sections 7 and

8 to be rigid are an increased flutter onset velocity anr t better flutter

control capability,
The aerodynamic simulation for this all-movable tip configuratior

employed CL = 3.9 8 /radian and CP = 25% chord. The flutter onset velocity

is 692 knots at a frequency of 11.4 Hz. The passive flutter speed increase
over the baseline wing configuration can be traced to changes in the mass
and stiffness characteristics of the outboard sections. Active control is

possible up to about 900 knots when the included angle of the unstablt loop

of the Nyquist plot is reduced to 9 degrees (phase margin + 4.5 degrees).

This is a 30% flutter velocity nenetration.

A similar configuration with a tip section ailer'on was also examined

to provide a basis of comparison. The tip aileron analysis was altered

only in the control surface mode. An aileron irn Sections 7 and 8 beginning

at the 65% chordline replaced the movable tip. The wing surface portions of'

Sections 7 and 8 were treated as rigid extensions of Section 6. The aileron

rotation mode frequency was specified to be 60 Hz. 7This configuraticn began

fluttering at 742 knots and 12.49 11z without active fluttei suppression.

The higher passive flutter onset velocity probably occurs because of the

higher control surface frequency. Active control with an aileron suppressor

is lost between 850 and 900 knots.

Nyquist plots of the wing aeroclastic, feedback control equation are

given in Figures 96 and 97 for the all-movable tip and aileron control sur-

faces. The most striking contrast is the much larger plot when the movable

tip is used as a flutter suppressor. A more crucial difference is the maximum

included angle of the unstable loop, since this is equal to twice the maximum

balanced phase margin. The included angle, though significantly larger with

the all-movable tip case for similar flutter velocity penetrations, still

allows phase margins of only +L45 after a 40 knot flutter penetration. The

reasonably large flutter penetration capability for the all-movable tip

scheme is, thus, offset by restricted stability margins. This rapid reduc- j
169
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tion in phase margins with increasing velocity seems, once again, to corre--

late with the relative "explosiveness" of flutter. Thle g/V at flutter onset

for the movable tip casel was about five times thart of the worst F-4 wing/ I
itore -zasZ.

Neither the use of leading edgf control surfaces nor an aol-movable

tip permibted th-e realization of the large phase maargins during flutter

penetration suggested by Figure 9p. Apparently, it is crucial that the

control surface iUP be maintained considerably aft of the wing elastic axis

when the aerodyrnumic effectiveness of the surface is increased. A reaction

,jet with a large thrust capabilitry mounted aft, of the ZA could generate

(by maintainirg an aft control surface C,') the mornm, ts and forces necessary

to improve the flutter control yhase margins.

4.3.2.4 Control of Modified Configtu'ations - The relative "explosive-

aess" of flutter as measured by g/V appears to be a fundamental parameter

in determining the amount of penetration possible wita a flutter control

systdlm. When 200 pounds were added to the leading edge of Section 5 the

resultirig passive study configuration had a g/V of shout 1/2 of The .2/100

knots value obt... in.d for thhe .aseli. cuui u-ration. The 206 _,) nwss

addition configuration Powered the flutter onset velocity to 474 knots but

flutter concrol was still possible to about 600 knots, a 26%, flutter pene-

tration with zero stability margin. Although the 200 lb mass balance is

an unacceptable flutter fix since it lowers the flutter onset speed, it does

'llustiate that explosive, virtually uncontrollable, flutter mechanisms

can be calmed through mass addition to permit bettar control. For some

future designs a combination of mass addition and active flutter control

may be the most efi'icient flutter fix.

4.3.3 Advanced Aircraft Wing Concluding Remarks - An active flutter

suppression scheme for this configuration could provide control up to about

an 11% flutter velocity penetration with very limited phase margins. The

most efficient flutter fix for the aircraft wing under s gudy is a stiffness

increase of the outboard wing sections costing about 67 pounds. This com-

pares with a target active system weight of 200 pounds per aircraft.

The relative "explosiveness" of the flutter mode at onset is the deciding

factor as to whether or not an active system mEdes sense. A flutter

mechanism with a vn.lue of g/V less than .1/100 knots appears to be a pre-.

requisite for sizable flutter velocity penetrations with an active sysl eim.
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Some improvements in penetration can be achieved by increasing the control

surface effectiveness but significant velocity improvements can be realized

only if the flutter mode is first "tamed" through wing stiffening or balance

weights. It should be emphasized that even though an active system is

impractical for the particular study configuration; other, lcss explosive

advanced wing configurations may be suitable for active control of flutter.
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5. IIMPLE4ENTATION SrTJDIES

The vehicle considered in these active flutter control implementation

studies is the F-h Phantom and a significant amount of data is based on

the SFCS (Survivable Flight Control System) fly-by-wire aircraft. The F-4

was chosen as the study vehicle rather than the advanced design a-rcraft

because the use of a real-world data base permits a much more thorough

investigation of aircraft control system components. Though the comments in

this section concern the F-4 lateral control system components they should

be generally applicable also to the control systems of other aircraft

such as the advanced design aircraft used in the horizontal tail and wing

studies,

5.1 Existing F-h Lateral Control System

The lateral control system for the F-4 aircraft is shown schematically

in Figure 98. The lateral control system allows control of the aircraft

about its longitudinal axis by a combination of aileron and spoiler

deflection. The system consists of one aileron and two spoilers hinged

to each ....4- P..... ue i pps td by two primary 3000 Dsi hydraulic systems

(PCI and PC2) and one utility hydraulic system. The aileron is actuated

by a single hydraulic power actuator and servo control valve, while each

spoiler is positioned by a tandem hydraulic power control actuator with a

remote dual control valve. Each aileron and spoiler power actuator is driven

by a dual independent hydraulic system: the left vingp. actuators are

driven by the PC1 and utility hydraulic systems while the right wing

actuators are driven by PC2 and utility. If one hydraulic system fails, the

remaining one is capable of driving the actuator. Also, if both hydraulic

systems in one wing fall, the third hydraulic system will be available to

drive the lateral power actuators in the opposite wing. The control stick

is connected to the aileron power actuator and dual spoiler valves by a

series of push-rods, bellcranksand safety springs. The safety spring

cartridge is contained in both the L/11 and 11/1 system so that binding of

the controls on one side will not prevent pilot inputs to the other half of

the system. The output motion of the aileron actuator produces a maximum of

one degree up aileron wid dtir~t• d 6 ru's down aileron. The inaboard and

outb(, d spoiler surfaces have a range of flush to forty-five degrees up

motion available. The surfaces are synchronized such thkit all surfaces are
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at strearLxline condition simultameously, while thirty degrees down aileron

on one side is reached at the same stick deflection Ps forty-five degrees

up spoiler on the opposite side. Aileroa, and spoiler motion can also result

from inputs from the series servo actuator. This element implements the

commands of the stability augmentation system. The series servo is powered

by only the utility hydraulic system. Fee': forces for the pilot are

generated by spring cartridges in each wing. The feel system breakout

force is approximately 2.3 pounds with full stick throw requiring approxi-

inately 12 pounds. Trim is achieved by moving the backup point for the spring

cartridges- Synchronization of trim is accomplished by using a single

electric actuator that simultaneously drives a screwjacki n each wing through

a flexible shaft. The feel spring cartridges are mounted in the wing to

provide maximum backup for the servo actuators.
The aileron power actuator, shown in Figure 99, is a four barrel

actuator, with the four side-by-side pistons powered by two separate

hydraulic systems. The two inner pistons of the left wing actuator are

powered by the PC! syqten whle the two outer pistons are powered by the

utility system. In the right wing aileron actuator the utility systemn

powers the inner pistons while PC2 drives the outer pistons. 'The connection

of separate hydraulic systems to the inner and outer piston pairs prevents

surface wvapage in the event of loss of one hydraulic sy&tem. Position of

the actuator is controlled by a servo valve mounted on the side of the

actuator body. All inputs, manual and autopilot, are summed mechanically

in the control system prior to the point at zhi ch the motion is split to

control the spoilers and th' aileron, therefore no electrical connections

are made to the aileron actuator. Motion of the valve channels fluid to

the pistons, and the resultant pressure differentials cause actuator case

travel. This motion in turn balances the input and shuts off flow at the

commanded position. For inputs which would result in motions above one

degree up aileron, the ail'ron dampers bottom oat and the aileron cylinders
hold system pressure until a lower position is commanded.

The spoiler power actuators are tandem actuators powered by two

hydraulic systems each: PCl and utility power the left wing cylinders and

PC2 and utility power the right wing cylinderb. Both inboard and outboard

actuators are required to prevent surface warpage. Motion of the two

actuators in each wing is controlled by a single valve which converts
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lateral control linkage motions to t"draulic flows. Surface position link-

ages shut off the valve at the point where surface position corresponds to

stick position. Valve openings commanding down spoiler result in a static

pressure in the cylinders which holds the spoilerT against the wing

structure.

5.2 Control 3ystem Interaction Study.

Integration of an active flutter control system with other flight

control systems is desirable from many viewpoints as described in Section

3.3.2. The principal benefits are a reduc-tion in bcth weight and cost

compared to a dedicated flutter control system.

'The general approach we have taken in the design of a flutter control

system is to share selected portions of the existing aircraft flight control

system. All of the flutter control elements are lot .ted in the feedback

branch around elements in the forward loop which the flutter control

system shares with the flight control system. The flutter control feed-

back loop may thus be opened at any time during flight at sub-flutter

velocities with no effect on the performance of the aircraft. A high pass

filter is present in the fiuLLer feedback loop to effectivel, decr•,ple the

two systems for low frequency signals, such as pilot commands, when the

loop is in operation.

5.2.1 Root Locus Studies with the F-h Stability Amentation S stem -

Root locus runs were made to evaluate the interaction of the flutter control

system with the F-4 Lateral/Directional Stability Augmentation System (SAS).

The MATLOC computer program described in Appendix IV was used for this

study. The control system block diagram is shown in Figure 100.

The lateral channel of the SAS uses roll rate signals from a roll rate

gyro to add damping "to the basic aircraft aerodynamic danping in roll. The

channel is interrupted whenever the pilot maneuvers in roll so as not to

obtain roll fighting action from the SAS system. The gain associated with

the roll rate loop is fixed.

The directional channel of the SAS uses signals from a yaw rate gyro

to add damping to the aircraft dutch roll mode. These signals are passed

through a canceller (a high pass filter), which removes the low frequency

portion of the signal, so the system does not oppose the pilot during

maneuvers. Signals from a lateral accelerometer are used to provide
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Definition of Symbols
a Aircraft Yaw Acceleration
p Aircraft Roll Rate
r Aircraft Vaw Rate
a Wing Twist Angie
6a Aileron Deflection
Zir Rudder Deflection
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PaS eoweary Actu~ator Pquaien Aru1o

.0076 + +.0001951CSa
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coordinated turns. 'The gfains associated with the yaw rateý and lateral

accelt-ratlon .oc,ps are fixed.

The fIigbt cundition chesosn for these runm is Mach 0.a84 Rt sea level.

DVie roll rate loop grain is the root ltcus gain parameter. The ummodified

opecationa' F--14 lateral/atrectional SAS root loci are shown in Figure 101.

'Tie noninEl roll rateu Fain for the system is K =0.265. These data are asp
used in F-4I contre2 Oynamies analytical models. Figure 102 shows the root

]cj when the F-h series servo actuator is replaced by the SFCS secondary

actuator described in izetion 5.3.1 and when the aileron power actuator

bandwidth is extsiided flat to 10 Hertz. The oper-tional F .h requires these

changes as th,? base for cu, active flutter supuression system. The new nigh

frequency pole for the power actuator moves the branching point to the left

on the negative zeal axis. The system is highly damped and very stable.

A third ruin inrtroduces the flutte_•r control system as an inner control

loop. The 370 gai-90% ease with 3 elastic modes was chosen for this test

case. The fi'at-ser equations of motion were expresseu in te-Ps of the
able. T eeqatias, a-long. vd-th the flutter control system

have the effect of ohwnging the overall control system characteristic

equation from one with .1 zeros over 17 poles to one with 26 zeros over

32 polec. Figure i03 shows the roos loci for this case. The situ,.!ion is

vex-v similar to that shown in Figure 102 , with the flutter control system
turned off, except that seome local pole-zero action has beer introduced on

the negative real axis. The system is still highly damped Smad very s-al-le.

The elastic modes, all of which have negative real parts, are not shown

in this figure, since the primary, concern here is the effect of the flitltir

control system on the aircraft flying qualities.. These run!- illustra.te that

thu flutter control sys;tem may be effectively decoupled from the flight

control system, at. least for fighter type aircraft with large frequency

separation, even though the forward loop control eleononts are shared.

There may, however, he sini fj.cLll. effects on the flighlt control system

design if the bandwidth of the conmton lforard control, loop is icreased as

assured in these :itudies.

5.2.2 Effects on ]l.ght Control Systems 11esign - First, let us define

some terms. Electrical signals- w!if be gencrated by the sensors (i.e.,

rate gyros and accelerometers) in a typiea] aircruft flight control or

Sstability aRi ntation systemi. These sensors, which are gene rally mounted
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in the fusela.e,. will sense both rigid and olastic motion. Both types of

motion signals imk potenit1lly destabilize the control system and thus

create divergent oscillations•.

For significant elastic mnodes in the low frequency range of the rigid

aircraft modes it is not practicEa to attenuate the jnwante-d elastic signal

since the desired rigid aircraft signals would also be attenuated. The

normal design procedure instead is to use "phase staabilization" of the

control system with resoect to the elastic modes. This phase control

procedure allows for the otherwise desirable high open-loop gains. It

saffers, however, becv.use accur.eknealeage of the chasing of the

elastic modes is reauired and this is very difficult to obtain without

testing with the actual hardware.

If the significant elastic modes have f'requencies which are well

separated from the rigid aircraft modes. it is possible to attenuate the

unwanted elastic mode response by the use of electronic compensation such

as notch filters and lag-lead. netwo'rks. This procedure is called "gain

stabilization," The elastic modacz mnay have any ohase w-hatsoever and the

control will still be stable.

Active flutter control is inherently a "phase stabilization" process

since a positive controlling force must be used. You may not "gain stabilize"

or "hide from" the flutter you are trying to control.

The F-h (and most other contemporary fighter type aircraft) is

relatively stiff and its elastic niodes are well separated from the rigid

aircraft modes.. The F-4 fli.ght coni.rol and stability augmentation systems

are gain stabilized with ;respect to the elastic modes. One of the

easiest methods,, which is custonarily used, to gain stabilize aircraft

flight control systems is to speciffn the low-est practical hydraulic

actuator bandwidth. This, combined with the placement of the body mounted

sensors near minimum elastic mode response toints, will minimize the need

for additional electronic filteri .

The Bode gain diag'ran .;f FiI:urr: 10 illustrates the effect of actuator

bandwidth extension on a typica.l t'IA.-ht control system design which required

a notch filter to gain ctab_ .izz an efastic mode signal. If the actuator

bandwidth is extended flat to P) az, z shwint in the fbi,-ure, it is

readily apparent that a sirr.b3 :.r.•u, in -imrI dc-th of the notch filter
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will be required to prevent control system induced instabilities at the

elastic mode frequency. If the aircraft control system is- manual or if

a stability augmentation system is pre-ent, but disconnected, the problem

alluded to would not exist; the pilot does the filtering naturally. Any

closed-loop fly-by-wire system as implied here, however, should be designed

as an integrated package with all of the interacting control systems and

all significant rigid and elascic modes considered simultaneously.

5.3 Basic Active Flutter Control Systen Considerations

This section describes the characteristics of a basic flutter control

system as it night be expected to be implemented on an F-4 aircraft.

5.3.1 H draulic System Modifications

5,3.1.1 1]xissing Hydraulic System - As described before, the hydraulic

power for the F-4 is furnished by three 3000 psi systems; PC1 and PC2 and

utility. The pumzrp capacities are 25 gals/nin for both PC1 and PC2, and

50 gals/min for the utility system. The pump flow rate is essentially

linear with engine rotational speed (RPM).

The maximmr. aileron deflection limits are shown in Figure 105. These

data, from published F-1 documenirts, show that up to 10 degrees of aileron

deflection is possil throughout the entire F-1 flight domain.

The maximum.i ,ileron rate liraits are shown in Figure 106. These rates

were calculated for an aileron surface actuator when in the act of extend-

ing again : the aerodjnpaic hinge moment at the given flight condition. A

In addition to the aerodynamic hinge moment these data include the char-

"acteristics of the actuator master control valves and the losses in the

hydraulic lines between the pump and the actuators. The analysis is con-

serv-&ive in that the active stroke o1' the master control valve was used

to determine Uthe maximum, actuator rates. The aileron actuator specification

"indicates a sTmall rat( increase for master control valve overtravel.

Figure 107 shows the subs-,arntial imp)rovement in aileron rate limit (about

4O% at Mach 0.6)which is possible when hydraulic line losses are eliminated.

The deflection and rate; limit plots show the common characteristics of

dc-creasing capability with increasing Mach numnbeir. The abrupt decrease of

maximum limits betweea Mach 0.8 ana 1.0 is due to a sudden rise in the

aileron hinge moment coefficient in the vicinity of Mach 1.
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Spoiler Deflection and Rate Limits I
The deflection limits for the spoilers are given in Figure 108.

These data show that the spoiler deflection of up to 30 degrees is possible

throughout the entire F-4 flight domain. Figures 109 and 110 give the

spoiler rate capabilities calculated in the fashion described above for

the ailerons.

Aileron Frequency RBsponse Characteristics

The experimentally determined frequency characteristics for the

aileron power actuator are shown in Figure 111. A transfer function of

1/1+.]S has been used in F-h control system analyses to represent these

chara.ceristics. This transfer function which breaks down at 1.6 Hz is a

good approximation to the small signal characterZstic (.49 degrees double

amplitude, D.A.). A slightly larger bandwidth transfer function would better

match the larger signal characteristics (2.9. degrees D.A.).
5.2.1.2 Improvement Required for Hydraulic Systems - It is

emphasized that the improvements presented here are based on the good

engineering design rules disgusted in Section 6.2. However, the

absolute necessity for these improveluerits for a practical flutter control
system is still an open question. It is unlikely that a final determination

can be made without subsequent wind tunnel and exploratory flight testing.

Aileron Power Actuator Bandvid h Extension

The control system design stuaies of Section 4.1 use a power actuator H
frequency response transfer function of l/l+.016S which is flat out to 10 Hz.

One of the possible methods of achieving this bandwidth extension is

illustrated in Figure 112. An electrical feedback loop containing an

LVDT (Linear Variable Differential Transformer) has been added around the

F-4 power actuator. An effective feedback gain of approximately 5.0 would

give the required 10 Hz bandwidth (6.0 x 1.6 = 9.6).

Aileron Rate Capability Increases,

The control surface rate limit is the single most critical design

constraint for a practical flutter control system. Every reasonable

system improvement which will improve these rate limits should be employed.

Some of the various system improvements possible are,

i) An accumulator

2) Orifice area increase

3) Valve redesign for larger pressure drop
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h) Larger hydraulic line,-

5) Increased horn radius

6) Pump gear change

7) Larger pump.

These improvements are listed in a decreasing order of desirability- An

accumulator, power actuator control valve redesign for a larger pressure

drop ,and increased orifice area are the most likely improvements which

would be required for an operational flutter control system.

Replacement of Series Servo Actuators

For flight safety it is necessary to replace the F-h series servo

actuator (which would be shared by both the flight and flutter control

systems) since it does not possess the redundancy/reliability required for

active flutter control. A suitable substitute for the series servo

actuator is the secondary actuator developed for the SFCS aircraft.

The secondary cetuator is shovwn schematically iii Figure 113. This

actuator is a quadruplex, force-sumnning ,hydraulically powered actuator which

controls the aileron Tpowcr actuator ontrol valve in response to electrical

signals from both the active flutter control system and the aircraft

stability augmentation system. It also provides electrical information

for off-line monitoring and comparison. The secondary actuator ig comprised

of four individual elements whose force outputs are summed through a

rotary linkage as shown in Figure 113(a). This unit may be operated with

three systems as considered in these studies with the F-4 aircraft. A

cross section of a typical elemen't is shown in Figure 113(b). The element

is driven by a single stage jet pipe servovalve. The element has an LVDT

to provide a position feedback signal.

The differential pressure across each element's piston head is

monitored by a differential pressure sensor. Tho differential prcssure is

converted into an electric signal which is transmitted to the off-line

monitors. When an element is in error, it will fight the other elements
sand its dlifferential pressure will increase relative to the others. When

the differential pressure exceeds a predeternined level, the monitor logic

will indicate that the element has failed ankd initiate a shut down by

de-energizing the element's solenoid operated shutoff valve. A more

complete description of the secondary actuator is presented in References

5 and 15.
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5.3.2 Structural and Flight Control System Modifications - The

structural and flight control system modifications for the implementation

of flutter control systems in contemporary aircraft can be expected to be

restricted to local structural beef-up's and control system linkage changes.

In future aircraft, with full-timc fly-by-wire power-by-wire flight control

systems, even these structural modifications may not be required. As developed

previously the secondary actuator of the SFCS aircraft could be used in the

flutter control system for an F-4 aircraft. The lateral control system

arreagement for the SFCS aircraft is shown in detail in Figure l14. The

secondary actuator, because of its bulk, must be located away from the

power actuator, New linkages are present between the secondary actuator

and the aileron power actuator. If a flutter control system uses this

lateral control system it is imperative that th.,.e be no structural

resonances in this linkage in the frequency range of the flutter mode. Free

pley in the linkage should be kept to a minimum. The free play outboard of

the F-4 aileron power actuator is virtually zero because of the efficient

piano hinge attachment to the CuLUttOl surface and the relatively stiff

actuator support structure.

The feel spring cartridge has been moved to the aft cockpit area in

the SFCS aircraft as shown in Figure 1ll. For an active flutter control

system the feel spring should be as stiff as the pilot will accept. It

should also be located in the wing as close as possible to the summing

junction of the secondary acemuator. These feel spring constraints are

required to prevent the diversion of secondary actuator mechanical signals

back to the pilot's stick instead of to the aileron power actuator spool as

desired.

Several possible control surface force producer concepts have been

shown to be feasible in the studies reported in ,Section It. For implementa-

tion on the F-4 aircraft, the following four separate concepts show promise:

(1) Dronped aileron ( •5 deg.) able to move in both directions.

(2) Existingý aileron/spoiler combination.

(3) Aileron modified to move both directions with the spoiler dis-

abled.

(4) Aileron modified to move a limited amount of travel in the upward

direction ( ; 5 deg.) before the spoilers are activated.

j J.98
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i The drooped aileron concept is the easiest to implement but is only

practical for test flights, because of aerodynamic drag. The existing aileron,!

spoiler combination is feasible as an operational solution. It can be

expected, however, to require improvements in both backup structure and

actuator hydraulics for two spoilers and one aileron actuator per side. The

use cf spoilers to control flutter may cause problems because spoilers

possess highly nonlinear completely unknown oscillatory aerodynamic char-

acteristics. The remaining two concepts reiliire some structural modifica-

tions but otherwise are very promising as an opermtional solution since

only the aileron is used in t4,i flutter control system,

The detailed e'm-'aiation of each of these promising concepts is

beyond the scope of these studies. A design engineering trade stuldy needs

to be performed to determine which concept is the preferred solution.

5.3.3 FeaJi.zation uf Electronic Comiponents -- The electronic com-

pensation networks used in the wing/store control system designs are

easily assembled from passive elements such Ps resistors a..nd capacitors and

4 ..... •vie C, .L-I, iWu pare phase ljag netwnrk

used iTn thetse designs is shown in terms.- of operational amiplifiers and

potentiometers in Figure 115. The other control system l comporerits can

be assembled from passive elements only and are not shown since they are

adequately described in the ]ttec-ature for ana.log computers.

The detail design of the flutter control system Computer Voting Units
is beyond the scope of these studies. They will contain, however, at

least the following items:

(1) Aunalog uomputer circuitry to implement the flutter system control

laws.
(2) Voter units.

() ervo amplifiers to interface with the electro-hydraulic secondary

actuators.

UI) Power supp.ies, oscillators ,and con'rertcrs to generate all of

the requirud electrical signals for the entire flutter control
i i system.

(5) Provisions to interface( with both pilot initiated and groind test

circuitr..
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(6) Comparators to monitor the voter units and apprise the pilot of

any system failure.

(7) For flight test only, the electronic buffers required for

interface with the flight test instrumentation.

5.3.4 Phase Marains and Sensitivities - MCAIR experience with fighter

aircraft control systems indicates that phase margins of +45 degrees are

justified design criteria when analytical studies include control system

nonlineariries, For linear analytical studies a phase margin of +60

degrees can be justified. These phase margins have been considered as

preliminary design guidelines in these flutter control studies.

Phase stabilization in one forn or another is required for active

flutter control. By phase stabilization we mean that a feedback signal

commands a force producer with phase characteristics so that the

response to the force producer has a stabilizing effect.

5.3.4.1 Control System Phase Uncertainties - The phase sensitivity

to paramezrje variations i cortrol ystutlm components was dc',, .... , f

a typical flutter control system of the general type prssented in Figure

15. To guarantee a conservative evaluation, the following pessimistic

tolerance values were used:

+ 10% on gains

+ 20% on time constants.

The control loop for the particular case considered is given in Figure 116.

This is the improved power actuator case of Reference 14. The accelerometer

(80 Hz), secondary actuator (36 Hz) and the lag compensation numerator (202 liz)

were not varied in this study since they are outside the frequency range of

interest (0 - 25 Hz). Each parameter in the control loop was varied and

the deviation from nominal of the open-loop frequency response was determined

in both gain and phase. The RSP (Root Sum Square) value for these

individual deviations was found to be less than 19 degrees in phase and

1.5 dB in gain for frequencies up to 25 Hz. RSS implies that the error

sources are independent and hence the variance of the sun is the sum of the

variances. These data indicate that somewhat less than 20 degrees phase

uncertainty should be easily achieved for the general type of control systems

being considered if quality components are used in the control loop

electronics.
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5.3.4.2 Power Actuator Sensitivities to Signal Size - Experimen'al

frequency response test results are shown in Figure 111 for the F-4

aileron power actuator. Phase lag and amplitude ratio are shown for both

small (.49 degreec) and large (2.9 degrees) double amplitude motion. The

maximum phase variation with signal size is on the order of 15 degrees over

the entire frequency range from 1 to 10 Hz. This effect is in addition to

the previously defined RSS phase uncertainties, that is F1 + 15 z 24.2

degrees. This value is still well within the study design guideline of

+45 degrees phase margin when nonlinearities are included in the analysis.

The corresponding gain variation is or the order of 1.5 d13 at 4 Hz but

near zero in the vicinity of the flutter frequencies at 8-10 Hz.

5.3.4.3 Flutter Mode Frequency Uncertainties - Phase uncertainties

in a flutter node can be adequately compensated for by control components

with slowly changing phase over the frequency range of the flutter mode.

For a parcicular dynamic configuration at a specified flight condition,

the trajectory on a N4yquist plot would bE in ruughyi the same location

whether the flutter occurred at say 3.5 Hz or 9.5 Hz, assuming all other

components in the control loop have approximately the saue phase angle at

both 8.5 Hz and 9.5 Hz.

A test computer run has been made to evaluate phase uncertainties caused

by flutter mode frequency uncertainties. For this test run, the zero air-

speed frequency of the mode which goes unstable was changed from 8.78 Hz to

9.78 Hz. The control system was the design of Reference 14 with the

improved power actuator and with g = 0.0. Flutter occurs for this modified

system at a frequency of 9.05 Hz compared to 8.33 Hz for the nominal case.

The appearance of ,the Nyquist plots is essentially unchanged and indicates

stability for all velocities through 300 KEAS just as for the nominal case.

This run demonstrates that active flutter control is feasible even if the

flutter frequency is not precisely defined provided that it is the only

ulknown variable in the system. It has been previously established in

Reference 14, Figure 7. that precise knowledge of the flutter onset

velocity is not required in any ease.

5.3.4.)4 Aeroelastic System Phase Uncertainties - As developed above,

the control syýstem electronic components can be easily made to have a very

k. small phase uncertainty. In addition, full-scale ground test data for both
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the electronic and hydraulic components can be credibly related to flight

vehicic hnrdware. The only unresolved phase uncertainties are those which

are generated by the variable and unknown aeroelastic characteristics of

the aircraft.

There is, however, a particular characteristic of the cnntrol system

open-loop frequency response function which is suitable for use in elimina-

ting virtually all of the remaining aeroelastic phase uncertainties in both

wind tunnel models and operational flight vehicles. This characteristic is

illustrated by the Nyquist plots of Figure 117. For flight velocities below

the flutter velocity (VF), the Nyquist loop associated with the potentially

unstable mode closes in a clockwise (CW) direction. At very low

velocities, the plot may look like a "can of worms" and the significant

modes may be difficult to determine. As the airspeed increases, the

potential flutter mode becomes the single most predominant loop. As flutter

is approached, the loop becomes progressively larger. It becomes infinite,

and the direction of closure changes to coimter-clockwise (CCW) when flutter

onsct is reached. As the velocity increases further intu • flatts, the

loop becomes progressively smaller. The most significant characteristic of

this transition is that the unstable post-flutter loop is 180 degrees out

of phase with the stable sub-flutter loop. This characteristic has been

observed in the ACF computer program runs regardless of the number of

potentially unstable modes or of the number of included degrees of freedom.

Nyquist plots such as those given in Figure 117 show at a glance the

required phase change for flutter control. If the control system compensa-

tion is adjusted to locate the sub-flutter loop-of-interest with its major

axis along the positive real axis, the post-flutter loop will be in the

desired position with its major axis along the negative real axis. We

expect that a wind tunnel test engineer can, with the use of a Nyquist Plot

display of the type shown in Figure 117, eliminate the effects of the aero-

elastic system unknowns.

5.h Flight Safety Considerations

Flight safety is a paramount design consideration for active flutter

control systens. It is a consideration which affects the basic system

complexity and redundancy and thus ultimately its total weight and cost.

Some level of system redundancy is required because of the catastrophic

nature of the flutter phenomena which demands continuous control when deep

in the flutter region. 205
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The order of the system redundancy is a function of the design

criteria for flight safety. The design guidelines which have been con-

sidered in these studies are given in Section 3.2.3. The basic goal (f

these preliminary guidelines is to use a minimum number of redundant control

system components to guarantee a failure rate of lesL than one catastrophic

failure (loss of aircraft) per million fligft hours. The nature of flutter

is such that continuous contrAl is required for each aileron when the air-

craft is in the flutter regiov. This requirement is much more demanding

than the SFCS fly-by-wire requirement which allows individual aileron

failure.

5.4.1 Reliability Data and Analyses

5.4.1.l Component Failure Rates - To lend credibility to the reliebility

assessment we have used published data for the SFCS F-4 aircraft as given

in Reference 5, page 39.

'he failure rates of particular significance for active flutter

control on the F-4 aircraft are shown below:

Component. 'Failure Rate
(per 106 lirs.)

Aircraft AC Electrical Supplies (Dual) ].4.o

Engine Flaneout 30.0

If the active flutter control system on an F-4 aircraft included only

the two items listed in the failure rate table above, the system failure

rate would already be 44 per million flight hours. The failure of an

active flutter control system during post-flutter velocity flight implies

loss of the aircraft unless the flutter mechanism is disrupted. Thus, if

a wing/store mechEanism is being controlled, a high flutter control system

failure rate might be acceptable if the stores were automatically eJected

upon system failure, Alternately, the aircraft loss probability could be

minimized by removing high failure components from the flutter control

system.

5,4.1.2 Automatic Store Ejection - If an automatic store ejection

system with a failure rate of less than 1000 per 106 hours were included in

an active flutter control system, a 44.0 per 106 hours failure rate could
6

be reduced to much lower than the target 1.0 per 10 hours. The fa4lure

rate for the operational F-4 store ejection systems, considering only

those failures attributable to inadvertent store ejection and hung stores,
6

is less than 20 per 10 hours. Store ejection would probably be impractical,
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however, for anything other than a l-g level demonstration test flig-lht.

Ejection placards exist for nearly every flutter restricted store con-

figuration. These placards are required because of the tendency toward

store aft-end-up rotation during ejection for some aircraft angles of

attack. This motion creates the danger of impact of the store with the wing

trailing edge. The adverse tail-up rotation is attributable primarily to

the aerodynamic loads on the store and not the ejection impulse. Because

of this, even if for nootherreason, it is clear that automatic store

ejection is not a satisfactory means of achieving the desired level of

reliability in an operational sense.

5.h.l.3 Elimination of High Failure Rate Items

Aircraft AC Electrical Supplies

A schematic of a possible flutter control system is shown in Figure

118. As indicated in the fig-ure the only electrical power required for the

system to operate is the 28 volts DC for the Computer Voter Units and the

system AC power supply. The CVUJ's include both the voter circuits

(necessary to operate the secondary actuator) and also the flutter control

system electronic components: compensators and high pass filter. The

system power supply provides the AC electrical power needed by the motion

sensor and the Linear Variable Differential Transformer. The flutter

control system could operate for a limited time (until the aircraft was

slowed to a sub-flutter velocity) on a small 23 volt emergency battery

supply. The incorporation of such a battery into the flutter control

system is essential to eliminate AC power failure as a critical, failure

mode. The aircraft AC power system normally provides the DC power to the

active control system by means of transformer/rectifiers.

Engine Flameout

Engine flameout, with a failure rate of 30.0 each million flight hours,

causes a loss of the hydraulic pumps so that the hydraulic systems are

forced to rely cn the stored energy in accumulators, power control

reservoirs, and engine rotary inertia. This provides a contiruous,

decreasinp hydraulic pressure for the aircraft which is also, because of

the engine flameout, rapidly losing speed and thus stabilizing flutter.

Calculations show that a clean F-h will slow from 800 to 600 KEIAS in

about 20 seconds at sea level. An F.-. with external stores Would decrease
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speed even faster. The engine speed, as a function o' time after flameout,

is shown in Figure 119. This plot was taken from Reference 15.
it is seen that a minimum of 40% RPM is available to drive the I

hydraulic pumps 20 seconds after flameout. The pumips, which have a linear

flow characteristic wfth speed, will thus furnish 10 gallons per minute to

each hydraulic system for 40% engine RPM. If we assume that other aircraft

demands are minimal, each aileron power actuator will be able to use nearly

20 gallons per minute from its two available hydraulic systems.

It has been shown (Section h.1.2.4) in rate limited time domain runs

with the 370 gallon tank-90% full case that flutter control can be main-

tained with aileron rate limits as low as 60 deg/sec even though the

limits are invoked as much as 50% of each cycle of motion. Calculations

based on the 60 deg/sec limited case give maximum flow requirements of

14 gallons per minute during the first second after the gust excitation.

It may thus be concluded that flutter control will be maintained during the

aircraft slowdown following engine failure provided other aircraft hydraulic

demands are small while the aircraft is flying through severe turbulence.

5.4.2 Voter Logic and Redundancy Requirement

5.4.2.1 Voter System Concept - It is assumed that a practical

flutter control system specification will require that the first failure

in the ccntrol system loop will create a condition in which there is no

critical degradation of system performance. A triply-redundant electronic

configuration is required to satisfy this one-fail-operate performance criterion.

This is true since it is not possible to recognize the good signal with

only two signals to compare.

One procedure for voting is described in detail in Reference 5, pages

101-115. This procedure, which is based on quadruply-redundant systems,

could be readily adapted to triply-redundant systems. For" triply-redundant

systems, however, the voting procedure can be greatly simplified by

using solid-state tranisistor diodes (or possibly even integrated circuit.s)

instead of the feedback operational amplifiers of the 2FCS (Reference 5)

\roting system. A conceptual voter block diagram is she.wn itn Figure 120.

Th.e "AID" circuit chooses the more negative of the two irnut signals while

V the "OR" circuit chooses the most positive of its three input sig:nals.

If any failure should occur, the failed signal will be g•reatly different

from the other two signals and will thus be either the most positive ur the
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most negative of the signals. Since the failed signal cannot be the mid-

value signal, it is instantaneously rejected whether it be a hardover in

eitcr direction, an open circuit, or just an out--of-tolerance partial

fail re. Since the failed channel is voted out on an instantaneous basis,

uninterrurted, undegraded, full-signal performance is assured and no

transient is experienced in the loop even without detection of the failure.

5.4.2.2 Off-Line Comparator Concept - The pilot, however, must be

apprised of the failure to allow him to respond to the warning and reduce

the speed of the aircraft. Off-line comparators, which show an output

only when the difference of two signals being compared is greater than

a preset tolerance amplitude. are suitable for this monitoring requirement.

Although there are other possible schemes for failure detection, the

cross-voter monitoring concept illustrated conceptually in Figure 121 is

the most appropriate for this application. In this concept, a signal

fail. e will be detected by the off-line comparators in the same channel

in w- ch the failure occurs. For example, consider the case where all

thrc.- 3ignalc are initially within the preset tolerance band of the

compi - tors. If now any one of the three signals leaves the tolerance band,

one c• the two remaining signals still within the band will become the

commoi mid-value output signal. The voltage across the comparator in the

failec channel will thus exceed the tolerance and cause the failure signal

to bg nitiated.

5,A.3 Practical Multiply-Redundant Flutter Control System

5.4.3.1 System Description - In the previous section an argument was

"made that a tri.ply-redundant electror. c configuration would be adequate

for a flutter control system. A conceptual flow diagram fo! ach a system

is shown in Figure 122. The control loop is triply-redundant from the

sensors through the secondary actuators. It becomes a single path at the

secondary actuator force-sumning output shaft. The mechanical linkage

which adds the pilot's commands to the flutter control system comriands is

part of this single path section. The loop becomes doubly-redundant at the .,

aileron actuator to complete the circuit. Individual DC electrical sources

and hydraulic power supplies are required for the operation of the flutter

control system. The additional components shown in this figure, referenced

to an operational F-h aircraft, are the sensors, computers, secondary
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actuators, transformer/rectifiers, batteries, and accumulators. The

batteries, which furnish the emergency DC power to the Computer Voting

Units, must be maintained by rigidly scheduled inspection and servicing

to ensure their availability as the backup system.

Switching is provided in this system which would automatically connect

the remaining gcod bus to the failed bus in the case of a single generator

failure. This eliminates the need for battery power, except possibly

during the switcbing process, for anything other tharn complete loss of

aircraft AC power.

5.4.3.2 Failure Analysis - The complete catastrophic failure table for

the conceptual system sketched in Figure 122 is shown in the table below.

Notice that AC electrical supply failure and engine flameout have been

eliminated.

CATASTROPHIC FAILURE RATE TABLE PER SIDE FOR ACF SYSTEM

Component Description Number Failure Rate Collective Component

of per Channel Failure Rate

Secondary Actuator 3 250 .00002

All Mechanical Linkages 1 .01 .01

Aileron Actuator 1 .10 .10

Hydraulic Power Loss 2 NA .oo4

Sensors & CVU's 3 10,000* 1.000

Total/Side = 1.114

Total/Aircra.ft 2.228

S Sensor and Coxrputer Voting Ujnit Failure Rate, computed below.

Component Descriprion Number Failure Rate Collective Channel

of per Fle ent Failure Fate
Elements (per 100 Hrs.) (per 106 l1rs.)

Pnss 've elements 4o 125 5,000

Active elements IC 500 5,000

Total = 10,000

All of the failure rates shown, except those for the sensors & CVU's,

are taken from RIeference 5, page 39. The sensor & CVU failure rate computa-

tion was made according to the assiumed model given below the table. Sensors,

ojerational amplifiers, and Linear Variable Differential Transformers are

considered to be active elements while resistors, capacitors, and
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iI
transistors are considered to be passive elements. The one failure per 100

6"hours for the Sensor-OVU combination (i0,000 failure/10 Hrs.) is really a

quite conservative figure. For example, Reference 5 lists the failure

rate of the SFCS pitch computer channel, which is at least as complex as

the flutter control 011-Sensor channel and includes more active elements,

as one failure every 40,000 hours! Obviously, by using either fewer or

better quality components, the reliability of the Sensor-CVU channel can

be dramatic&lly improved to eesily satisfy the one caUtactrophic failure

per million flight hours reliability criterion.

Based on the consideration of this section, it appears possible to

achieve overall failure rates for an active flutter control system on

the order of one failure per million flight hours.

The reliability guidelines are believed to be consuervative for several

reasons. The principal reason is that an active flutter control system

would be used in only a small (unlknown) percentage<. of the actual flight

time of the aircraft. In addition, it is recognized that the control

systeii would be Priete•ted at a suL-fluttcr vclocity before penetration of

the flutter rercion. If the test indicated trouble anyvzhere in the system.,

the pilot could leave the system off and avoid penetration. Alter any

single system failure, whern in the flutter region, the pilot would also

have an opportunity, after being apprised of the failure, of reducing

the airspeed to a stable velocity prior to the occurrence of a second

failure. Flight safety requirements for flutter control systems which can

be turned off when not need,'d, pre-tested before use, and which allow a

stabilizing pilot responne for any single failure should not be required

to have the s.ne level of reliability as for full-time fly-bt-wire aircraft

flight control systems, such as used in the SFCS aircraft, which must

work successfully from take-off to touch-down,

5.5 Wei Estimate for an Active Flutter Control System ,

The following list of component weights is based on the conceptual

flow diagram of Figure 122 and relies heavily on data from beth the SFCS

aircraft of Reference 5 and the MCAIR in-house advanced CCV fighter studies. 'I
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Weight
(per aircraft)

lbs.

Secondary kctuators 2xh0.0 - 80.0 70

- Series Servo Actuators -2x5.0 = 10.0

Accu•ulators 2x9.5 = 19.0 0

- Flutter Dampers -2x9.5 -19.0

Computer Votin.g Units 6 x1O 6o

Racks for CV1Us 6 x2 12

Sensors 6 x2 12

Cockpit Tisplays and ix30 30Lest Control Board ,o

Transiformers/Rectifiers 3x9 27

Wiring and Electrical Mods. lx30 30

Installation hydraulic lx20 20
lines, linkage, etc.

Batteries ix3 9

Estimated total. additional weight 2 270

flis estimate does not include weight for a Built In Test (BIT) unit.

It is assumed that ground test equipment will be used instead of a BIT for
pre-flight checkout,

The system is based on the F-4 lateral flight control loop with the

series servo replaced by the multiply-redundant SF05 secondary actuator.

In future aircraft it is expected that flight control systems will uue

much more compact actuation concepts. Examples of such schemes are:
(1) Elcetro-hydraulic secondary actuators mqounte, directly on and

mechanically driving the control valve of the primary hydraulic

power actuator, and

(2) Completely integrated fly-by-wire, power-by-wire, multiply-

redundant primar-y electro-hydraulic power actuators.
Either of these two actuation concepts would effectively eliminate the

need for both the heavoy SFCS type secondary actuators and the associated

mechanical linkage. This would reduce the estimated total weight to approxi-

mately 200 pounds per aircraft, assuming that none of the weight for the

primary actuation system is chargeable to the flutter control system. If

the flutter control system were to require separate dedicated components

the weight would be significantly greater than the 200 pounds vi.r aircraft.
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6. DISCUSSION

This section discusses the most significant results obtained in these

studies.-

6.2. Payoffs for Active Flutter Control

The promised benefits from active flutter control are of two types,

(1) expansion of flight envelope for contemporary and future

aircraft by removal of flutter placards,

(2) weight savings in future aircraft.

The studies indicate that the increase in flutter speed through active

control is a direct fiuction of the severity of the flutter mode. The more

explosive the flutt'r mechanism, the less flutter speed increase is possible.

For speed increases greater than 10% the necessary condition is that the

flutter mechanism have a damping coefficient change (in a classical V-g

sense) at passive flutter onset which is less than 0.1/100 knots. Most F-h

wing/store flutter cases satisfy this requirement. The advanced aircraft

horizontal tail and wing designs considered in these studies required passive

modific;> 'ions to "calm" the flutter mode befor, active control was fcazible.

Thne specific payoffs for active flutter control for the study configur-

ations are given in the paragraphs below.

F-h Wing/Store Configurations

Gain margins greater than +6 dB were determined for each of the F-h wing/

store cases for velocities up to the maximum velocity of the F-4 with stores

(730 knots) for sea level aerodynamic data and g = 0.32 structural damping.

Phase margins for the same cases are +60 degrees or greater except for the

370 gallon tank - 90% full, which has phase margins of approximately +h5

degrees. The studies determined that the flutter control system stability

margins, both gain and phase, decrease with increasing velocity and increasing

altitude. The margins wer( found to be nearly the same for both subsonic

(M = .9) and supersonic (M = 1.2) aerodynamic theory. As a result of the

decreasing gain and rhase margins operation of both the MK-84 EO and the 370

gallon tank cases with an active flutter control system is restricted to

altitudes belou about 10,000 feet. The Ya-82 case was not analyzed.

The removwl of store flutter placards is a benefit for which there is no

realistic weight trade off. The benefit is operational In that the aircraft

can fly lower and faster that. before and it will thus be more effective with

enhanced survivability. These are very real benefits and can easily justify
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the 200 lbs or more required for the active control system. 'Te 200 lbs is

based on a triply-redundant. control system designed for less than one catas--

trophic failure per million flight hours. This weight figure also assumes

that existing control surfaces and hydraulic actuation devices are available

for cooperative use so no weight has been included for those components.

The studies have Indicated that such cooperative use is feasible.

Advanced Aircraft Horizontal Tail

A flutter speed increase of more than 30% was achitved with gain margins

greater than +6 dB and phase margins greater than '-60 legrees for the Candidate

Design configuration. The horizontýl tail Candidate nsign consisted of the

baseline Strength Design with 20 pound ballast weights added to each tip at the

leading edge. The ballast weights were necessary to make the horizontal tail

flutter mode less explosive and, hence, more controllable. The total projected
weight penalty for active flutter control of the baseline Strength Design, in-

eluding ballast weights and flutter control system components not shared with

the aircraft flight control system, was 85 pounds. This is 25 pounds more than

the passive flutter solution using ballast weights and at least 15 puunds less

than the solution using stiffness increases.

Advanced Aircraft Wing

The flutter mode of the baseline Strength Design of the advanced aircraft

wing was much more explosive than any of the wing/store configurations studied

or the horizontal tail Candidate Design. Ballast weights in excess of 200 pounds

per aircraft were requd red to make the primary flutter mode reasonably

controllable. Without ballast weights the baseline wing flutter velocity

could be improved by about 10% when an aileron was used as the flutter sup-

pressor. A 30% flutter velocity improvement was obtained with ax. all-movable

tip flutter suppressor. This all-movable tip case, however, exhibited

unacceptable stability characteristics after only a 6% flutter velocity

improvement. A 30% flutter velocity improvement was obtained passively for

the baseline configuration with less than a 100 pound weight penalty.

6.2 Hzrdware Considerations

HYdraulic System Requirements

The studies have generally assumed that the hydraulic actuator frequency

response bandwidth is ex~ended past the flutter frequency being controlled.

If this is not donc it becomes difficult to decouple the flutter control

OF system from the flight control systems when force producers are shared. In
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addition, the forward loop of the flight control system may begin to exhibit

many of the characteristics of the feedback loop if the forward loop is highly

* attenuated in the frequency range where the feedback loop is highly ampli-

fied. For example, consider a simple feedback control system in which the

magnitude of the forward loop transfer function G(S) (the plant) is much

smaller thani that of the feedback transfer fuinction H(S) (the flutter control

loop). H(S) is also assumed large with respect to unity. The closed-loop

transfer function is thus

G(S) G(S)/H(S) 1
1 + H - 1/HFs) + G(s) -- H(S)

The flight control plant would, therefore, not be expected to respond as it

was originally designed.

If exclusive dedicated control surfaces are available for the flutter

control system it appears from the results of the studies reported in Refer-

ence 14 that existing low bandwidth force producers are feasible for flutter

control. The concept in that case is to trade off the loss of gain in the

control forame producer with increased gain in the control system electronic-. v

so that the net gain level around the complete closed loop is held constant

at the required level for the flutter control.

Control valves must be designed for high flow rates. This is because

of the requirements for cycling in the high frequency range of flutter. This

frequency varies from 7 to 11 Hz for F-4 wing/store flutter. Frequencies

higher than. this can be expected for fighter aircraft wings and horizontal

tails. An accumulator must be included to ensure continuity of the desired

flow rate if other aircraft systems are potentially able to starve the

flutter control system for short periods of time.

Aileron rates on the order of 200 deg/sec are required for the tested

F-1; wing/store control system designs when the open-loop gain is set for a

gain margin of 6 dB against the g = 0.0 structural damping passive flutter

boundaries when in region of extreme turbulence (Ga. = 13 ft/sece. If the

open-loop gain is reduced to give 6 dB against the g = 0.02 structural damp-

ing flutter boundary, the aileron rates are all less than 100 deg/sec, which T

is within the capability of the F-4 aircraft. The equivalent damping in the

flutter mode, after excitation, is reduced, however, when the open-loop gain

is reduced, as illustrated in F4gure 69.
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For a given configuration and flutter mode the control surface rate is
proportional to,

(1) the input excitation level,

(2) the control system open-loop gain.

If a flutter control system is required to operate in a region wnere there

is a signiricant amount of excitation ener•r at the flutter frequency (i.e.,

a well developed thunderstorm), rate requirements will be high. On the other

hand, if clear air turbulence and maneuver loads are the only excitation

sources the rate requirements will be somewhat reduced. If, in the future,

clear air turbulence sensing becomes practical, hydraulic rate requirements

for active flutter control could be dramatically reduced. Results given in

Reference 14 show rate requirements of less than 10 deg/sec for high intensity,

low frequency maneuver loads and discrete wind gusts such as would be expected

in demonstration test flights.

It is questionable whether any fly-by-wire system should ever be flown

in thunderstorms because of the danger of lightning strikes. This is not as
-' ~ ~ '- flýt~ Po.1 - fo..,.~,. 4 r 

4
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flight control systems since flutter control systems can be turned off when

the aircraft velocity is less than the flutter velocity.

This area of hardware capability demands the most attention in any

further investigation of active flutter control. As more information is ob-

tai.±ed from wind tunnel or flight tests some of the more restrictive design

guidelines may be reliably and confidently relaxed so as to reduce the demands

on the control system hardware.

Effects of Nonlinearities

Control system nonlinearities have been evaluated in these studies.

The major considerations are summlarized in the following paragraphs.

The deflection limit for control surfaces is never reached, or even re-

motely approached, by an active flutter suppression system. Since the pilot's

use (,f the control surface is restricted to small angles in the high Q

region, there is very little or no chance of the control system to reach its

limit deflection while flutter is being controlled.

The rate limit, on thu other hand, is the single most critical design

constraint and affects the system gair and available power for flutter con-

trol. Control is maintained, however, even though hydraulic actuators are

rate limited over a significant portion of each oscillo.tion cycle. The effec-
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tive damping of the aircraft response is reduced if the maximum rate limit of

the control surface power actuator is lowered, If the maximn.m rate limit is

too low, control of the flutter mode is lost.

Dead space and free play have been evaluated and found to be acceptable

for a control system such as the F-h aileron actuation system If these non-

linearities are present, and measurable, the flutter control system design

could be modified slightly to accommodate the additional control system lags.

Hydraulic control valve friction and inertia have not been evaluated.

These effects can be evaluated most realistically through hardware bench tests.

Control valve inertia can be expected to be an important design consideration

in a flutter control system for wing or horizontal tail flutter modes which

are at higher frequencies than the wing/store flutter modes. Very light con-

trol valve spools may be needed for control of very high frequency flutter

modes.

The effects of resonances, free play, and alternate force paths for the

mechanical linkage between secondary actuators and the power actuator control

valves . .eeds Specia -attotion in -ny detail desian f•r a flutter control

system. For example, free play in this linkage has the same effect as power I
control valve dead space. A hard point must be provided also to prevent

force transmittea back to the pilot's stick in any "walking stick" arrange-

ment such as used in most operational fighter aircraft.
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6.3 Operational Benefits

A study was performed to determine the nature of some of the operational

benefits likely to occur because of active control of fighter aircraft wing/

store flutter. The F-h aircraft, as a typical case, carries two basic types

of external stores, either fuel tanks or weapons. The feasibility studies to

date have emphasized the fuel tank configuration primarily because it provides

a verified flight demonstratable design with a convenient method for changing

the dynanic configuration in flight. The operational benefits likely to re-

sult from fuel tank flutter control are undefined since most of the typical

missions for the F-h specify dropping the fuel tanks as soon as they are empty.

The 4810 lbs of fuel in the external tanks is sufficient for from h-12 minutes

of flight at the maximum power setting, depending on Mach number ard altitude.

For the military power setting, the flight time varies from 15-75 minutes.

The stylized missions for the F-4 use up the external fuel supply within the

first 100 mtiles of flight. The reason for this short range is that 2L00 lbs

of fuel is used from the external tanks for warm--up and take-off.

Data contained in the USAF Aircrew Weaputb Delivery Mlanual (Beference

16) may be used to establish some of the likely benefits to be obtained from

increased aircraft velocity at low altitudes. The reduced release altitude

may result in a signifIcant increase in weapon effectiveness, The lateral

displacement of the weapon delivery footprint is reduced because of the

shorter trajectory for the weapon. The longitudinal displacement footprint

may also be reduced but here there is a trade off between reductions due to

shorter trpajectories and increases due to an uncertainty increase in the

weapon release timing. A case can also be made for the expansion of the

flight envelope for certain flutter critical stores, such as ECM (Electronic

Counter-Measures) pods, which should not be jettisoned because of expense or

security. To evaluate these payoffs in depth and to determine other addi-

tional benefits requires a far more detailed operations analysi s than for

this preliminary study.

6.h Survivability-Vulnerability Considerations

MTe Air Force Tactical Air Commaxid has a standing requirement for the
capability to carry and deliver conventional munitions supersonically. It

has been argued that supersonic delivery will provide increases in surviva-

bility. As the attacking aircraft drop to lower altitudes to avoid radar

directed guns and missiles they are subjected to enemy ground fire. A high-
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r speed low-altitude approach would significantly decrease the enemy's ability.

and time to acquire and fire on the attackers.

These flutter control studies have been concerned primarily with the

establishm•ent of feasibility and have not specifically assessed the combat

vulnerability of a particular active flutter supression system. Nevertheless,

certain general comments cani be made concerning the system vulnerability.

Cat 3trophic battle damage failure can occur in a flutL,ýr control system

either by:

2.) Direct impact of projectiles on critical control system elemei.ts, or

2) A battle damage failure of some other elemcat in the aircraft which

propagates to and causes the failure of a critical control system

e lemeit.

Each of these two battle damage modes will be considered for the conceptual

control system design for F-4 wing/store flutter control shown in Figure 122.

The components shown in the figure are required for a practical flutter

control system designed for less than one catastrophic fail'.ure, from causes

other thmin battle damage, each million flight hours. The additionw.] compo-

nents, referenced to an operational F-4, are the sensors, computers, sec_-ondary

actuators, transformier/rectifiers, batteries, and possibly the indacut.,d

accumulators.

Direct Impact Damage

The aileron, aileron power actuator, and mechenical linkages have the

same individual daniane probabilities as an operational F-4. However, an F-4

equipped with an active flutter suppression system requires the continuous

functioning of both ailerons to avoid a catastrophic failure, while tne un-

modified F-b allows the failure of individual ailerons.

Similar commen{:i apply to the spoilers if they are useQ in the flutter

control system. The accumulators would be in the ismediate vicinity o-f the

aileron power actuator and can be expected to experience simi] ar dwnage

effects. The triply-redundant secondary actuator is also a single point

battle damage item since it is contained in one package.

The sensors must be locat-d at a single point on the wing in order to

give the same signal in all three channels. rThey are thus more susceptible

to catastrophic damage than would be the case if they were dispersed. All

of the electrical wiring, computers, transformer/rectifiers and batteries,
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however, may be separately packaged and widely dispersed tu minimize the

battle dan.age effects of direct projectile hits.

Induced Failures

The single most critical battle damtage induced failure is caused by the I'
loss of the hydraulic power supplies. The F-h aircraft is typical of contem-- z.-

porairy aircraft in that hydraulic lines of the separate systems are in close

proximity in several locations, ,-uch as the wing and empennage areas. In

these regions a single projectile could cause loss of all hydraulic power.

The loss of either primary system combined with the loss of the utility system

will cause loss of flutter cortrol for one or the other of the aircraft wings.

Vulnerability Reduction Concepts

Automatic failure isolation in aircraft hydraulic systems to reduce the

probability of a sinCle hit causing loss of the complete system can be accom-

plished by a number of methods as described in References 17 and 18. Several

of the most promising concepts are being further developed for use on

advanced aircraft. The requirement for flutter control systems is such that

some ol the more attractive concepts, such as reservoir level sensing, may

not be suitable because of excessive time lags between sensing of the failure,

determination of the failure location, and isolation of the damaged section.

A set of continuously functioning in-line hydraulic logic devices to quickly

isolate damaged sections of the hydraulic system would be very attractive

for flutter control systems.

Power-by-wire actuation promises a dramatic improvemr:nt in flight con-

trol sy:stem survivability. Because the hydraulic power supply is integrated I.

into the actuator package the induced failures resultiAg from projectile hits

in other parts of the aircraft are minimized. The only external components

in such a system are '.he electrical wiring which may be both redundant and
widely separated. Heat rejection, ý;hich is a measure of the hydraulic losses I
to the system in the form of hWat, however, is significant for such systems

as described in Reference 19. The additional duty cycle associated with

flutter control may significantly increase cooling requirements.

Under TFFOL sponsorship (Reference 20) criteria and guidelines are being .

developed for vulnerability indices which could be used to comparatively

evaluate candidate flight control system mechanization concepts in an earlier

stage of design. Definitive battle dwsage mode and effects analyses can be

performed when specific detail design data becomes available.
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6.5 Wind Tunnel and Ground Testizg

6.5.1 Wind Tunnel Tests - The lack of' rerified knowledge of control

surface and spo0ler unsteady aerodynamics leads to a requirement for wind

tunnel testing, peaticularly in the transonic region. However, both low

speed and transonic tests are recommended. The bulk of data and electronics

checkout would be performed in the relatively inexpensive and efficient low

&peed tests. The unknown effecta cauzsed by compressibility would be eval--

:..bt.ed in the trnsonic tests. It is premature, however, to recommend the

exact nature o-f wind tunnel model u. Additional study is required to evaluate
the trade offs among available tu•unels, model types, model support concepts,
model scaling and thc closely related hydraulic system requirements. The

available tunnels prohibit 4 ng the sasae moaLel for both subsonic and tran-

sonic tests.

Recent experience at McDonrell Aircraft Company has demonstrated the
practicality of using miniatuire thydraulic actuators for the excitation of a

typical subsonic flutter model. Actuator bandwidths of 20 Hz with amplitudes

on the order of +h degrees are obtainable from the ndriature 12near actuators

used in these tests. Similar type actuators would be appropriate for tran-

sonic tý'sting if the model envelope was not prohibitive because of an overly

small model scaling.

In particular, an F-h wing/store flutter co,.trol model suitable for low

speed testing could consist of a single wing with stores and a partial fuse- -:

lage section cantilevered from the side wall of the tunnel. Sensors, such as

accelerometers, would be mounted on the wing panel and furnish signals

through a cable to an electrcnic2 compensation module located on the ovtside

of the tunnel. The compensation module would be designed to permit easy

adjustment of feedback gain and phase margin and permit filtering, All feed-

back compensation would be .,erformed by the compensation module. Instrumen-

tation --)r the test engineer initiated, open-loop frequency response tests

as described in Section 5.3.4.4 would also be present. These frequency $
response tests would be performed prior to entry into the flutter critical

region. The servo valve, which accepts signals from the compensation module,

would be located as close to the aileron power actuator as the design per-

mitted to minimize hydraulic line losses. A small linear power actuator

mounted on a wing spar near the control surface hinge line vould drive the

surface through a bellcrank linkage.
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Actuation should be performed at the control surface location with the

shortest and tightest linkage possible to minimize drive mechanism wrap-up

&jd control surface free play. Excessive amounts of either of these two items

can destroy the credibility of the results and may even preclude testing

altogether. In this regard, miniature hydraulic actuators are preferable to

electric torque motors for active flutter control model testing. Electric

torque motors, in general, have dynamic problems, such as drive mechanism

wrap-up, mechanical linkage free pi-;-y, as well as potential instabilities

caused by the high gains required in the torque motor feedback loop to in-

crease b Gndwidths.

The frequency scaling for the largest practical model saould be kept as

low as possible to allow for reduced demands on the model hydrau±lc system

desigr and to establish the n.axir•un credibility in relating wind tunnel

hydraulic system data to flight test vehicle data.

Wind tunnel tests 'to measure oscillatory aerodynamic data from a distri-

buted set of pressure sensors, might be appropriate 1' unexpected behavior is

seen in the functional tests. These measured daita, in conjunction with the

data generated in the functional tests could provide guidance for corrective

reasures.

6.5.2 Groind Tests - Design confidence testing will be required for the

fluT,ter control system hardware prior to flight evaluation. The required

testing falls into several general categories.

Open-Loop Tests

Cmponent evaluation testing will be required for eect. of the flutter

control system components with special emphasis devoted to the hydraulic

actuators and the electronic computcr voting units. Component transfer

functions and respoase characteristics should be determined for each of the

components. These transfer functions would allow for updating the analysis.

Closed-Lcoop Tests

Component integration testing, which includes hybrid simulation and iron

bird tests, will be required to verify component functional ald coispatibility

relationship: and the closed-loop response characteristics.

Installed System Tests

Functional, and both open and closed-loop control system response:! tests

should be performed for the flutter control system installed in the aircraft

prior to first flight. Selected installed systen tests should be performed

before each succeeding test flight.
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-* Dnamic Structural Tests

Ground vibration tests will be required to substantiate the theoretical

and wind tunnel flutter predictions. These tests will be necessary for the

evaluation cf the dynamic characteristics for each of the specific test con-

figurations. Tests should be conducted with the control system both on and

off.

6.6 Rationale for Stability Margins

One of the _en.i&.ering .1udet decisions which must be made for any

flutter control system is the specification of stability margins. This de-

cision is especially difficult since there will always be unknowns in any

practical feedback control system. For flight control systems which are

unstable if tested to the margin, the stability margins themselves are among

the un.knowns. All we really know, in general, about flight control systems

is whether or not the system works.

As developed in Section 5.3.h, the electronic and hydraulic components

of a flutter control system can be made to have very small, and measurable,

phase and glin uicertainties. There are, however, at least three unpredic-

tables which must be considered in an operational flutter control system:

1) AnaLytical inadequacies of the servo-aeroelastic (control system,

structure, inertia, and aerodynraiics) model,

2) Uncertain variations in store i:ertial characteristics,

3) Operational changes in the wing-pylon-rack systems caused by use

and environm'ent.

In ad'ition to these unpredictables, the inevitable Murphy's law becomes

a factor also. Stability ma. gins must either be very large to accommodate

these imuredictab].eo or else soma type of operational test to eliminate the

uncertainties must be performed before using the system.

it has been McDonnell Aircraft Company experience with fighter aircraft

flight control and stability augmentation systems that the stability margins

listed below are reasonable:

Phase Margins Gain Margins

Linear Studies +60 deg t6.o dB

Nonlinear Studies +45 deg +4.5 dB

These stability margins have been considered as preliminary guidelines for

flutter suppression systems. Thcj are considered to be applicable to the
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limit velocity (VL of the aircraft and are not superimposed on the normal

15% flutter margin required by the current military specifications. As

component hardware, wind tunnel, and flight test data becone available, these

stability margin guidelines can be cdnfidently modified to becouae realistic

design specifications for future aircraft applications.

I
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The following general conclusions have been justified by these studies.

1. Mild flutter is cortrollable with an active system. Nearly all

cases of F-h wing/store flutter ,re in this category.

2. Hardware is available for the impltertation of an sactive flutter

control system.

3. Existing control surfaces can be u ied for fighter type aircraft,

where frequency separation allows for the sharing of comicnents

among flight control systems and flutter control systems.

It is recommended that additional effort be directed toward the detail

design evaluation of an active flutter control system for an !e-h aircraft

with external stores. This effort should also be directed toward the genera-

tion of program plans for wind tunnel testing and shoiC, include specific

design requirements for the necessary hardware and models.

2
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APPENDIX I

ANALYTICAL MODELS FOR F-4 WIhG/STORE CONFIGURATIONS

The analytical models used in these studies of wing/store flutter

control are described in the folltowing paragraphs. These models have been

validated by experiment tnd are in current use for the F-4 flutter analyses.

1.1 Wing Idealization

The analytical model of the F-4 wing is shown in Figure 123. This

representation consists of a 28 degree-of-freedom lumped mass model. This

includes two aircraft rigid body degrees-of-freedom: vertical translation,

and pitching rotation. A matrix of influence coefficients was derived on

the CEAC analog computer to match measured ground vibration data. The

weight associated with each of the influence coefficient control points is

shown in Table 7.

1.2 MAU-12 Pylon Idealization

The MAU-12 pylon supports the MK-84 EO Laser Guided Bomb directly, or

supports six NV-82 500 lb. bombs with the MER rack. The mnthematica2-

model for the MAU-12 pylon at BL 132.5 is shown in Figure 12 4 . This an:-log

was developed by matching two experimental single store configurations, the
Walleye and the SUU-16 dummy gua pod. Figure 124 shows the wing and pylon

geometry and locates the equivalent springs used in the model. The complete

matrix of CEAC derived influence coefficients for the F-4 wing cantilevered

at the aircraft centerline, in combination with the .vAU-12 pylon is given

in Reference 21, Appendix D. Store cg's are referenced to point 6 of the

pylon model.

1.3 NER Rack Idealization

The devel'opment. of a mathematical model of the MAU-12 pylon - NER rack

combination was much more complicated than that for the MAU-12 pylon along.

The problems, which arise because of structural redundancies at the rack

attachment points, are discussed cn pages 19, 20, and 21 of Reference 21.

Figure 125 shows a sketch of the complete MAU-12 pylon-MER rack combination

analogy. Rack stiffness values were furnished by the manufacturer and

were ver:ified analytically at MCAI1D.

1.4 370 Gallon Tank Eylon Idealization

The 370 gallon tank is attached at BL 132.5 by its ow:j pylon. The

spring and weight data for the tank simulation is given in Figure 126. As
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TABLE 7 WEIGHT ASSOCIATED WITH F4 WING CONTROL POINTS

WING WEIGHT 1/2 FUSELAGE
WING CONTROL ASSOCIATED WITH WEIGHT LUMPED

POINTS CONTROL, POINT AT CONTROL POITnS
(it.) 0lb)

1 88.099
2 293.278 3,542.515
3a 0.0
3 295.210_
ha 0.0
4 250.774
5 192.81i4
6 88.099
7 201.701
8 16o.742
9 136.786

10 Io6.646
11 99.691 10,535.969
12 142.195
13 121.33014 94. 282

15 0.0
16 71.870
17 61.824
18 0.0
19 27.821
20 30.912
21 19.552
22 0.0
23 26.739
24 30.912
25 14.954
26 0.0
27 34.003
28 8.733
MLG Up 498.1456

Notes:

1. 1/2 wing weighs 2,422.8 lbs. without fuselage points and MLG
2. Pitch inertia of 1/2 aircraft (minus wt. of 1 wing) about CG

is 535,557 mug-in 2 . Aircraft pitch slope defined by line
Joining control points 7 and 2.
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,J3.0

A/C FS 355.1 A/C CG at FS 327.7

7.10 Pylon
125 12. 5 Pylon

3 4.35

214 MER Beam
Point Weight (Ib)

9 8 33.0
9 33.0

2 2.09 25.0 10 34.0
.9811 60.0

23.73 Up Forward

7
j23.73

71Outboard

Note; All dimensions are given in inches.

FIGURE 125 AFT-SHIFTED MER RACK/MAU-12

PYLON IDEALIZATION
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3.0

8. 2

SPylon

215. O' 1
A/C FS 354.8 _1.1

15.0 B

/t

6 F

I;Poin Weight•

Af~t ra

Tank CG
Note: All dimensions are givbn nc hes.

Pylon Spring Constants

Name Location Value

Pylon Pitch Spring A 100.0 x L06 in-lb/radian

Pý-lon Yew Spring A 92.0 x 106 in-lb/radian

Upper F-ylon Roll Spring A 9.65 x 106 in-lb/radian

Lower Pylon Roll Spring B 13.30 x 106 in-lb/radian

X varies between 14.5 and 20.8 inches and Z varies between -4.3
and .1 inches depending on the fuel load.

FIGURE 126 370 GALLON TANK AND PYLON IDEALIZATION
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with the MAI-12 pylon, point 6 serves as the store cg reference point.

1.5 Correlation of Math Models with Hardware

A good measure of the adequacy of a mathematical model is the correla-

tion of theoretical vibration frequencies (zero airspeed) with the corres-

ponding hardware frequencies. Tables 8 through 11 show the frequency

correlations obtained for the bare wing, wing/MAU-12 pylon, wing/MAU-12

pylon/rack, and wing/tank pylon configurations. No store flexibility was

modelled in obtaining theoretical frequencies. In the first three tables

there is good agreement shown for all modes except the rack lateral bending

mode of the MAU-12/MERiPod configuration. 'The store loading for this case

consisted of two 350 lb pods mounted on the forward shoulder ststions of

the MER rack. The pitch inertia fcr these pods is 59h,000 2b-in about the

pod center of gravity. The reason for the pcor lateral mode comparison is

believed to be the assumption that bending moments in the ME.R rack are not

transferred thl ugh the attachment points. This assumption is equivalent

to neglecting rotary moments of inertia in a beam vibration analysis. 'The

rack lc .... -.owcvcr, docs not •--t 0 -- f].lutte. 0 l . -i .ec-hi.

Table 11 compares experimental 370 gallon tank, 90% full frequencies from

Reference 11 with their theoretical counterparts. Good agreement is shown

except for the tank pitch/lst wing torsion mode whose experimental frequency

is just over 1.5 hertz below the theoretical value.

1.6 Wing/Store Vibration Mode Shap s

Normalized still-air mode shapes are shown in Figures 127 and 128 for

the node pairs which coalesce to cause the primary flutter mechanism of the

370 gallon tank, 90% full wing/store combination. The stores under study in

this report are attached at BL 132.5 between sections C-C (BL

118.25) and D-D (BL 160). The store motion indicated in the figures is ab-

solute and include- notion of the store attach points. The still-air mode

shape which most closely resembles the flutter mode of the other wing/store

combinations is given in Figures 129 through 131.
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TABLE 8 COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL
MODAL FREQUENCIES FOR BARE F-4 WING

Mode Description Frequency - Hz

Experimental Theoretical

Wing First Bending 8.2 8.4
Wing Second Bending 18.9 19.6
Wing Torsion 28.8 29.1

TABLE 9 COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AV)" EXPERIMENTAL
MODAL FREQUENCIES FOR SINGLE STORES INS1 A: LATION

ON BL 132.50 MAU-12B/A PYLON

Frequency - Hz
Configuration Mode Description -

Experimental Theoretical

Walleye Wing First Bending 7.0 7.0
Pylon Boll 12.9 12.9
Wing Second Bending 16. 4 16.3
Pylon Pitch 17.5 17.3
Pylon Yaw 17.8 18.0

Dunmy Wing First Bending 6.5 6.5
SUU-16A Pylon Roll 9.3 9.2
Gun Pod XVy1Lon Pitch io.6 10.7

Pylon Yaw a.2.8 12.5
Wing Second Bending 15.7 15,9
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TABLE 10 COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL
MODAL FREUUENCIES FOR AN AFT-SHIFTED MER INSTALLATION

Frequency - HzConfig-ration Mode Description Freuenc -_Hz

Experimental Theoretical

Two 350-lb Rack Lateral 5.6 6.4
Pods Orn Wing First Bending 7.3 7.4
Forward Rack Vertical 7.8 7.9
Shoulder Pylon Yaw - Roll 14.2 14.9
Of Rack Wing Second Bending 18.6 18.4

Rack Twist 21.5 22.5
Pylon Pitch 24.h 25.4
Wing Torsion 27.9 28.8

TABLE 11 COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL
MODAL FREQUENCIES FOR A 90% FULL 370 GALLON

EXTERNAL FUEL TANK

Mode Description Frequency - Hz

Experimental Therrecical

Wing First Bending 7.2
Tank Pitch/lst Wing Torsion 7.2 8j78

L. Wing Second Bending 16.8 15.6
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APPENDIX I1

ANALYTICAL MODEL FOR ADVANCED AIRCRA'F? 11ORIZC)iOTAL TA.'i,

The Computerized Optimization Procedure for Stabilh'':,-s (,- of

Reference 4 has been used to generate the detailed structizcu.L (C! &cl',tior-

for the advanced aircraft horizontal tail. A general ratri: cml>uxer pro-

gram was used to evaluate the dynamic matrix and perform the oigsnjalue

(vibration) solution.

II.1 Geometrical Data

The overall characteristics for this surface are given it- Ta.Jbe 0, of

the main report. The analytical model generated by COPS iz : in Figure

8. The forward spar is at 32.2% chord, the aft spar is at 57,5% ei1ord

and the elastic axis is at 45% chord. Each of the eight discrete rigid chord

sections is further divided into leading edge, torque; bcx, .: cr<ciling edge

components. A linear variation of thickness ratio from roct to tip and the

four digit NACA airfoil shape were used by the COPS progrwiu to calculate

the airfoil thicknesses.

11.2 Air Load Data

The design tail load is specified at 61,000 lbs. 'h1i, va2hc is based

on a 5g (limit) aircraft. An elliptical air load distribution obta-_ned from

the design load generates the bending moment and torque datc. used in the

strength analysis.

11.3 Strength Data

The structural material is boron/epoxy coi,.,ositc.. A conp-)zite layup for

a feasible strength design torque box skin is specified -with 73% of the

fibers at 0 deg2rees, 20% at +45 degrees arzd 10W' at 90 d(greea. Te allowable

tension stress is specified at 80,000 lb/in2 and the minimum skin thickness

at 0.04 in. The composite material layup for the spars has 100% of the fi-

bers at +45 degrees. The allowable shear stress is 50,000 lb/in2 and the

minimum spar thickness is 0.04 in. The GJ arnd EI stiffness 1i tribftions for

the feasible Strength Design horizontal tail are given in Fie-.urs 76 and

77. Also shown in the figures are data for the Stiffness ý;ensi tivit-

Design calculated as described in Section 4.2.1.1 of the nain report.

II.4 Weight Data

The weight assessment is made in accordance with the besic iderAization

shown in Figure 8. The weight data in Table 22 .i for thc S .....

Design. The Stiffness Sensitivity Design, which diff•-r frowr the Strength
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TABLE 12 WEIGHT DATA FOR ADVANCVFr# Al.kCaAFT HORIZONTAL TAIL

CAINDIDATE DESIGN

Leading Edge

X-BAR Y-BAP IOY lOX IOXr WEIGHT
28.38 5.66 2231.50 149.79 .153.96 13.27
40.34 17.30 1578.76 i.5.62 J.9.11 11ii.3
52.30 28.93 1088.75 0].0'."6 107.05 9.23
64.26 40.57 72ý.86 85.19 87.55 7.56
76.21 52.20 471 24 68.53 70.49 6.09
88.16 63.82 292,60 54.51 56.02 4.81

100.11 75.44 372.06 41.228 42.h I5 3.70
112.03 87.05 95°45 30,67 31.73 22.74

T rque Box

X-BAR Y--BAk, IOY lOX IOXY WEIGHT
66.95 5.66 4887.13 43;-.47 331.13 39.91
"75.49 17.28 31193.13 375.77 276.16 33.32
84.02 28.83 2380.81 301.4,3 221.>2 26.76
92.63 40.47 1524.75 229.04 168.38 20.39

101.02 52.23 ,196.06 161.16 118.50 14.41

118.12 75. 2f 213.75 59.76 44.22 5.42
126.93 8V - hj. 3o07o CO 43.36 31.86 3.84

Trailing Edge

X -BAR Y-lkTr TOY IOX IbOXY WEIGHT
112.60 5'r,8 2766.75 114.12 44o.48 10.12.
117.13 17.3Zl2 1979.63 98.07 38.23 8.69
12i.67 28.Q •6 1378.06 83.50 32.56 7.40
126.71 40.59 927.63 70.29 27.41i 6.23
130.74 52.Z8 599.13 58.38 22.77 5.18
135.27 63.86 366.81 47.88 18.69 4.22
139.80 75.48 209.13 37.70 14.70 3.36
144.33 87.08 108.33 29.21 ii.41 2.59

TOTAL WEIGHT = 279.44 LpS.

Units
Length - Inches
Weight - Pound5
Inertia - Pound - Inch 2
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Design only in the torque box regions, has weight data as shown in Table

13.

11.5 Vibration Data for Candidate Design

Vibration mode shapes fcr the four lowest normal modes of the Candidate

Design of Section 4.2.1.2 of the main report are shown in Figures 132 to

135. Support flexibility in roll is included in these modes, but pitch is

excluded since it is desired to include the pitch restraint in a separate

uncoupled mode. This uncoupled pitch rotation mode is then inertially cou-

pled with the normal vibration modes for the flutter solutions.

The principal mode of interest is the second mode shown in Figure 133.

This normal mode may be arbitrarily labeled the first torsion mode. Its

frequency decreases with airspeed and it is the unstable mode in the flutter

mechanism. The mode is coupled with the first bending motion of the surface.

Note that both Mode I (Figure 132 ) and Mode 2 (Figure 133 ) have only first

bending combined (in and out of phase) with first torsion.

Node lines of the second normal mode are shown in Figure 136 for threes ntbi ntr on fina in smv~+~- fl4' 4l ... .. -L..... . .
.... . _ l e.±vi ut s e3, 4 a uG th e Stiffness Sen-

sit vity Design have node lines for flutter near the aft portion of the

surlace. These node lines show the influence of second bending mode coup-

ling. Both of these designs are more prone to flutter than the Candidate

Design which has a favorable node line near the leading edge of the surface

over the entire span so that its frequency does not decrease with increasing

airspeed.
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TABLE 13 WEIGH I' DATA FOR ADVANCED AIRCRAFT HORIZONTAL
TAIL- STIFFNESS SENSITIVITY DESIGN V)RQUE BOX

TOEQUE 3,)X X- A1i Y-BAR l0Y IX • IcXY 2 WGT. bWGT.
SECTIO]1 N A. r:. Li-1U2  LB-IU• LB-IN LB2 LB.

1 66.9 r. 66 48G7.13 450.447 331.13 39.91 0

2 T. 17.5 34P93.13 375.77 276.16 33.32 0

3 84 .2 2,. 88 2380.81 301.h3 221.52 26.76 0

4 92.5r hO.T7 1622.33 318.18 179.i6 21,70 1.31

5 101. 02 52.03 -"187.28 213.54 157.01 19.09 4.68

6 b09.4.8 6-.3 h 830.81 182.96 134.66 16.21 7.13

7 1*8. ,? 75.26 433.06 121.07 89.59 10.93 5.56

8 126.93 87.18 .614.35 66.60 48.94 5.90 2.06

IAWGT . 20.74
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APPENDIX III

Ai1ALYTICAL MODEL FOR ADVANCED AIRCRAFT WING

The Computerized Optimization Procedure for Stabilators (COPS) of

Reference 4 has been used to generate the detailed structural descrip-

tion for the advanced aircraft wing.

II1.1 Geometrical Data

The overall characteristics for this wing are given in Table 2 of the

main report. The analytfcal model generated by COPS considers only the ex-

posed area of the wing as shown in Figure 9. The model consists of eight

discrete rigid chord streanxaise sections. Each section is further divided

into leading edge, torque box, and trailing edge components; thus creating

A?4 plaoform areas. A linear variation of thickness ratio from root to tip

and the four digit NhCA airfoil shape are used by the program to calculate

the ai. oil thicknesses.

111.2 Air Load Data

'The design load for the exposed wing panel is 110,000 lbs. This value,

which is 72% of the overall desi qi load for tais 5g (limit) aircraft, wa•

obtained by veighted integration of the airload distribution for the theore-

tical wing. An elliptical air load distribution based on the exposed wing

design load generates the bending moment and torque data used in the strength

aaalysis.

111.3 Strength Data

ITe structural material chosen for this wing is boron/epoxy composite.

A feasible strength desi gn lst'up for the torque box skin is specified with

70% of the fibers at 0 degrees, 20% at ih5 degrees ard 10% at 90 degrees.

This layup is uniform over the span. The allowable tension stress Is speci-

Aled at L0,000 lbs/in2 axd the minimum skin thickness at o.uh in.

'Yhe composite material leyup for wing spars has 100% of the fibers at

1 +15 degrees. An allowable shear stress of 50,000 Tbs/in2 and a minimum

thickness of 0.o0 in. are specified for the spars.
The leading and trailing edge sections are given skin thicknesses which

v ary from 0.06 i-. at tie root chord to 0.02 in. at the tip chord. Both sec-

tion cores are filled with titanium honeycomb. The honcycc•ib weight was

included in the analysis; but its stiffness characteristics were omitted.

The El and GJ distributions resulting from the described wing structure

are given in Figure 337.
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"The EI and GJ for the torque box carry-through structure are constant at the

exposed ulng root chord values from tne fuselage moldline to the aircraft

centerline.

III. 4 Weigh.t Data

The weigj'it essessment for the exposed wing is made in accordance with

the basic idealization shown in Figure 9. Local weight data for each of

the 2)4 planform areas are given in Table ih for the strength design wing.

This distribution has no aerodynamic control surfaces on either the leading

or trailing edges. The location of the planform area center of gravity is

given by X-BAR and Y-BAR. The local pitch inertia, roll inertia, and product

of inertia ai-e given by ICY, IOX and IOXY.

A similar weig'it distributicn is given in Table 15 for the wiin with

control surfaces in each secticn of both leading and trailing edges. The

torque box weight is unchriged. By combining selected parts of these two

separate weight distributions the user is able t ) specify whether or not a

control surface is to be included in each of 8 leading and 8 trailing edge

sections.

S111.5 .Wing Vibration Data
The six .LJest zero airspeed wing vibration modes are given in Figures

* 136 through 143. The bending deflections are for points on the elastic

ax:is (42% chord) and are defined as positive downward. The torsion deflec--
tions ar(;c in the streamwise direction and are positive for the leading edge

down. Bending slope about the streamwise axis is also included in the[u alyss. Each of these norvial coupled elastic vibration modes is normalized

to the maximum bending deflection.

r
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TABLE 14 WEIGHT DATA FOR ADVANCED AIRCRAFT WANG -NO i
AERODYNAMIC CONTROL SURFACES

h-AA V-DAB Ioy ICE - *IoZv-Vb11GNI

31.:33 35.40 15 622 56so 034.01 - 23.19 13.011,
@1.03 55.2? 11&0.00 tIZ.l1 443.913 10.71

147.52 1( 7.33 626.30 1I5.50 391.06 4.03_____j

mn7,0o 13 uit~ 4atso anas 2`5 280.zs - .
;07.52 155.05 265.:75 3'0.9 161.63 3.14
237.49 118.65 1719.14 U14.30 13.02.21

M936 11.4.! 133794#.00 10I@S.&1; 10153.33 313.23

129.64 55.32 40122.00 64320 615 133.23 ____

135.02 @3.13 34453.00 4105.%0l469705.000 -99..2S
6011 3(6.7 9950 314.9.04 3326.00 44.10

205.01y 1130,4 1010 1139.61 4942.00 19.311-
230.50 15.5 4(54.00 51016a 1031,00 21.11

141.90 11.10 439':15 1(31.10 9375.14 21.12
* 40..9s 3R.43 4603.50 S 00.5' 716.4.0 16.67

16.70 -55.16 3014.50 - 1046.1 560.00 14.16
205.03 03.46 1114.0% !ri.i -- 429.44& 11.31
3224.07 W(1.33 1211.25 445.1. 15A.6 94 .35

16Z.09 155.12 - 313.54 210.44 161.43 4.42
261.01 -110.91 211.0. 154.0 "o 123. 13 - 3.21-

1(141 W&IGIT * 910.34p LOS

Units

Length -Inches
Weight PoFunds

Inaria -Pound - Inch
2
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"TABLE 15 WEIGHT DATA FOR ADVANCED AIRC:RAFT WING - AERODYNAMIC
CONTROL SUNFACE3 UN EACH LEADING AND TRAILING EDGE SECTION

LEAD¢C EDGE

):6 Iy *-,' 10VX1.V wEG
26.01 11.77 4446.72 V47•4.V • 4*1, _ 39.54
56.32 35.72 3513.75 " |31."5 - 2034.55 34.40
36 .6.0z 59.4s 2712.25 lija.24 1662.11 28.15

148.13 IC7.55 199.94 se8.25 L125.-e I6.85
176.56 131.31 1200.09 . 1C5.89- 807.55 .. 14.51
206.81 155.49 699.97 55S.02 75,46 7 11.34
237.75 179.47 633$40 386.51 485.-0 8.11

TOeQIUE 50£

X-eAR 'AR y 1OX...... Y . i[IGmT

79.36 11.6r 133794.00 10169.69 10753.38 213.25

IZ9.84 59.32 60122.00 44 32
.ul 45O0.50 135.23

.155.02 t- 93.13 36453.00 - 41C5.5C 4975.00 .•....25
140.11 1C6.87 19595.00 3149.06 3326.00 66.78
"205:07 '13,04 9481.00 113S.61 1942.00 393 5
,31.0 15 I4.52 4.C54.0C 591.A8 1051.00 21.11.

.- "AR - - aY19-- -- IY -T+ -- 7-.• --- '19 0MY--"-T-"+ TtY
140.55 &1.70 20801.71 IES3.23 15|01.9• _ 4.5S
159.91 35.03 1;54.3 - 11(17.24 14"29 - 52.77 .
176.77 59.16 ,fiA.75 6803.16 &369.60 52.92
.1.6.50 " .46 8802.93 1 .94•.4 13.4.10 50.63

1!.85 107.38 7433.81 1!50.30 1282.51 4e.53

257.81 155.12 2141.31 111.,1 5041.56 Z7.01
271.61 97.7 2.4 (J.1,3 530.35 20.61

TCTAL wk[IGHiT - t265.sl k

Unit;

Length - inches
Inertia - pound - inch

2

Weight - Pounds
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APPENDIX TV

COMPUTER~ PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS

IV. 1 Active Control of Flutter Computer Pro gramn - Time r-,)main

IV.3..1 Unoxe eclstcFutogo Motion - The unforced equa-

tions of' motion foar a general aeroelastic system may be expressed in the

form,

M"C- + Kc. + Q + -qB + ý'1+ QA ~q ~()+ (s-)do

V2 a
0

The Wagner lift growth function is given by,

=1 -AIeB 13S -A e -B2S

and The non-dimensional time variatles are defined as,

s t and. C b

Consider noý, the individual convolution integral terits,

r 14 s- o') dol QA (4 (S)" o(s))

0

Ifý2 (s-o aV B qeN*()

whe'e- 'ý(S) is tht- Laplace transforma of ý (t)

let ,

C V

1 lb 2 B2b

so, that

S(t) = 1. - A 1e 1 -A 2 C 2

in terms of real timre t.

The Laplace traisform is then,j

-S S+C I S+C2

which nLiý- be reduced to the equival.ent expression,
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S 1 [ ts)(l + T t2
s (l s)(l T) = Q). +

where

T'i = f (AI, A2 , Cl, 02)

end

RF effective gain of the transfer function y(S)

The free 1/3 in the expression is used to reduce the order for the genera-

lized coordinates in the convolution integrals to allow for the subsequent

rcasnting of the equations of motion into standard form. Thus, the convolu-

tion terms become,

QA (QA-)*() -, c (q(s)*y(s))

and

B, (,(S)*4S)) - B,- (j(S)*y(S)) '
This procedure is similar to the usual method for representation of the

Theodorsen (Wagner) function on passive analog computers (i.e., CEAC). The

function y(S) is well behaved in the time domain and may be prograsmed in the

MIMAC computer language, a MCAIR form similar to the AFFDL MIMIC, Just as we

would pro..abn en operational analog computer.

IV.1.2_ Forced Aeroelastic E'uations of Motion - The forced equations of

motion 'a•y be expressed as,

14q + , + K+QAq + 4V Bi + Q (s + QA (q(S)*v(2)) + QAeqo¢(S)

+ Q B (4!(S)*y(S))- k B = {2f) q

Vc V c 0 aq5l 1 K
The collumi matrix on the right is symbolic notation for the. generalized

force in each generalized coordinate mode in response to the excitatton

coordinntc q,, Figure 1h4 give-. simplified examples of two equivalent

idealizations for the excitation procedure. The rigid actuator deflection

is defined as 6 in beth idealizetions. 'The excitation is through the spring

and (.,siping terms for idealization No, 1 where the flexible deflection coor-

dinate 8 is defined with res}.ect to a fixed reference. iThe excitation is

throu&-! the inertia (and acert.,ynamic) terms for idealization No. 2 where 8

is defined relative to the rigid actuator deflection.
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Idealization No. I

Ref.

7 c

0o . _. .)-
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Idealization No. 2

Ref.

F- ,/I M. K -i

S~~FIGURE 1I4 EXAMPLE OF IDEALIZATIONS FOR FORCED EXCITATION0O

, EQUATIONS OF MOTION
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Consider now N generalized coordinates, including the flexible control

surface coordinate (8), so that the state vector for the aeroelastic system

will be,

q A

qN-1

The matrices M, C, K, A, A0 , B, B1, asd I are based on these generalized

c'ordinates. Note that, although the equations of motion are cast in the

modal form, we have not specified the types of modes. Complete freedom is

allowed in choice of generalized coordinates and the formulation of various

derivative matrices.

Idealization No. 1 - For idealization No. 1 (excitation through the

spring) the ]eft hand side of the equations are as shown above end the right

hand side will appear as

01 0

qN_1

"14--l O -

C8  K

This is the formulatic, which has been used in all of the MUMAC runs referred

to in this report. In this formulation the data input is simplii:'ed since

only two nuiers (C,, K8 ) ar• requi-7ed for the excitation matrices. This is

the preferred method when the \.lastic rotr.tion mode of the control surface

is included in the analysis. It is particularly important to include the

control surface back-up flexibility in the time domain solutions even if the

mode does not interact with the flutter modes of interest. The flexible

surface will "give" under air loads and thur allow for more realistic (larger)

deflect on requirements for flutter control than woald be the case for an

equivalent rigid control surface representation. In this regard, iT is also

important to include any potential control surface warpage in the analysis.
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Idealization No. 2 - For idealization No. 2 (excitation through inertia

and implied aerodynamics) the left hand side of the eqdations is the same as

for idealization No. 1. bhe right hand side will appear, however, as,

WDf 6 -Q{A}6 - -{k } ( '2ý i- i

- Q {A} 6o(s) - Q {A (6(S)*y(S))

{ B }~()-~ (B}I(6(S)*y(S))

where (, etc. denotes the last column of each matrix of coefficients.

Note that with idealization No. 2 the spring and damper are not essential

to the formulation and thus may be eliminated completely from the analysis if

so desired,

IV.1.3 MIMAC Equation Formulation - The complete set of equations of motion

allowing for either idealization No. 1 or No. 2 appear in the MIMAC program

in standard form as.

q [M + q {A[] -q Q{A[}+o-S) - QA-() 0(S)) - QA ({(S)*v(S)(-[ + )4 [ c q0~(

- B q ()- B (()())-[(M} + -11})6"+- 'L(C}
V co 0 c V% V

-f{K) + Q (A1J6 - Q{A }6 4Is) -Q(A 1C6CS)*y(S)) - (q B I c 4d)
c 0 c V c o

- (B ) (i(S)*y(3)) + GUST +. ......V ec__

Atmospheric Turbulence Input - The gust input shown above is symbolic

only. The program, as written, has the option of either discrete gust or

equivalent random turbulence inputs.

Discrete gusts such as an impulse or a (1 - cos) shape may be repre-

sented by straightforward functions of time.

j Random turbulence is represented as an "equivalent deterministic input"

by the procedure of Reference 22. The turbulence is described by the spec-

tral shape,

2

tUg Ug kw) 2 2
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- _.ndom gust velocity

U Ug (w) - gust input power spectral density

wb - bre&k frequency of the gust input spectrum

Ug - standard deviation of the gust disturbance and is given by:9%
CY2 OM d

The input gust. is assumed to have a Gaussian amplitude probability dis-

tribution witb zero mean. The equivalent deterministic input (or transient

analog) is obtained by the expression,

h e u ( u) lu (s) u (-S) s-iw I• (0 g (0)
+g S+% S=iw

where•-

Ug(0) =OUg /_Wb,

Th ere fore,

aug %2(
U+ b (5)

The inverse Laplace transform gives,

ug(t) = OUg t

which is the specific deterministic input that represents the gust spectra

in question. With this input, the integral of any squared parameter of

interest becomes the variance of that parameter when steady-state conditions

are reached. This method of gust representation is well suited for the fast

repetitive operations of an analog computer, or this equivalent MIMAC pro-

gram since no time averages or repeated trials are required. It should be

pointed out that the time histories of the responses are of no significance

and arc merely tools used to obtain the correct statistical answers.

T" 1.4 MITMAC Control Loo1p Formulation - The equations of motion

developed above represent the aereelastic airframe in a closed-loop feedback
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control system as shown schematically in Figure 23. The contiol blocks

accept a second order ratio of Laplace transforms of the form

ai0 + a ilS + a i S 2
ala il S 1 2 s
b0 + blS + b S2

10 ±1 12

The MIMAC program uses a solution technique bas.4d on standard form where

the highest derivative of each variable is expressed in terms of lower

order aerivatives of the sane variable axid other known variables. For

exa•:ple,

b = (72-- 71 -bT0 X7 + '72 i6 + a71 k6 + a7 0 X6)

is the expression for block No. 7. Because of this solution technique-,

Utl coefficients bi 2 may not be equal to zero. If, for example, block 7

is to be unity it must be expressed as

C'

S72 S
72- 2 where a72 = b72 :: 1,0

b72 S

Similar logic applies for other transfer functions.

The transfer function block for the aeroelastic airfrane allows for

the feedback of a l.nearn weighted combination of the generalized

coordlnates end their derivatives obtained from the current value of the

forced aeroe.astic equations of motion, The expression in the o:ograirn is

X C g. 4 C. q, + *,.... + 0 Cn

Ile nunerastor oJ' conty-.o block 6 is then used to indicate the order of the '

response being sensed by the expression

=(4 XI +.! a6 bI
6 62 6-;. 6 - 6 6 - -62 5 " '61 5 6

b62

where 862 1.0 gives acceleration feedback

. a61 1.0 gives rate feedback

a 60 = 1.0 gives deflection feedback.
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IV.2 Active Control of Flutter CcMputer Program - Frequency Domain

IV.2.1 Unforced Aeroelastic Equations of Motion - Indicia.. Lift
Formrlation - The equations of motion for the Indicial Lift formulation are

expressed in the form.

Mq + Cq + Kq + Q (A + A c-l(k)) q
V

where C 1 (k) is a symbolic expression for the time domain equivalent for thebw
Theordorsen function of reduced frequency k =-; C(k).

i~t

qj = e ,Jioi-

The equations of mnrtion then appear as,

(_W2 (M + -( II + 'K + Q (A + A C (k)]
V2 c

+ i(, [C + R (B + B C(A))Dq 0
V c

for

c(k) F(k) +. iG(-')

F(k) = J1 1 + 0 1 Y1 1 0
"4 2 J 0 1. Y + (Y

axnd

j T j 4 f 0 Y1

(ji + Y ) 2  + To

14x(hre J0, Jl, Y Y are the J and Y Bessel Functions of the first and
G. 1

second kind.

Further development of these equations leading to the classical V-Y

(equiva.ent g) and V-w solutions is presented in detail in Reference 23. TheI• , tbeory is essentially based on the incompressible, t o-dimensional, unsteady

flow theory of Reference 24 with sweep effecta accounted for by the relation.-

ships of 2eference 25. As formula-Led, however, the parameters reflecting aero-

dynemic lift, moment and aerodynamic center are specifically factored out so
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that theoretical, experimental, or empirical data may be used to account for

three-dimensional anid/or compressibility effects. This ideali'uation is baseA'

on the work presented in References 26 and 27. The Indicial Lift passive

flutter analyses presented in this report have used this particular formula-

tion.

The equationa of motion, as programmed here, are written as,

2 [+ P-I] +K +2P- -A+P 29 A F. - EVB G)2 2 2 c V c

+ i (C + LR4 VB + J-VB F + P 2.. G) ()P
2 2 C 2 A0 ){}

These complex equations are evaluated repeatedly by a simultaneous solution

technique for a specificd airspeed (V) and parametric frequency (w). Thle

method for determining the passive flutter velocity with this proceduie, using

the Mikhailov Criterion, is described in Section 3,5.l.4.

IV.2.2 Unforced Aeroelastic Equations of Motion - Classical V-g (R+iI)

Formulation - The equations for this alternate formulation are expressed in

the form,

[M + P-I q. + [C P-2 VB] q + [K -£VZA] q = (F)22 2

where for flutter (F) 0

A and B are now complex functions of reduced frequency k = b- instead of

being matrices of constants as is the case with the Indicial Lift formulation.

The harmonic motion constraint of the form,

iut
qi = qi e

0

is assumed where the real part of q is of interest and th. iuaginary part

is ignorable. This substitution leads to the equations,

([K + i 9)] - V2 (R[e A + i Tm A]
2

SP-Vw JIm B - i Be BJ - w 2 (M + 2-I )) {q} 0
2 2

The classical V-g procedure now divides by,
4 2

replaucs the viscous damping matrix
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by s. equivalent diagonal structural damping expression,

gK

which is proportional to displacement and inphase with vetocity, and re-

cognozes that,

V 1
b k..

0

This lead- to the equations,' f . _
K ~(Re A + urnm A)

0 o

+ (Im B - i Re B) - I - M] (q 0

Defi ne now,

1
U = -r--- K4

0

A . (.) 2  
+ ig)

W
o ="--r

and the aerodynamic matrices, '

1 1 1 eBR -- - - Re A + 2b--k TmB 1,
o o 0

=2k' lmrA -2b kReB
U 01

The R+iI matrices are calculated by aerodynamic subroutines of a general

flutter deck according to the above expressions to fit the equation as,

[Mo+lR-a + tl] {q} =0

or in terms of an eigenvalue formulation,

[ ; 0 + ill (q) ( •f q) -

The solution is for -the eigenvalues X frow which are obtained the V-g and .4

V-w data as, .
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9 Im X/Re X '

1 =

KE S =k

vhere

y .5921 b
0 PSL

(.5921 is the conversion factor front ft/sec to Knots)

We can recast these equations in a form suitab>'e for a frequency response4 2
type solution by multiplying through by 7rpb W and replacing gý[ by uC since

we no longer have any need for a diagonal damping matrix. This leads to the V
equations,

[K + iwC - w2 M + ipbo0wý (R + iI)] {q - 0

"•^•i" -an _ evaluated in a manner similar to the previous formulat'on using

the Indicial Lift expressions,

Any aerodynanic theory subroutine suc:i a tiwse for strip theory, ke.ntl

function, doublet lattice or Mach box maV be executed to write a tape

of R+iI data for from 100 to 200 vaiues of l/k. An interpolation procedure

is required with the kernel function, doublet lattice &-id Mach box theories
in order to be economically acceptable. The- strip theory formaulation is

competitiv-_ even without interpol.ation.

For a judiciously chosen list of KI and a speci'ied, V and b the ACF

program calculates a parametric frequency,

Vki

b

for each ki.

The aerodynamic matrices are calculated as,

(P~b W4 [R]

and
ypbo0 W 12 [1]

for each w i"
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There is a complete change of the coefficients in the aerodynamic matrices

for each value of the parametric frequency. The general approa,"t is illus-

trated conceptually in Figure 145 where the lines of constantly changLng

slope represent the classical V-g eigenvalue approach and the constant velo-

city cuts represent the ACF frequency response technique. The Mikhailov

stability criterion applies to this alternate R+iI procedure just as it does

with the constant coefficient Indicial Lift formulation.

IV.2.3 Frequency Response Functions for Forced Aeroelastic Eauations

of Motion - The complex equations of motion for either of the preceding

aerodynamic formulations are solved simultaneously for the .pecified airspeed

(V) and frequency (M) to obtain the response of each generalized coordinate

to the forcing function. The method used for the forcing function excita-

tion is the same as described in Section IV.1.2 for the time domain program.

The frequency response functions for the forced aeroelastic system

are sensed by sensors located at any point in the aeroelastic system,.

The sensor output iý calculatea by tne weighted sum of the iudividual gener-

alized coordinates response by the general symbolic equation,

Sý°• s l [€i q + 0....2

qIqFI 9.FI(ill) 5 rý.-

where n denotes the response type,

n = 0 gives deflection

n = 1 gives rate

n = 2 gves acceleration

To exlaiin the use ±of this equation more explicitly let us consider a

simple exam:le. Figure 146 defines *Lhree generalized coordinates for an
aircraft or misslle.

q - RIigid body translation - ft.

R- igid body pitch - radian
- Fizst nornal bod- bending mode - ft.

The diagram also applies for higher ordIer aircraft elastic modes in the same

sense as fo- q,,. The vibration modes for this system are assumed to be

orthogonal with both thexsel!es and the rigid body degrees of freedom, Thus,

at zero airspeed there is no modal coupling. There is, of course, alvays

aerodynamic coupling in the caze of an airborne vehicle.
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For a harmonically oscillating system, it is easy to show that the total

acceleration of the body at point i is,

2

a. = -2 [qo 0+ L g q0 2 + 0 q5 1]

In terms of transfer functions, the acceleration in g's sensed by a body

mounted accelerometer at point i in response to an excitation force F is,

g i - W 2 o o [ 2  0 0 q 0

F 32.2 F i-cg F

A similar expression for a rate gy sei~sing at point i is,

1i r0o + # 51-

An application of Lagranges equation to this system leads to the matrix

equations of motion,

F m. 0 O

-W2 0 EM. k. 2 0q
i 1 I.-cg q0 2

o0 2
i 1 ql i

0 0 0 lqoo

0 0 q 02 q0

2 mi 2,
0 W5 ] z • I q 5 1

1.0

cg-RP4

•RP
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where F is a force acting at reaction point RP. These equations may be

easily solved for the transfer functions,

F 2M

q0 2  -iUMR-P
F -W2

2 + K
1 51

whe re

M = mZ - total vehicle mass
J.

2
.E M. - total vehicle moment of inertia about the center

i i-cg
of ZraW'it'Y

=1 F. M. -P geneuralized muass for vibration mode q

515 2

K5 I 5-ffective spring constant for vibration mode A
1 w 5 .1-m 'q 51

It is seen in the lst transfer function why it is customarily said that m5 1

is a gcneralized mas:c located at the mode normalization point. The effec-
tivc spri.ng KSI is also realistically vlt.wed as being there.

IVothing has teen said concerning the basic nature of the excitation

force F. In gene.ral, this force may be any reasonable function of w. There

is, howe-vr, ain implicit assumption in this simple example that F is not a.

function of the generalized coordinates q0 0 , q0 2' and q 5 1 . If aerodynamics

is considered .r if a feedback control system commands F in response to one

of the sensor outputs then the force does be--ome a function of the generalized

coordinates. The resultant equations of motion are highly coupled and the

trensfur functions are best found by simultanr-ous nuirerical solutions of the

equations of motion. Section IV.I.2 discusses the forced equations of motion

in more dctail.
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•AIV.2.4 Control Loop Calculations - The sensor output functions repre-

• , sent the airframe ctmamics in the two-loop control system shown in conceptual

form in Figure 18. Blocks 5, 9 and 10 accept numerical data for each

value of the parametric frequency w. The control loop calculations are

performed as described in Section 3.5.1.3. The assessment of dynamic

stability by the Nyqui.st criterion is described in Section 3.5.1.4.

I
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1V.3 MATLOC Coppu~tei t.hosrja

IV.32. L~scription - RIJJC is a PORThAfl computer program which caJlcu.-

latez azxd plots the closed-loop root locus over any parameter in a system

even woen the open-loop poles and zeros are not kno-n. MATLOC is unique

in that open-loop poles and zeros as well as plant gain are calculated

exactly. Thnt user merely inputs (i) -she equation of the system in matrix

forem and (2) the locations of the locus parameter in the matrix. With this

information the open-loop poles and zeros are calculated and passed to a

root locus cslculhtion progr-ss. 7his progra subroutine is very efficient

since it uses a branch follow4ing technique and thus seeks locus points only

in a small neighborhood of the actual locus. Angle correction between itera-

tions is accomplished by a Newton-Raphson algorithm which seldom requires

more thEan t6wo iterations between points. The MATLOC program plots the root

locus over any specified area of the S-planec for any specified locus para-

meter.

IV.3.2 Technique - Given a clo*ed-loop system:

-- KD

HD'
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one can find the roots of the characteristic equation, (GD) (HD) + (K) (GN)

(HN) = 0, as they vary over the parameter, K. This is done with the root

locus technique by knowing the open-loop poles (roots of (GD) (H)D) and the

open-loop zeros (roots of (GN) (HN)). These open-loop poles and zeros are

usually easy to determine. However, for complex multi-loop systems, these

open-loop poles and zeros are usually not known and the root locus must be

found by the inefficient process of finding the characteristic equation for

a range of gains and solving for the roots.

These complex systems can be easily described by writing a set of si; *-

taneous equations in the complex variable, S, and putting thes- equations

in matrix form

AX=Bu

where X is the vector of system variables and u is the vector of system

inputs. Up to twelve (12) equations may be written to describe the system.

The determinant of the A matrix gives the characteristic eqUELtAti Of

the system. By taking this determinant with the locus parameter set to

zero, we obtain the open-lool pole polynomial, (GD)(HD) + (1) (GN) (HN).

Subtracting the previously calculated pole polynomial, GD HD, from t&e new

polynomial, (GD) (HD) + (1) (GN) (HN), gives the open-loop zero pol:ynomial

(GN)(HN).

In this way, it is only necessary to find the characteristic equation

for two values of gain (0 and 1). This yields the open-loop poles and zeros

so that the efficient Newton-Raphson circular algorithm may be applied to find the

root locus. In addition, since the open-loop pole and zero polynomials are

calculated exactly by this method, we can determine the system plant gain

and divide it out if desired.
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